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CHAPTER I

TRODUCTION

Some jour 'sugh illustrations, rather

.an words

.

Thi :• the news ar- s. employed by most

net] • newspapers.
i rk-~section covers,

r.ews and feature illustrations, charts, standing heads

and the — is an increasing isible part of the pages of

c-wspapers; a component whose importance has been sub-

s:.v f res- and cor

wever, little has been dene to provide ?n

about and insigfc le emerging role of news artists, C

inc i whose responsibility Lt is to create the

ict rez the field as essential in order CO

gai attention of today's visually-aware reader.

it newspaper LIlustration, gr- I page desi

are becc- creas I nportant in Jouj

developments during 1973 and 1979. -rican Press

te sponsored a four-day ^aper desi

1978, rhicb e newspaper edittrs ar

i des tted l for a page one of

-eal" "aper • fed the J6. id pre-

e pages as a desi dis-

at the event. Subsc a t is pxi. ed
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illustrating the designs and rationale of each participant.

In January, 1979, many of these participants, plus

other newspaper designers and graphics editors, formed the

Society of Newspaper Designers. Open to news and graphics

staffers and individuals in a wide range of related professions,

the group began publishing a bi-monthly newsletter, and began

3
planning design workshops and competitions.

One of the group's members, Roger Fidler, also began

no publish a periodical on newspaper design. Called the

Seu ;
:

: , and first published in Januar

1979, it is a bi-month] - :teen-page two-color journal

newspaper design analysis, cost-cutting production tips

type redesigns, plus interviews with leading newspaper

designers :r. projects ir. which they participated.

Tnese developments reflect a surge of interest in tl

fie ewspaper design and graphics. In order to apply

them, however, ab I and innovation are needed in the news

:nents c: .... newspapers.

Curiosity about what these departments are Lik

today's larger newspapers, and about who the i: ... vs

artists are, what <^y use, sponsibilizies

and perceptions of their jobs led to this itud

author's interest came from her own exporter..

ar_ "or a dail >spap<

erat .

Editorial cartooning, another ewspaper

icion, has re ;everal researchers.



agents for a: :e change, editorial cartoonists have b«

nan. and by '.vheeler and Reed. ta-

ng autonomy of I haj> been di.- by

Dennis, 3ender and Low. Fit.- . ck has discussed the effects

of widespread s .on of I coons on the Car-
pi

toonist job market, and of satire, caricature and

other style elemer contemporary editorial cartooning has

9
been investigated b den.

igard to non-editorial news .stration.

Culbertsor. has reviewed findings about the effectiveness of

D illustration. He stated tnat drawings and grapnics

(charts and maps) add to attention-getting power, reader enjoy-

ment and compreher. Connotative meaning seems to be

.
- ixt

.

. Lb<_rtson' s research on the effects of icor or

•j resemblance between a pictorial symbol and its referent I

a story ites that graphics may increase the interpretive

weight of . -gument or a set of arguments by: (1) imprc

comprehension of the arg (s)
, (2) gaining and holding

att I argument ( s) , and (3) providing c. cues

about author inter . addition, characte: ts of the

ng , such as style and concreteness , affect reader response.'

11 cates that news il lustra .ces C

•eness of the newspaper as a com;- itions tool, a

Lgh sear iuced evidence that news artists s,

mix respor. . ities, and patterns ^r action, tx

news st. 'a were unexplored areas.



When initial searching through indexes of communications

periodicals failed to discover any such studies, a ] ET on-

line databank search was performed. The search queried

Managemer.t Contents and -
: sal Al lots files (th

latter contains communications research periodicals such as

imunioation Monographs, t , and :-

on Research.

The management file (File 75 L9 74-August 197S) pr

no relevant references when addressed for topics C0>

MEDIA/NEWSROOM.

The psychological abstracts file (File 11: 1967-August

1978) was queried for the following topic sequences: C L-

CATIONS MEDIA paired with (1) IRPERSONAL LNTERACTION, -

WORK ROLE, (3) WORKERS/WHITE COLLAR, (4) NEWS ROC." SPAPER,

(5) MANAGEMENT, (6) STA1 S ROOM/ NEWSPAPER, and (7)

NEWS/EDITORIAL STAFF.

Additional topic sequences quex I -ere: '-'SPAPER

pal 1) STAFF/STAFFS, (2) . PERSONAL, and (3)

STAFFS /ARTISTS.

The databank search revealed no re .; to newspaper

artists, their roles or

-ion. Thus, it was deciede to

IItori • advert its

well as the surge of graph,

rlier, current technologi I

field make news arc a signi



The coldtype . .geover has made or

vspapers to get a: :>m source to page quickly and at low

cos Coldtype allows complete fie: ^age design,

and so . -.ade mod ./out ble: ^se of boxed

(or s. predetermined) packages of art and story, composed

general 1 mat. Modular layout enhances page

appea • and reduces story "jumps" to inside pages--bc

>ld re.i^ier attention. And it permits . rela-

tion of ill effective element of page desig

. assuming the cc

.

e era has expanded oppor'

ties for newspaper graphics, the prediction may be made that

the role of today's news artist should be ^ into one

of greater prominence • Ln the news sta: This pre .on

13
~.ed by newspaper proressionals such as Milken, .o

believes * news ts ' responsibilities are -;,

and becoming more :>le in newspapers such

as the ittlt Timtt, and the

. -.e

.

The emerging f eas I cemputer graphics I

apers suggests an added vs

artists nd
,
perhaps Lg design and

programming skills to ger l software that could produce

e newspape.- fl . .ware.

Ar» ir " ~^r.

:

g levc

rding tc es ' 1969 survey of newspaper sta:

levels, most papers with over 100,000 n

employ one or more news artists or cartoonists. ir
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duties include news and feature illustration, editorial

cartooning, covers for special sections, graphics such as maps

and charts, standing heads, and a variety of related material.

Generally, these artists do not do advertising illus-

tration, this being the responsibility of other artists within

the papers' advertising departments. However, staff artists at

smaller newspapers frequently have responsibility for be:

news and advertising art as a matter of economic necessity.

Trayes ' survey covered a sample of 196 our :f -5: J. 3.

daily newspapers with more than ten thousand circ . m. The

following employee positions were included: (1) reporters,

(2) deskmen, (3) news executives, (4) photographers, (5) li

staffers, and (6) artists/cartoonists.

TWo tables, showing average staff levels by ilati

group and range of staff size vithin each circ group,

were compiled and are presented in figure 1.

As Trayes' data indicate, newspapers more t.\

50,000 circulation averaged one ar [ news-

papers in the 100,000 to 250,000 cir

at least one artist or cartoonist. . an average :: four . .

a range of one to eight; papers in the 250,001 to 500,000

circulation range employed an average b a

range of one to thirteen,

otal of 220

ightly more :han 1:1,... sample.

Licatt it perhaps as r.. nousand ar arcoc:

ists may be employ ;rooms of dailies of o- 00
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circulation. No data are available on manning levels of news

illustrators alone, as distinct from editorial cartoonists,

nor does Traves ' study separate news artists from general

staff artists responsible for both news and advertising art.

Objectives of the study

The objective of this study was to provide Lni Ltion

about and insight Lnto the emerging role of the news artists

employed at a metropolitan daily newspaper. lni

the artists themselves, their training, illustrative styles,

responsibilities and perceptions of the job were to be ad.

Since this appeared to be a first-time undert..

was decided that the case study approach would be best to gain

releva Lata and to provide direction for further stud

Selection of the case study: criteria

Selection of the newspaper to be featured i

was based on several criteria. These were 88 tab

1

assure that the newspaper would provi good

data wit ' Lmfl available for the

circulation -50,000 was dasil

. e a staff of several tn •

. iemand for a range .

about Can was decided upon as lur.-

of infox tt not too larg< be cc I adequa

t two -week s- oeric I

ad be ;tence :

many years was necessary so present staff could be considered



perspective wtch the department's evolution over time,

as onded to bot. nnological advances and readership

needs

.

Th vspaper's management climate, it was felt, had

to be fairly stable, as sweeping changes would provide

spurious a: y among staff members, which could aence

behav. oduce artifacts in the information obtained.

nally, the newspaper had to will sion

for the study to be conducted.

3asec Jiesc several newspapers, all

able I ng distance, were chosen as possible

ey were as follows

:

-

8 t H t P09t

Ber , Bind

lectirr. _-
:* the :-•«•'.-••"''• ','-' <r>: :

"

:. \-'r •'' ~.8

LniClal ::r.:acts with management began ceabfl

1978, the • 3 gave a

promp ve response.

As subjects for the case s Lie news-

papers seemed tC sa i: on

Lgurefl : ~S were a combined 370,003; the

r cix . .as 206,903 u I .e evening • ',

163,100.

re11- located . convenient

650 miles due east of ahattan, Kansas,

. 'S .
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The papers' news art staff r.-r.:ered eleven Inclu

the art director, plus the graphics editor, who apparently

participated in many news art decisions (and subsequentl

became an important source of information) . Since the news

art department had been an established fixture for se\

decades, and the managerial climate of the papers s-_ . . .

stable, the Courier-Journal and Si-res seemed to be a suitafa

choice

.

The news art director, Johnny Maupin, responded Co

the initial study proposal with enthusiasm, and - top

management's permission for the field visit; an Lnvitati rs.8

issued to come, observe, record, and simply get to know

news art and news staffs and management. distance was

offered in assembling materials and documents needed :

evaluation, and introductions were made to key management

individuals during the field visit, to expedite ir.terv ng

and observation.

~s overall willingness of the news: :o : .

pate in the case study was invaluable in es: .

h individual S' members, and allowed obs<

familiarization to proceed at a good pace.

Resrese . veness of the i *

The - and Ti~.ej are

representative of other newspapers in th

They ar 4 and spape:

. . news staffs and p.
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:es. admir. news art, photon • and adver-

.g staffs.

They are "monopoly" newspapers in tt it face no

metropolitan daily competitic- However prospect

suburban compe: is r. per groups a-

showing interest in acquiring newspapers in neighboring

towns being sic- osorbed by Loui le suburban develop-

.-.-.' and Tiries are not - -owned;

I pap^ their I generation Ly ownership,

and a c< of encouraging yet demar. pate: jm

seems to contribute to the management r.ate. This degree

of publisher involvement may be creating a different sta

climate from that of a ..r.-ownec of comparable size,

my papers, the . . I a cc:

rted from letterpress to polymeric plate col prtn

^ the 1970s, accompanied by s
- retraining and prodi

:cns. As the prod- .epartmer.t Ll

ized. embers were re . er supp

. coldtype production areas. Others elected buy-out options.

t present, since the newspapers long depended on

- color, they are atypical of ze

col ewspapers it spot color

considerably less than that of most col ewspapers

letterpres conversion syste

• j r r.evstapers , a

set does not seem imminent. ouid mean a new plan:, the
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expense has prompted the publisher to consider other a. na-

tives which will be discussed in the study.

Studv dates

Arrival at the Courier--.' irnal and rir.es was Frida

inarch 2, 1979. Informal orientation to the newspapers occupied

Friday afternoon and Saturday morning, March 3, during which the

author became familiar with the layout of the building and with

art and copy flow. Concentrated observation and inter" -ng

began Saturday afternoon, March 3, and continued chrou.

Saturday morning, March 17. Return to Manhattan, Kansas was

that afternoon.

Studv participants
- —

The study focused on the news artists, graphics editor,

news staffs, and their immediate and executive management.

Methodology

Participant obse: on was the res<. >ach use I

in this case s: . . was seen as appropriate because :.

study is one of discovery and description

area. As Sabbie pointed ou ct obse:

case is better than ntrolled or studies, as

duces less a: yet pen I

an esse: rea.

The author look the oh Lcipant re. 4t

Gold describe She ide: id herself as e grac . udent

in journalism, and observed and >ed wi:h employee
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the actual setting. She did not par .al

artist or reporter, for example, but observed and interviewed

md collected documents and artwork. She heeded cau-

ns on inte. er effect mentioned by several rest .ers.

pant observation was must useful in gaining an

understanding of actions and relationships of which part

pa: .r.aware. Such phenomena, as mentioned by McCall

and are likely to occur ir. complex social or.- . i-

tions such as the work environment of a large daii aper.

observation was also useful to spot phenomena that

wer. -eported in interviews icipants, but nonethe-

less were e setting.

3esides obse Interviewing of individual sta

\0er3 composed a good portion r.e field stud-- All news

artists, art rinagment and applicable news staff and manage-

t were interviewed. As a general guide I -ise inter-

•jws , a previously-prepared survey form was use: :-:pec-

ted issues, I and concerns voiced by took

r.ese encounters down new path.^ d promising

• tas for further study.

Adaitiona. erviews were hi magemer.

ting, personnel, cit ind promction. -se helped

:ader view of the news a: as perce.

those directly respc: Le for marketing the newspaper as a

product

.

Other is obtained from a collection of

. newspapers of all editions published



during the field visit, from departmental r.ar.agezier." hierar-

chies, and from floor plans, production specifications and the

like. All of these sources provided a picture of the evolu-

tion of the news artist and his role at the crier-

Journal and Times.

Techniques of data collecti:: -

.

Mechanics of data collection included "ape recording

and vritten field notes. Taping was used for biographic

interviewing with news arrises and general interviewing with

news management. During other interviews with news staff

field notes were taken and were transcribed a: regular inter-

vals. In this way, a detailed diary of each day was kept,

which served as an organizational aid during data retrieval

To aid in indexing of field notes and tape rranscripes,

one copy of all typed material was made, and Lnd ial page

entries itemized by dace and speaker. .ah :apic c ICUSSJ

was given a code number for such subjects as "arris* uor

interaction" and "ethics and policy." In all,

copies w. cd.

Once all • j a rap. ae CO]

aid notes was c . :ual en' ind r<_

copic or. new pages. These wer

topic, and scored in a por -

. le carrier.

The origin.. vped . noces ran

general reference use. The I in a large ring

binde: -hronological order, and s,
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.dual ngs, and other events. The

noces, about 240 pages, thus served as an instant reference

an.. : obs< s.

s proved a reasonable, workable syst^ tr

a topic was to be discussed, its folder and the separate

folder (con' :ig other information such as produc-

-.-.ship brochures) were pulled; with

. notes at hand, all relevant mater. is

ea^ egrated the description.

An extensive photographic record was compiled as we.

It includes step-by-step completion of various projects, and

views of the newsrooms and other faci s.

biograp photographs of eac I 1*1 and

reproductions c ork are included.

-.irv ::.: :T;':.r.3ns

\e objective of study was to provide infor- n

abo^ . r.sight into the erne: he newspaper artists

cloyed by a metropoli tar. i;. ;paper. 16 inc. ws

identified and perse:: .- sketches are presented.

Des LotU are ied of their careers, illustration styles,

;, ter.cre, responsib. . es , And >b per:t .s .

Alsv. -uded are . ssions of management's views of

•rt staff ind its work, and the newspaper ad:

and plans affecting the news art der ttlC a::

the gent :peration. es of the newspapers and

n art department were tc~piled and are presc to
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orient the reader to the ensuing materia:

In order to preserve the flavor of the interviews, _r.c

convey the personalities cf the many individuals who participa-

ted in this study, direct quotes are placed within the context

of descriptive material.

N'o hypotheses are attempted; rather, from observation

and interviewing, it was hoped that interesting possibilities

would appear for future research.

Many such possibilities occurred, confirming suggestions

by the author's committee and by researchers consulted Ln the

literature that unanticipated directions are otter, one of the

greatest benefits of the participant-observer method.

Among the phenomena observed were changes in the news

artists' training and career orientation over the course

the department's existence, the scheduling dilemma of routine

vs. creative work, the bitterness of older artists, ar. .

editor-news editor conflict. All became apparent dur I e

study and all provide interesting directions suggested

further study.
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CHAPTER II

THE NEWSPAPERS

His:::-;-

In 1826, a newspaper came to the pioneer set" snt of

Louisville, Kentucky. Called The Fdjus zf Polit

it served the few thousand residents of this town at the Falls

of the Ohio River.

Just seventy- five years earlier, in 1751, Ch pher

Gist, agent for the Ohio Company, first surveyed rhe region.

The previous year, Thomas Walker had discovered the Cumberland

Gap, the access point west of the Appalachians to the fertile

land the Cherokee called Ken-

z

i-ke .

Starting at the Gap in 1775, Daniel 3oone b. ne

ierness Road northwest toward the Ohio. Irs eve: ter-

minus: an Army outpost founded by George Rogers Clark jr. d

Ohio River. This became Louisville

.

3y 1830, the town had a competing newspaper--a

supporter, the i Two years

merged as the Lou urnal and

idopted the name In - ng

Lou Morr . ounded.

Both papers, political and business rivals, sa~

town through the Civil tfs But in L868, after secret meetings,

they merged to become the Souri* The first combined

edition was published Sunday morning, November 8, ldc^



In 1884, the Cour :l founded the afternoon

Lc 11* Tim*a\ in 1918, Judge Robert Worth Bingham acquired

majority ownership and, in 1920, sole ownership of the papers.

Bingham's son, Barry Bingham, assumed administration of

the papers in 1936, the same year cheir last competitor folded.

In 1948, the newspapers moved from Fourth and Green (now Liberty)

to their present headquarters.-*

the special section on the Courier-- - hundredth

anniversary, published November 10, 1968, 3arry 3ingham said of

role :

pie owners

'3 . »#•
•

. . • • •

'

in a Ho*m

As to the papers' graphics development, he said:

form*
-

, b*aau*4 I uf I

for i

-re t .

. rJ
. -

And concerning the balance of graphics an og:

repor

... some degree
....... - e

re .

Calling the newspapers "an m, far more

13 the ;>men who serve

concluded

:
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I z is never on any giv lay 22 gzzd as tie

it should be, or is re de I

the day that follows.
that we "j an give ita and more.

mership of suah a -

r

.

;

zr-use ' as ~ It,

are pledged to the same view s and - 3 sen
it with unflagging an'. ;5t.^

Barry Bingham Jr. succeeded his father as edicor and

publisher upon che lancer's retirement in June, 1971.

The Newstaoers Today

Louisville, Kentucky, 1979. For thoroughbred og

fans, it's the graceful twin towers off Central Avenue cr. Che

first Saturday in May. The city is Victoriana, too, in

restored Main Street business buildings with carved s:one

and cast iron facades, and residential splendor on . I and

Fourth streets, where stained glass windows glider

Birds of Paradise in territorial displa

On Broadway at Sixth stands another landmark . /oung

one as buildings here go: seven stories of Bed ;cone

and green-tinted glass. Since 1948, it has be- .:ome

the Courier-Jou ind (see . 2).

Just co the north are che sister companies, Standard

Gravure Corporacion and WHAS Radio and Television. Uholl

separacely owned I .^ham far. me--plua C

eleccronic informacion syscera researc: . : development corpora-

ma, Courier I
••• Research Corporacion--

comprise a city block, a comnv

more mdred peop I
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Facilities

The newspaper building anchors the block; ic is an

L-shaped structure cupping a corner courtyard where employees

can picnic, play basketball or tennis.

Inside, the first floor is a ir.elar.ge of lobby, personnel

and public service departments, purchasing, security, credit

union, safety, and switchboard. On the north side is the

pressroom, with newsprint and ink storage in the basement.

Advertising--ciassif ied, national, and retail- -cc: .

the second floor, where advertising art director 3ob Conway and

a staff of six advertising artists handle the needs

to forty clients each da;

Above advertising, the third floor opens or. rl^sh

sandalwood carpeting and raised, parquet-panelled walls: the

reception area, offices and conference room of the publisher,

and adjacent offices of the editorial page editors and writers

of both papers.

On either side of the elevators, more s

lead to the mailroom, medical ofi . stockrooms--.-. i one

the more sophisticated libraries in e: nic

information storage and re: levelopt re cai

Info-Ky, now being marketed wor

I

om the Lib

fourch floor newsrooms of boch papers, and co spo:

and compucer syscems deparcmen: arc depar:

menc , a . . and sp>
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On the b floor -he o: the graphics

editor and the special sections department of the

including the S r.e , Acce ind Outlocr

plus • •' special sections, Action, Scene and TV Scene.

Circulation is on the loor too, along with a e-

hundred-seat cafeteria s. • hot meals at all hours.

floor is photography exc a sta

of eluding twelve photographers. .; and

a processing share the seventh floor.

:e building has 358,128 square feet--

ve acres c ir space. 6,903 copies of

. over seven ec s, are published— and

each evi . 163,100 copies i Lou r ' fou

editions are issued; the papers' combined ctx n is 370,003

with a Sunday - count of 346,264.°

The edj

The newspaper. :lrculat nitftd Urates'

twer.tv- seventh- largest .

'

is spread over a metropc.
Q

popul a area of 328,860 and a city zone c 1,500.

3esices Loui. j's Jefferson County, the standard -r.etropr

statistical area . .ies Oldham County to the north and Bu

e sou ies Indiana's yd counties en

:site shore or the Ohio.

Ou - nucleus, the papers' marketing area

covers • —ana and sever.tee: counties, the

seco- mark area a

co- I and the ir )f the state o: 3tal

carriers s
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Besides circulation patterns, the fact that "he

newspapers' readership spans two states is reflected in the

angle of news coverage and the timing of editions. In turn,

the edition deadlines set the pace of the reportorial and copy

desk staff s--and that of the news artists.

The ?ourier~i irnal'a first edition, the Four Star, is

intended primarily for newsstand sales. The Five Star is the

state edition, going to remote distribution points Ln Kei

The Six Star is the Indiana edition, heavy in that state's

coverage and circulated to all Indiana counties in the networ

The final Seven Star edition is home-delivered Ln the r.etropolitan

Louisville area.

The Times' four editions include the Home, circulated

primarily to Kentucky counties outside Jefferson and in men-

street racks; the s, distributed across the Ohio Ln

Clark, Floyd, Scott, and Harrison counties; and the Final Home

and Late Final Home, comprising the bulk of the press ruj

Louisville home deliver

An additional ftd Lon is the Timet
'

published Wednesdays with th<

shopper .

^

A breakdown of the editions, sections, number of pages,

and production information is given I

Special sections

Together,

special -ons each week.
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C
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C
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Durnal and Times.
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The Courier-Journal' a special sections department

produces Accent and Outlook, run as full-page sections within

the Sunday paper, and the Sunday Magazine, a full-color roto-

gravure tab of general-interest features both local and natior.

in origin. The magazine is usually forty to sixty pages La

length, and traditionally carries a photographic cover; Cl

March 11, 1979 cover, however, featured a full-color pair.::.

1 2

on outdoor recreation done by news artist Joy rd.

In addition, the Home/Marketplace section lblistied

Sunday through Friday as the full-page Marketplace section,

becomes a tab on Saturday and features real estate articles by

newspaper scarf, syndicated columns, and classified real estate

B tings

.

Of the rime* 1 tabloid special sections, Scene and Ac

are unusual in their mode of presentation: \y "wrap" the

outside of the rims, and are first thing the reader sees

whether he buys the paper from a newsstand or has it d .-red.

The first of these sections, Scene, is

Saturday's Generally running t -two

pages, it is a compendium of local features, site; h a Cl

consumer st angle; special-

theater and restaur.!. views; an mate:

It is also the vehicle e Jelly 3ean Jour a

four-page children < ction of articles, word games and

which runs center-spread and is heav.

ar'.
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Scene's c*. ~1 color, printed speccacolor by

ird Gravure, and wrapped around a newsprint boc The

cover gc oior original art produced by

member of the news art staff.

The second section, Action, is shed Tuesdays,

is a twelve-page tab on par- spor - -ng, tennis,

handball, canoeing, hiking and the like. ^n's cover c:

rge surface for orig art or

an . ograph combination. The cover and . .e feature

. :ns are executed by the news art departmer.

ther of thi I •' special sections is TV Scene,

published on Saturday as a sixteen-page inside tab. Besides

l program listings, it cc I selecte- gram

js, s" vritten media Cl :s' and reader- inqui:

Lunnxs. Its cover, usu one color plus black, is produced

news art.

Lly, throughout the year, the newspapers

seasonal spe :abs such as the Sweet Sixteen sections, one

each oys' and girls' hi .ool basketball tournaments

iroughout C ' e. tarch, the tabs run tbc

tweive pages, and carry covers produced by news a: one co

.

anc :k.

Otr ns are published as preludes tc

De: a f:ur-page tab on race nominees run two months prior to

the race, an; '« section I
veek covering the

I . ts an .e race .
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For this section, a full-color rotogravure cover of a

racing scene is produced: a painting done for the occasion by

a member of the news art staff. The 1979 cover, done t . -rman

Wiederwohl, was printed without copy on its reverse side ir.

order to leave the reproduction unmarred.

Also produced during the year are special sec:

covering the previous year's news avents, a pre-season fco tball

feature, and additional tabs warranted by breaking news or

features of special interest to Louisville area readers.

Examples are the sixteen-page all-rotogravure retrospective

produced within forty- eight hours of Elvis Presley's death, and

ie sixteen-page Muhammad Ali biography, published in 1973 ar.

led by a full-color portrait of Ali by Hermar. '.-.'iederwohl , one

of the news artists. Requests from other metro for

reprints to be used as inserts led to a grea ceased press

run and distribution over several states. J

Market segment publication: Consumer Extra

Neither a special section nor an a lC news-

papers, Consumer Extra is an experime: a spec

interest publication to a spe. *no

wish to inform themselves on consur- MS.

e tab, gener I twelve pages

and mailed to sub.-> r an

) colors plus black.

Consumer Ex: overs proo ompa:

cure and food pur ng on a budg<
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savim U like fireplaces, and cases of misleading adv

•g. candles design, phoco cropping and background

masking for this cab carries about a dozen

such photos.

The ;-..:ffs

• Tig

g.

a

About l hundred people work w

and Ling; "60 more work for Standard Gravure.-^ e

bu . nnect on two levels, and rotogravure employees use

., DM . and benefit 8C js, and share the

employee telephone director h the newspapers.

As the staffs work together on production matters,

two publ Loni a week produced Ln the rotogravure . there

seems to be a degree of tangible : • and access:

between

iffa of UHAS Radio and ] .on, perhaps because

of :cal separation of the bu gs, seem to remain at rr.ore

of an intera om the newspaper staff. ?ugh

they have the same ber... of all the companies' tffl] es . they

are self-c on •ntitles. Ltl 3n

- ts cm ind art depa. .ead, respon^ .

-

ble for "slides -- r.e background illustrations used during news

on id- on and pr. .on spots.
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Within the newspaper, forty- seven departments are

identified. In addition, staff listings include the

subsidiaries of Data Courier and Tissly Research, and staff

of the employee recreational facility, Media Mix--the former

YMCA at Third and Broadway- -which the newspapers purchased and

adapted for its employees' use on a membership basis. A

breakdown of these departments and manning levels is given

in figure 4.

Management

News art's placement in the organizational structure .

Examining the hierarchies in news art and other news depar*.-

is revealing in their placement for communicating with top

management. e diagram in figure 5 shows paths of communica-

tion for administrative matters, although in da -day commu-

cation on news-related decisions, different patterns emerge.

These will be discussed in Chapter :s.

As shown in figure 5, the news an lirector reports

directly to the director of news administration oi

as Bt e, budgeting, and new equipment

On matters of ill I ration ?> and proposed gi

changes, however, lews BCtor confers with -

graphics edicor, the assistant managing editors and m.-. :g

editor of the . idual p.. the -e

editor, who has overall responsibii. h pap nd

reports to the publish..

Thus, the news ar - ubordinace to a:

intermediate-level de; ;uch as production H«
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LOUISVILLE COURIER- JOURNAL AMD TIMES

:ng Levels by Department
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•es 3ook :n
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7
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Safe- I

:
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. 3
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~-
\ --ees .

)

.erKS

i e 7 a r
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Publisher

Barry Binghani Jr

-E
Ombudsman/Ass t

.

John Eerchenroeder

1
Secretary
Mary Pat Palk

executive Edito]
Robert ?. Clark

C-J ' -.• iging Edito:
Paul Janenscn

x
-cutive Seen

Joann Wiggins

D68 Managing
nard Pardue

3.
Zxec. Spcr-.

en)

_T

Dir. News Ad-
Sill Ellison

I

Dir. or Photo.
Tom Hare I :.

Librarian
Doris Batliner Bob Anderson JC

1 i
Atex
Vicky 3arclay

Asst. New? • •

Ben Rarr.:

Fig. 5. Comraunicacion hierarchic
at che L md Tim«-
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commu es on an equal basis with news management in graphics

matte: On issues related ultimately to budgeting, such as

ze (but not staff selection), he consults with 3ill

on, director of news administration. Thus, much of what

the iepar in terms of equipment, fac I ts,

and resources, is Ellison's ultimate responsibi.

-rector of News Administration: 3 ill Ellison .

5, Bill Ellison was the assistant managing editor on d

ni, -de of the Then, when exec . I editor

Bob Clark reorganized .mxr.eciate staff, Ellison said, Clark

pooled most of the administrative duties and created El - : "s

. . 18
position.

"He . . . kind of refurbished the job and out I

>n says. Calling himself "basically a newsroom bureaucrat

Ellison S; :s responsibilities, .e they do not extend to

vs decisions, cover all administ: e matters re g to

3 .

I to is that I worry about overall

budgeting questions," l said. Together with Clai n

IM about $9 million worth of annual news cet.

They decide how to best app^ a the money among the news

partmer. m that point, each department budgets itsc

• a year, including 14 LtvelopUM ad

su: l.

en decisions are made by the publisher that

aking, Ellison l a key role.
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"Last summer (1978), I was deeply involved in trying to

discover what would be the most painless ways to make some c\i\

over the next three years Co raise the company :~i_s,"

he said.

The program, which was put into effect that year, is

under way to explore the cost- feasibility of converting ::s c :

press production. It is a frequer.i zopic of casual cor.versa::::.

with staff members of many departments.

Among Ellison's other duties is dealing with gener

personnel questions. These, he said, involve long-range p

rather than day-to-day hiring and staffing.

"For example, all those blue-green books stacked around

here," he said, sweeping an arm over a buried table ft,

"I'm supposed to be writing job descriptions for every job in

the newsroom as an EEO (Equal Employment Opportunil .es act) ty

of activity, but that's kind of slow coming along-- there

been other pressing things.

"I'm the hired gun for dealing witl [ nego-

tiate prices on features and columns. I am Liaison for tl

lawyers. " although reporters work dire. with ' ipers
'

lawyers on screening stories for libel, ?s

track of items under disc . >n.

He also functions

rst Amendment interests.

In the next session

not be facing a proposed law to do sc:- ng ab

hes. we decide to go after a law, o: cide I

work with the Kentucky Press Associai $o after a
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then I would be involved. t as a lobbyist, but just as

sore of a coordinator

-s also in charge .g copyright per-

mission reprints of st- md of nuts-and-bolts matters

ng and renovating office space for the papers'

19
burea But his involvements extend to human development.

"I am the coordinator for some minority high school

-.gs that we do. We have an urban journalism workshop . . .

che Uni of Kentucky; about a dozen black high

.100 1 juniors spend two weeks at and then a week here

at newspaper learning about journalism."

In addition, the newspapers send two of the students

to .westi ins ton, Illinois, for an

-:al high school journalism institute. Both programs, Ellison

said, have been successful in recruiting minor: -.dividua

3 :'re field; two of the papers' present reporters attended

the Ln 1969.

The newspapers offer several inter ^s each summer

:ollege students. ually, seven to twelve positions are

open. one ir. news art, one in sports, two . otogr

and the re- the vs rooms, '^hile most of the

internships are filled by journal -dents, the news .-.

.3 gener ajor. Over a hundred appiica-

jns are gc received Louisville-area students for

::s , w: - $120 per week. Ellison is respon-

20
. . admir. 1 program as well.
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Drafting news staff policy is another of Ellison's

responsibilities. He said he plans to codify "a whole bunch

of memos issued over the years'' into a staff policy manu..

As one of the news departments, news art is affected

by such policies, along with others developed specif icallv for

the department during its history. Thus, the climate, scarf

performance expectations, and personal dynamics of the news

art department may be better understood by examining these

policies and their makers: the cop management of the r-

irnal and Times,

Publisher: Barrv 3ingham Jr. At the ' iri -

and Times, the dynamics of policy-making, product! jr. and

Interaction reflect the priorities of Barry Bingham Jr., editor

and publisher, and Bob Clark, executive editor.

Many of these priorities appear to have been estabid

over the span of the Bingham family's ownership of the papers.

Others are being set today due to developments

production field and changes in the U. S. economic ; ire.

Both reveal much about the "why" of the itru D

of news art and graphics at these newspapers.

In the publisher's third- flooi

above plush sandalwood, the brass pendulum of an

clock pursues a itei -mpo . It's a

room--a place of thinking and

assertive debate. Bingham Jr. is a • g a c .

about proressionalism ac the
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"It goes back Long before I went co wor!- ra. One of

che chings is that management's very concerned about quality

.gham ac le Bake: o was the general manager tl

is now : jhn Richards, the vice president, present

general manager George Gill, and Cy MacKinnon, president, share

this emphasis with him.

"I frequently send tearshee- . to Ralph Drury (director

^ineering) when I see parts of the p I bat just dor.

look :

.en a reader gets a below-par copy, Bingham says he

es a personal hand.

•in somebody gets a paster copy (a glued- together page

the process of a newsprint roll change I is not caught

during the press run) and calls me up or writes me a letter,

ser. etr money bac Twenty cents, big deal --but I ~k

a lot ipara wouldn't even answer the letter. You know,

M hell with it. that goes off Che rress once in an and

. ve to s

u

'
.

'

ist don't think that's right. And I think that

pie all alor. o process know I people in .anag-.

are looking at the final product and saying, 'chat'fl baa il.

'

end some good one to Ralph-- ive a good r

u

and some really beautiful reprod u I ser

. s is beautiful. '

"

And Bingham serves he feels sotr.- g is
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"Some people say if you want to praise people, do -

publicly and if you wane to criticize tl rou get the™ off in

the corner and say, 'well, that's not the way it ought to be.'

"But I'm a very out-front sort of guy. If I see some-

thing in the newspaper, whether it's a news story or a photograph

or whatever that really offends me for some reason, I just rip it

off and send it up with a note and say, 'that's not what we ought

to be publishing. '

"

How the editors sometimes respond is a statement of how

free they feel to express opinions to the publisher.

"I'm not very varnished; I tell them what I think,"

Bingham said. "And then we get into a great big argument, you

know; Tom Hardin (photo departme: sad) may come down here and

bang on the table and say, 'that was a great photograph, you

just don't understand what it's trying to tell you.'

"That's fine. I'll be glad to debate ir with -

Just as staff members seem to feel free to express

opinions without having the publ — . the

his praise for work he finds pleasing:

personal noce minutes aft^r the paper is i:

says the organ. n's size makes it eas

.

feedback

.

're not L3M. don 't hi

thousand employees. You can gt' the work of ea.

these indi . . .nd I

too. They know the publishe: t general manager or che



president or the chairman of che board will dend a note and

say .at wa A done
.

'

Bingha: ys phocography h. ed a

:-ong incert Ln getting excelle: . the papers.

:o lead the people in seeing finer grapr

newspaper than they would settle re

.;_ getting wha:ever they persona. .appened to like.

don't • you can shove it down :>ats , but

I
• du are giving them superior graphic arts and

.or photog: .'er a period of years, people come

•/stand Lt too."

About the j of graphics he has Ln mir.d, Bingham s .

.5 pushed hard for statistical charts that dist. i-

^suall teresting ways. He fee! e papers have had

:ed success to date ad of art--they have run some

very sat ng graphs, but ran others w\ 3sed [ :a-

ng adequate information. He said this er.ness to

ins as wel.

'ou sometimes have to do something on shorter deac

in others." This, he added, plu e of Lllu

•iws art department, means that

assignments cannot a. be ideally matched.

• -r : 3ob C As the editor . ;e

Dverail coverage Lay, 3ob Claz ves that the

-rove the consistency of graphs presenting

a.
*"
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"Some of them are great. And some of them are really

bad. They're zoo complicated. They need to be much simpler.

"We don't have ... as good a sense of graphics, I

think, on the papers generally, as I wish we had. As and

. jsveek do, and the St. Petersburg Times, for example.

"They'll take a subject and put it in very sir.ple

terms, and instantly you get the picture, which is what l

think most of those charts and graphs ought to do."

Clark said the graphs in the Courier'* irnal and s

aren't always this successful.

"I find I'm having to pour over them frequently and

say, 'what does this really mean; what are they trying to tell

me? I've got to read all the fine print.'"

The relative newness of this mode of grjpr.ics preser.ta-

m at these newspapers, Clark said, is the reason for son

the unevenness.

'*We don't have enough of a tradition St. C ' s

awfully slow, and I think it takes a certain kind c

to be able to say, 'How will the reader be

thing instantly?'

"You'll have to put yourself, ou're the it,

to the reader's place. It seems to be

To Clark, coram.. 'ion is the mos it pur

of a newspap- -d that, w:

news pages, sometimes the ed nc

page interferes w: mmunication. the pap«.

should be locked into horizontal la when devoting one
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column on page one co a developing story would give the reader

more information, more prominently played.

Overall, Clark feels the quality of the work coming

of the news art department has improved substantially--

espec. in the last couple of years, since Johnny Maur

became art director.

"He's done a lot in there; I think the st tall as

re more professional. The job that's being done

er and they're better organized.

ough Clark said he believes that Maupin is still

doing too much of the work hir.self and should delegate more to

a ir::i;s, the department has made excellent gains. .e

reason for much of Maupin' s success?

"Johnny is thought of as being a professional. And

it's very important.

St. if ring and salaries

From a personnel standpoint, being a news art rrofessio:

at zhe - mat ar i means, as of February, 1979, one

red at the same :ms as Associated Press reporters and

23
copy editors. ~ or about $275 per week for beginners.

said employment supervisor Martha C] is

because .^ement has recognized the levels of training and

ill of today's news artists are comparable with other news

staff. Also taker ) account, she said, are the demands of

-.e level of competence the artist must

order -,ose demands .
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Chief among these demands, Clancy said, are enough

versatility and understanding to a- to dea~ I, revisions,

and general pressure.

Barry Bingham's perspectives on salaries:

"I would hope that anybody who works for the r.ews

department . . . whether in photography or art or sports or

wherever, is paid on a level commensurate with talent and time

in service.

"Whether you're an artist, or whether you're a photog-

rapher or a staff writer or an editor . . . shouldn't make any

ference. So that is the goal. I would assume that any new

hires we're bringing in right now would start at what is now

scale for our beginning reporters. id that we would continue

keeping them up to the level where reporters are.

"Otherwise, it's really an unfair system. u're

taking advantage of somebody because he's an artisc rather than

being a reporter. And I think a good artist or a good

photographer is every bit as important to you as a go^ .

reporter .

"

In pi 'ears, two factors --training and

kept the salaries of Cour - irnal "s

below chose or reporters, according to 3ob Clar

Regarding tl Clg, Clark said some of

were not considered equival :*s be

noc have college degrees or comparable professional :e

whi joined che staff.
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"So they came in at low p . And also the tradition

been . . that retouch pictures and they size and

crop • d they tt»."

as "a little different than being in journalism."

comparing past salaries of news artists to those of

orters, both Clark and Bill Ellison use term "second-

tt»" to -be how the artists were compensated

and how regarded their job. Even artists with equiva

:n said, were somewhat underpaid compared to

repor' .ough not radically so.

3ut a news artist's pote il top salary was lower as

was QOt as possible to make a fairly big sala.

art. Or. the other hand, a high-paid reporter could ge I

quite a bit higher," he said.

e program now under way, Ellison said, will correct

sa. : epancies for longer- tenured news artists. Over

•jxt two to three years, their salaries will be ased

• earn as much as reporters and editors zorapa: .

experience

.

As for potential i top news art illustrator

who joins the s- today, Ellison said the illustrator can

realize the same salary as a top investigative reporter, or

appro week

.

However, few would-be news artists are -id,

; no lack of applicants,

ob ar. ent brings everyone r%n

I Clanc;- acts as a liaison
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between applicants and department heads. For a recent staff

artist opening at WHAS Television, Clancy received fifteen

applications; only three or four appeared tie gets

drop- in applicants about twice a month, plus a surge of June

graduates. Of perhaps forty applicants in a year's time, she

said, only one might appear qualified. This, she believes, is

because they don' t know the realistic requirements of

positions

.

Artists who do have ability--and are aware of the

demands of the job— approach the news art director on their

own. They do not think in terms of going through CI s

office, she said.

As for affirmative action measures, Clancy saii zhey

are always caken: job listings are posted and advertised along

vv'ich complete job descriptions. 3ut, as a result of being

contacted directly, the news art director has likely already

27
decided on the best candidate when an opening occurs.*"

In other aspects of a: action, men and women

staffers are paid equally for equivalent -raining and respon-

Llities, according to 3111 Ellison.

But Bob Clark and otherI responsib

.

sions at the newspapers agree than . rmative a^ not

p :o speed," as marketing's David DeJean p i

Since nhe mid-1960s, when the papt

hiring program, attempt tn made to qualified

minority staffers. They hd .. I s.
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In che newsroom, organizational chares show three

black reporters on the Ssurie- iesk general

assignment staff of fourteen. On the roster of Courier-

news clerks (whose duties include assisting reporters and

writing obituaries, police blotter shorts and the like), two

of five are black.

On the city iesK, of seventeen general assignment

reporters. :wo are black; however, on the Timsa' neighborhood

st. : four reporters, two are black, as are two of its four

• s c lerks

.

g ttl e nevj irt department has had

:ers. One, who had some 4 experience,

became - reporter after six years, and today

covers Louisville's minority issues.

At preser. :wever, news art has no members of racial

ies . Of eleven I iffers, one is a woman, Joy G. i.

A summary of women and minority els, across depar-

ts presented . gure

Marketing the newspapers

To be succes news art must be understood and

ited by the reader. As vlth a headline, news art-

wed as an illustration, map, c- st

get the reader's attention.

Once is done so, it must hold that attention long

ough to get its message across. r a map or chart,

.ng cl - and si For an oration
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PROFESSIONAL-LEVEL STAFFING:

"7omen and Minorities across all vs Deparrr.er.ts

(C) = Courier-Journal /T\ _ — 1 _ ~ c ,
' f " r .

— "\ = ^ _'_._
w^ -^w w . ~

Department Total All All
Staff Minorities

News acimin. (CJ&T) _ _ _

M.E. /A.M.Eds. (C) U - -

News editors (C) u - -

City desk/sub-eds (C) 3 - -

Reporters (C) _ z __

State desk/sub-eds(C) 2 - -

Renorters (C) 8 1 -

Wash. D.C.bur. (C) 3 - 1

Frankfort bur.(C) 3 i -

Indiana desk (C) 6
o
_; ._

3usines 3/ sub- eds (C) 1 - -

'..'riters • - -

News/wire eds. (C) ; -

Copy /makeup eds(C) £ -

Special Sections

:

Eds art iir. (C) 6 : -

Asst . Page Assoc

.

Eds. (C) 3 6 -

Staff writers

,

Co 1 . its 5 -

' E. (A.. M.Eds. (T) 2 - -

News editors
(

7
*

-

Cicy desk/sub-eds (T) 3 1 -

Reporters (T) 8

Co - -

Indiana bureau(T) -

rami! 3 •
-

Business - -

Scene magazine (T) 6 3 -

Copy desk : eds/s

1

5 - -

' Copy eds (7) 14 -

Action magazine (T) • -

-

3to (CJ&T) •

News Arc (CJ&T) 11 -

Spores (CJ) - not a-

Snorts (T) -
. lable

1 c

Fig. 6. ofessional- level women and
minorities across depa:
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means using appropriate visual symbolism Co arouse the reader's

curiosicy abouc che accompanying scor

To draw \e and design pages for a reader, one muse

sc gee co know him. and Timts, one

28asks Joe Carpencer, director of research.

nee 1971, Carpencer has been monitoring the news-

papers' marke conjunction with 3elden Associates, an in.

pendent research fin year, 3elcen's study design takes

representative probability samples of one thousand adults (13

ve-coum tropolican Louisville area,

and ol lundred additional residents M zhe remainder

of the ever -
i -county Louisville Area of Dominant -:ence

:).

Personal interviews are conducted from to December

of each year, and an annual report is issued. Complete resul

of the latest avai e data (1977) are showr. ppenc.

but in brief, these differing reader profiles emerge from C

two pape

(morning paper) rea a more Lilo

co be in. the 35-and-up age group. He earns more money, overall,

o reader, . che largest percentage of respon-

ds, 000 or more per year. La oc ends to

be . -rcfessional/managerial or saies/cler. :ategories

--or he to be retired.

.j readers tend to be younge: •
j age

grc e a greater income spread: om $15,000 up.
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The Times reader is more likely than his morning counterpart to

be a college graduate, but he, like the Courier reader, is -ore

likely employed in professional/managerial or sales clerical

areas

.

Carpenter discusses research findings with z'r.e managing

editors of each paper; they in "urn communicate this informa-

tion co writers and news artists.

One of Carpenter's main concerns, he said, is wheth

the papers do enough to make the occasional reader become the

regular one. Balancing the concent for readers of many inter-

ests is one approach the papers use for wide reader appeal, he

said. Thus, the papers refrain from shaping content only

te "upscale" segment of potential readers.

Another way the papers are crying :o recruit the non-

reader is by a strong promotional television advertising

campaign. Spots have a "people" slant, featuring

news staffers on the job. The ?ourier-J i and I i have

separate campaigns, each aimed at the probab —get t,

and run on WHAS-T' The television a: .dio 81 .n

turn, are promo -

. Ln newspaper adver'

ef fee:

.

Present format designs

On Octobe . 1973 , .
• • -

section flags and logos, pi . page one that

billboards inside stor

The i tjpaptr Dee

was not a complete redesign. I and be pe



remained the sa: But it was a thorough housecleaning of

many years' accumulation of standing heads and section flags.

Figure 7 shows the old and new formal

w flag type, Goud ra Bold, was introduced for

each section and centered for consistency. According to

Ryan, graphics editor. tall :;peface was chosen because

it was not available papers' phototypes*- g font selec-

n. Not being quickly accessible to editors, Ryan said, the

deface was thus kept fro:- r.g appropriates rs

tempted to design their own logos-- -.consistent results.

Lnst . Rya:. . e approach ensured better gi . cs

control

.

3®

2 result is bolder, more balanced and mere COM

LC "sk ft" helps get readers ir.side the paper. .ough a

V readers objected to the six-pc. rules below

igs and logos, subsequent acceptance has been excel.

jas for the new design, art director

Johnr. Q designed the revision I vs art department

.died preparation.

res' present format was designed I .er

..e :: D --r.anaging editor Mike Davies (now at tr.e

.-) . According to Len Pardue, now managing

.tor : iff, Davies star "ere11 er<

"has is. As or the rede :e boxes

s, a pa >acb known as modular Leyout is

approach orates art and stories in either boxed or pre-

pl u ats. I are -out appro-.
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most modules are horizontal, and attrac :ombine arc and

• for greatest reader appeal.

The year before I r.plemented his design, he held

a graphics seminar for the riiae , tea lio Puc^

luded a design comp«. n, and produced an experimental

page one, published June 1, 197 -

rdue says that. front pages of each section

«>ood modular desi^r. . the inside pages are not as success

because the news hole is . realistic goal, Ll

to side pages Lo A-section so they can c more

vs modules similar to those Davies designed,

addition, Pardue sa rants to reorganize ti

B) section, she ;ths sor i and pushing

-se of art Lnsid .e section.

papex es

There is gible feeling of two LdentiCifti ~.e

newsroom, io zones that are
|

.

'_ as well as

e fac vo papers have se: es

3 2
is a sensitive issue, art iirectsr John a said. * .e

Lfl an eq-- rwspaper, and staffers are point

out that, r.ext to the Sun - he S

s Scene magazine draws the largest . . .on of

the wee- pent t seg setter than

the r-Joux

The - Lper reader, 3ob Clark said, ip
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the paper . . . with a kind of feeling in mind, whether he

says it to himself or not, 'this is supposed to -ell me what's

going on in the world today.

So the irier-Journal is spoken of by news and news

art staff alike as the "flagship paper" and the

record" which is relatively conservative, plays art smaller,

and has traditionally tended to favor the news photo or story

over the feature one. Due to its traditi aal 3lark

said, "The Courier is jealous of its space, and has to cover

the whol state, which the Tixes does not. Et j an obli-

gation to cover the nation and the whole world much more than

the Times does." The Zouriar-Q ivnal sid the fourth-floor

newsroom is pictured in figure 3.

Clark said the afternoon paper "is reai i. li"le more

for relaxation," without the urgency -- readers

felt earlier in the day. "You may have a TV

3 •

and radio anyhow by that time," he said.

So, as a composite, the ri~.es is, accor

managing editor Len Pardue, "local, lively, g.

scrappier" than the . I . Pa: . .

.esses the :tl of government and ~s on

people, rathe raight news reporting. "* ^ure 9 she

vsroora, opposite '

i gem- *8 pi
i

;-.d ph.

according co Bob Clark, although he said :his

; greater .g volume, :wo o: ee

more columns in equival ews hole space per da he
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The differences b< I papers' images are

ds of news ai at each pape: s. Couri*r-Jc

graphics run co innovati ires showing economic trends,

detailed locator maps of neighborhood restoration programs and

/ planning sites. nee illustrations veer off to the

ab C, the I md fanciful, the super-realis

ase of Saturday Scene's genetics eng -ng cov<_ .e

downright macaore.
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CHAPTER III

THE NEWS ART DEPARTMENT

Historv
_ , . —

In fifty-eight years, Che news art department has had

twenty-two employees. In this tine, only three people have

headed the department: Louis Dey, from 1923 until his

retirement in 1966; Maurice Tillman, from chat daze until

1976, when he became art director for the Courier^ 's

Sunday Magazine; and present head Johnny Maupin. :.~.ronology,

or cross-section, of news arc department staffing over six-

years is presenced in figure 10.

Louis Dey, a bachelor, is remembered by the news artists

who worked for him as a penurious man, reluctant to equip che

department with resources and jealous of :e.egatir.g page cesi

During Dey ' s tenure, much of the news arc it nt's

responsibility was of a technical e: ph C oping

retouching. Staffers worked a six-d.. I or

Sundays off.

Drawings were kept as i possible, one - s

t

remembers the department's prevailing attitude

important in the paper needs

but that' s all.

"

As a manager, Dey seems co have resented news arc dec

J

sions made on evenings or weekends when he was Lea

60
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19?0 L930 1940 1950 L96 :

1

1970

J Plaschki 1965

193^ George Joseph 1968

1980

194 Clare:. riend

1946 3en

1952 (Lee Ebner

1956 6 3 Don McDonald

1956 Johnn- ipln

1964

19M e r v A u b • 19 6

Robert Douglas 1__
Ves Kendall 19

-t::e:;t heads

' .is :ev 1-^23-1966
. 1966

Joh: 19"

Herman * i e d e i

?hii Rose 1 '

m̂

Joy G -d
19^
19 7 7

Bill Siebert' .

Mike Covingto f *

1920 -30 1940 19 1960 -70

became director, Sund I t, l c

**oroaotion department artist until 19
jcane Cour ie r- Journa 1 reporter, 19

10. " ".ology of rhe :.'ewj ent
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Ben Ramsey, now assistant, art director, recalls an incident In

which a news decision late one Friday afternoon meant Rans e

would have to draw a Kentucky Derby magazine cover,

found out about it, Ramsey said, "he never spoke to me or

acknowledged anything I said to him for two weeks. And it was

about six months before he had forgotten it.

"That's the truth. That's how bad he did not want

paintings or drawings in the paper."

News art handled page layout for the and t.

Sunday Magazine during this period. However, accor .

Ramsey and others, Dey seldom delegated these duties.

"I spent more time looking over his shoulder, watching

him do layouts. And he wouldn't turn me loose on one of my

own for just the longest time, unless it was a magazine layout
,

"

Ramsey said.

A Times clipping, written twenty years ago as an

informative short piece on the papers' photo and ar: iepart-

ments
,
gives some indication of the _es of that period.

The article does not even mention color art. The

staff's job was described as a most of the two

primary colors of the newspapt lite." ut

7 5 percent of the sixteen-column-inch itot

describing the photo department, which hac

seventeen.

ws art, including

last four inches of the It01

illustration but photo retouching and maps. The 1
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abi co do 5 :nder deadline pressure was mentioned

as a poinc of pride

^sources were has

-

Ramsey said they lacked even a dictiona: though the

artists worked a six-day week, any slacking of the daily pace

was frowned upon.

"You didn't even read the paper on company time

Ramse d. you got caught, you'd say, 'I'm checking

cuts !

'•'

3 , or zinc acid-etchings made from photographs

and drawings, were the method by which original art was repro-

duced Ln . ^rs of the letterpress era. They were rel.

ex ve and time-consuming to produce, which may be one

reason t It-watching Dey'a reluctance to use large a:

Since the nature of news art during this period

:luded a high volume of picture-cropping and retouching,

some of today's staffers were hired vlt La underSt . Lg on

both sides. Others, like Maurice Tillman, had agency backgrounds

and had been trained more as designers.

the mid-1960s, forced I- delegate

• all of the department's work to the s

By then, after two retirements, Steve Durbin and

present heed J i joined tr.e department . Ramsey

says because of Dey'l illness n-er" and

once Dey accepted :. were indeed competently

the depart-. id the

artists cc: Mid to expa tilt*.
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At the same time, developments in the news helped put

news art into a more active design role: _- space program

meant color photo layouts and diagrams for the Sunday Magazine,

and daily content in the papers.

In 1966, Louis Dey retired, and Maurice Tillman

became department head. Tillman brought a low-key manager.er.:

style to the post; a five-day work week was Instituted, and

the staff grew from six to ten.

While the department continued to handle photo croppi:

and retouching, the scope of the job broadened. Lps and

cartoon-style feature illustrations were used more frequently.

Deadline pressure, while still present, was not aggravated

managerial style.

By che early 1970s, with Til n ' s addition

Wiederwohl, Wes Kendall and Robert Douglas, serious news

illustration began to appear. '.•.'hen Barry Bingham Jr. bec^

publisher in 1971, Steve Durbin says, a tangible creative

push seemed to begin. Bingham's emphasis on creative gi .:s

and new illustrative approaches was felt in ~r.e art d<

It was at this : ime , too, wit: expanding scj.

news art, that problems arose with allocating •

art staff. Some recall they wound up wit ore rep-

work needed on dead! while c ^ec a day or me

to do an illustration.

cording to several of the a: grou;

this unevenness of work flow created tension between sta

members. Some of the older a: remembering the climate
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of Che department times, say they felt resentau

at the younger artists who seemed to more time and

eedom to l .sent news illu ion.

The younger artists of this period, like Herman

Wiederwohl, were getting good feedback from editors on the.

abi. and style. They felt more . in their jobs,

more at ease :.me to do a drawing, Wiederwohl said,

adding he felt the other staffers had to s get used to

"•g-

A -column. . stor s on

August -. L975, ^ects nal period :r. the news

art dep •. ttt, One of 3ob Schulman's columns, Lt ies a

two-column by five-inch Wiederwohl ill. .ion of an American

eagle, wings spread, a fiddle in one .ions and a banjo

Lo the >Cher, c ng a banner s beak pr

go: 2 illustration had accompanied a Su

Magazine it m a short tine before on a surge in the

popul :egrass music -.gton, D. C.

Schulman began by explaining the art department e:.

behlnd a special tab on court-ordered busing that featured 170

maps and cr.arts. He pointed out that, while the artis

:t called more for endurance and concentration than crea-

• La z'r.Ls case, "on more frequent occasions are the

source ord u I 1OC0 a hap-

n, or the Lon that is the showcase for a

wc

To a department of illustrators and

:e de .oto retouchers, as the ear lie le
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had stressed. He mentions page illustrations, portraits and

caricatures "as well as maps and charts." He credited the

news artists with logo design, illustration in the Jelly Be

Journal, and said of the busing tab, "While reporters shared

in the accomplishment, the chief glory belonged to the art

department." Saying, "there are not yet nearly enough of

them given latitude for their artistry on 0. 5. newspapers,"

Schulman called the news artists "among newspaperdom' s best

mood-makers .

"

D

During this period, although Tillman sought to give

illustrations to staff members more evenly, the quality

resultant drawings varied. Some were not used by various

editors, proviking feelings of bitterness on the art staff.

But Tillman's efforts were recognized by the artists.

An award-winning designer, Tillman became art director

of the Sunday Magazine in 1976, when the special sections

department was created; he holds this position today. Johni

Maupin succeeded is news art director, and Ben EUmse

became assistant director.

Present: Management

One of Johnny Maupin' I ions as news u

director was to elimir.uie I nent's I

cropping of spores photc^ e spc:

these routine t Then, Maupin took a ippro :

co handling the work flow: ^ned a

ch che artists take turns doing the rou
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editions demand. Perhaps a week, each artist will be

"in the slot" and on other days, he or she free to work

on more challenging projt

By steady effort, Maupin has involved the older an

creative graphics. He has also met the problem of inter-

sta: -ion by talking over problems

-*n needed, having group sessions At

-." jlear "he air. Most of the artists, across age

groups, express satisfaction at the overall climate w. e

department toda

e conversion to coldtype in 1977 meant a jump in

spot color emphasis vs pages. Editors like Mike

Davies encouraged more adventurous use of illustration and

grar/r.ijs . ige design and visual interest began to be stressed

order to reach a younger, visually-oriented generation

readers, and to keep circulation strong.

Changing lifestyles created markets for products like

Scene and Ac irkets of aware readers who expect ad :-

ous S3--and get them. Readers who need sharp

gr I] im understand economic trends--and get them.

An. c%: ree-dimensional submarine sandwiches

copes and conning towers Scene. s for

re en how to . e pasta for bee Scribble

drawings for a <er look on the op-ed page. Slick

ess section graphs that approach the news magazine

3," 3arr am calls : tld Jerry Ryan, appointed

1978 .311 of graphics ec. to help design them
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The art staff is evolving too. New people, illustrators

with 3FA's: four since 1977, one leaving just a few months

later to freelance; another now working part" time wfail

finishes his MFA. New ideas, shorter tenures, a clear profes-

sionalism. Twelve people, aged 24-59, working next to t)

newsroom in a long, bright studio at the southeast comer of

the fourth floor.

Facilities

News art is housed in a long, bright tunnel: a fourteen

by seventy- five- foot studio with an equipment room at one <=:

and the art director's office at the other. It is well-lit,

carpeted and comfortable, with an atmosphere more Intimate

than clinical.

The department's outer walls are painted royal blue;

its inside walls are orange. "They made this into a Rompex

Room," said artist Phil Rose. The color scheme, he .s

Herman Wiederwohl ' s idea; it lends an offbeat amt

contrast to newsroom-beige-and-brown

.

As the diagram in figure 11 shows, the departr.

extensive built-in storage, both as bookshel I ai rood

multi-drawer flat storage cabinets for holding large 01

art.

The equipment room . ared cal

aids: a luceograph and a positive-image large-format camera.

The luceograph, or "lucy, is a black-shrouded pr n boc

in which one can shine an image of or : on a gla

face, and reduce or enlarge ic as needed; a tracing m.i en be



Fig. 11. in, news ar'

A Johi -in' s ze
3 :

C Steve Durbin
D « 3ill Donovan

•_-s Kend i

F Her- "iedervc
G :r.er

» C ace Friend
I - Jov Gifford
J . -e Covinzton

Storage and equi room
'

:n
:h 8 feet
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made of the image. The "lucy" can be used, for example, to

quickly plan a layout around existing art and photos, or create

a new outline drawing from such sources, which may then be

developed into an illustration.

The positive-image camera, or "pos ,

" will reduce or

enlarge line art and make a positive velox print directly from

the original, without producing a negative. Et is invaluable

to the department for the speedy production of veloxes for

camera-ready art. As such, it is frequently used to create

experimental approaches to developing illustrations and standing

heads

.

With the "pos," the artists have the freedom to try a

variety of approaches with quick results, and it removes che

burden such requests would place on the production sta:

According to artist Wiederwohl, the composing room

resented the presence of the camera at first, they felt usurr

by the news art departments new capabili: , he says, I

soon came to regard it as an ally when they no longer had to

cope with the artists' frequent and impromptu requests for

9contact prints.

. 1 though the "lucy" and the "pos" are the d s

most obvious technical aids, several other :

are used here as u two light cables (on

and one smaller portable

drawing boards), used when

appear completed page

coats the back of a piece < ix

Lch acts as the adhesi. on a pasttup is made; a slide pro-
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Large, and equally impor- component of these

e map 1 .led by subje he map

occupie .o fla .ge ca s.

Ludes election maps for city, county, state, Indiana I

U. S. , designed to show districts, precincts and the like.

addition, the map coll i special-

purpose maps the department has drawn in the past, such as

se on busing plans. .d a drawer is given to each categc:

of the general-purpose "locator" maps the department has

La neighborhoods and sites, general and

maps; J rson County locations, Kentuck

na, Indiana-Kentucky border regions, United States and

:es, and world maps, plus a collection of highway

states and many foreign countries.

Each special section has its own drawers for standing

heads, past cover art and inside art: Action, Scene and the

Jelly 3ean Journal

Above the map cabinets on an overhead snelf is a box

laoeled "weather stui S. weather map work

bases, symbols and tone sheeps are kept for the :v ice-da:

nation e papers' own weather nap from wire service data,

preferred by herover the Associated Press weather

laclona Lly luperlor,

Amor. i depar: s consumable supplies are a large

faces and point sizes,

use . roach-- Standing heads and in DM

other a:
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Drawers contain grid sheens for full-page and cab-

size Courier-Journal and Times newspaper pages, plus -acboard,

drawing paper, acetate for color and zzr.e overlay flaps, and

amber lity, an acetate-backed orange plastic film used for

masking these overlays.

Each news artist has one or two drawers in which to

file his own work, too. And each has customized the space

around his own drawing board to hold drawing instrumenta an

supplies at close range. Wes Kendall, for example, has a

complex, ingeniously-made cabinet pushed under the overhang

neighboring Lee Ebner ' s drawing board, and a radio built ir.

a file cabinet drawer between his own drawing board and the

windows

.

The artists' drawing boards are large: four feet across

by three feet deep, with adjustable fluorescent drafting- type

lamps clamped to them. Sen Ramsey, Steve Durbln -.nd Bill

Donovan, who respectively do much of the page design, covers,

and graphics, also have "drafting machines"--variable-ad enc

T-square devices designed for East, accurate horizontal and

vertical ruling.

Besides che resources wichin che depar:

che news artists have to others of special importance

spaper building: che lib I che *03ckshop produ.

cion scaff.

The library, accessible down a fligh:

)rc Chi ^sroom, includes che electron!. corage

and recrieval ayacem, Info-Kv, chac may be queried fa



jector for color layou -ign; and- -mundane yec essential-

-

a paper cutti

But mechanical essentials need ideas to powt

And. Ln contrast to the days whe- lacked a dictiona: he

department has its own library of books on design, artis

and the. s, art history, architecture, Sears catalog

reprints for jd styles, and other reft

le the ts to obtain authentic background on

:ned dra

In addition, about I books provide

from the sciences and humanities. re

.

e book collection is augmented by subsc ai to

... : i typographical design periodical;

so receives Dynamic Graphics ' desig: p-out service,

published mor.

Besides the ideas this material can help generate,

:as built up an itemized cc I ->usly-

usea drawings that are often pulled and use.: orig

ied as needed.

_5 esse: 3en Ramsey said, because

Igh-volume use of art LI sections and tabs

the newspapers publish each week. an a

"genre" is a ibla, Ci not diverted from

re eoraplex projects, ongoing page designs, or ever-preser

n ncc i. :e:e art is fre

m Chil source .
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and yea: The newsroom also has dl, pictured

;ure 12.

When a s: selected, .ed comple

photographs and art on the large screen. Info-Ky,

which operates from a micrc .e in that

ntout is desired from the sto: splayed, a button

on the L is pushed and the s delivered in

moments

.

;ewhere .e library, ranks _ f floor- to-celling

shelves hold photos indexed by subject and also by biograp:

These are a favorite source of ideas I news u

staff, who s: :otos out as needed.

e backshop provides two ver ices to

news art during all stages of developing an illustration or

page design. :he phototypese tting : I .on--generai

.

T.ented through the photo/illustr .
I L r.s editor's desk .

. ^rooin- -provides labels, notation and copy blocks tc fit

~aps and charts Ln progress.

Secor. . .e crew is often asked to shoot veloxes

-size art or to do reverses, enlargements or r ns

ond the scope of the "pos" camera. These steps, practiced

whe ring >ut a design or nal artwork for new

. g heads, z dt example, are . j-consuir. I :rew

. teen or ^ore separate section and on

deadlines ea LfC.

However, the backshop operative

tizie of about an hour on c hots,
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regardless of the time a request is made. stwithstanding

artists' comments like Steve Durbin's as he muses over a 300

percent Action head enlargement, notes a speck, and says,

"That guy must have been eating a sandwich!"

These are the department's tangible resources. But

other, unseen ones exist that are equally valuable:

ness to buy unusual materials for projects with novel approaches,

like Durbin's three-dimensional art. And funds to add books

staff members request, and to regularly send the arrists Co

seminars and workshops for a break ir. -heir routine and t

provide inspiration and reinforce morale. Overall, a managerial

flexibility.

Often mentioned by the artists, ~hese last resources

are among the most significant.
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CHAPTER IV

THE PEOPLE

Introduction

Twelve people represent news art at the S:upiert -

Journal and Times .

Ten are the news artists, who will be introduc. I

first. Art director Johnny Maupin will be the next indi-

vidual featured, and in conclusion, graphics editor Jerry-

Ryan will be presented. Although Ryan is technical. >t

a member of the news art department, b is vislbill ad

involvement with news art is such that he is i-

dered in this chapter.

The news artists are presented according to a.,

groups: senior staff members first, mid-group uais

next, and younger department members last.

Each news artist is ^ersc .

accompanied wherever possible by a photo p^ .ch

description includes biograph- . n on

eer (j -s , tenure wspapers , and d :pment

of style.

The artist's current respo- .-,s

abou- and the job in general, leisv.

sideline interests are also described, as are some of the

:-.s . Then, examples eproduced,
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accompanied by comment

The ti ptions of Mauptn and Ryan, besides providing

biographical material, Li on job respor. and goals

It is also hoped chat these and all the personality sketche

included herein will convey something of the essence and

nor of dividuals, and thus go beyond a simple list

dates and facts.

This chapter is i: as a descript.

look iduals representing news i::. Ana. al

matters such as I teraction, performance and feedback,

and group differences are discussed in Chapter IX, Art Sta:

namics

.
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ghe News Artists

A lot of people would Ic 'ob.

i .

3111 Donovan, news arris

t

Like many of his co-workers in news art, Bill Donovan,

52, is a Louisville native. (See photo, figure 13.)

When he was eight or :er. vears old, he recalls, "I

just discovered that I could draw, just accidental! I

could do something somebody else couldn't do--that was one

reason I liked it.

"

Donovan said he received no special encouragement

from his parents to explore an art career. Although he

wanted to attend Ahrens Trade School (a Louisville seconda:

school offering commercial art study), he complied with h

father's wishes and attended Louiville Male High School,

•re he took art courses in addition to the general curric-

ulum.

Upon graduation, Donovan served two years wich the

.en worked at various jobs. In 1949, he s: . . ^r

one semester at Dayton, Ohio's art center, then ri to

Louisville to study ac the s school of -e

irs, caking a variety of courses - GI B

Before completing a degree, Donovan recal I .e "got

a job M adver g age hour; it

.; just a one- v. Then I heard ol job over

here, and came over . . . and I've been here ever li
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It was 1954. He started as a layout and paste-

artist for the advertising and circulation departments

"temporary, part time. I was working full time but it was

' temporary
,

' --for $7 2.50 a week." Later, he moved to :

promotion department and finally, in L971, to news art.

When he came to the department, Donovan found himself

doing much of the repetitive work, like picture -cropping and

sizing.

"I sat over there at a lirzle desk and everything

hit there, like the engagements (photos). The engagements

hit and the weather map hit. Simply because I was the new

person in the department:; nor new in the building, but in the

department

.

"I worked about seven years on Sundays , and . . .

back when we were cropping pictures, you'd get about 3 5-40

pictures to crop, plus the weather map, plus whatever anybody

else wanted. You might have a sports editor [cone in]; at

same time, you have a news editor or a state editor, so

you might have three different Litt rojects at the same

time.

"

Donovan recalls that, by the ?70s, when peoy

th spec: lining L\ .ustration en rt-

ment, wor- Dg cor . :se.

not evenly distribu: J work flow .

because of editor ^mptu demands.

He

Mauptn initiated, plus the op- scuss <-•
. have
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improved boch work flow anc eraction.

Many of Donovan's current responsibilities involve

creating maps and charts, often in color. They are usually

designed by graphics editor Jerry Ryan, who works with Donovan

as each assignment develops.

equently, when a map or chart includes a complex

table or other copy clock, Donovan work >on

of th< -ia picture desk, who pre- formats the copy on the

newspapers' Atex terminal system so that it may be accurate

and quickly incorporated into the pasteup -mum t ~.g

M

.

Besides maps, Donovan does some feature illustration,

which he usually handles in a cartoon style.

Out of the office, instead of freelancing (unprofita-

ble, he said), Donovan has built up a business retailing

novelties: T-shirts, belt buckles, patches and other items

at appeal to young people. He rents a booth at state

Lr», basketball tournaments, and the Kentu^ over

about :. ears, he says he's made a ready profit.

"During the summer, I've go something going pract.

ev- d. used to the money now; it's done a lot for

morale too-- that [it's] a totally different type Lng."

Donovan says he likes the banter and give-and-take

publi . 1 occasions bring. He talks elop:

•i business I full- pur? . -j ars . although

I depa d a job he enjc

• education ... I'- to be making C
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money I am. Though I do a good job, it's tough to get

started in art anywhere. We forget that. If you've be

in a job, you forget how tough it is.

"A lot of people would love to have this job."

Figures 14 and 15 display examples of Bill Donovan's

work, with commentary included.
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jusae t ohancce

*nc9 -.d

Clarence Friend, news ariist

Since age 19, Clarence Frltnd nas been a member of

the news arc staff of the Louisville and

2

'when -.d, a Hodgenville, Kentucky, native, came to

the papers in L943, Louis Dey had headed the department for

twen: irs ; he would remain so for twenty- three more.

Friend, now 55, said he found a department in which

his illustrative skill seemed to be subordinate to picture-

cropping speed and agili' Eh an airbrush for retouching

jobs. In addition to doing a large percentage of such routine

work, Friend said, artist George Griffin fave him many small

drawings to do. Gr: .e said, preferred the larger ones.

"At one time, I was doing seventee: :gs a week,"

Friend recalls. However, he said he didn't sign them for

fear Dey would discover he had done them. It was a hard-rushing

job the- laid, but one in which he said he believed he

could develop as an illustrator.

"I'd always wanted to do a cover for the Magazine, for

ir». end said. Eac r.e he approached the

C head about such a project, he was turne-: Q, ever,

ough he said he reminded Dey that George Jos- requently

did covers.

.e says, 'well, you were hired to retouch photos.

Tha . ed you for. And as long as I'm art director
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here, you'll never gen a drawing on the cover of the Magazine.'

Apparently still hoping to get a cover illustration,

Friend said he did one at home on his own time. It was a

winter scene and the editors liked it, he said. But the piece

never ran, and Friend said he asked Dey about it- -and got

reminded about the latter' s statement.

Although he said this discouraged him from ever making

another approach for a cover, Friend want on to develop a strong

cartoon style, an example of which is pictured in figure 16.

He said he found editors more cartoon-minded in years

past. Fairly often, he said, his style differs from what

editors want to use today, and many of his drawings go unpub-

lished.

"I think that probably a lot of it is because I re

not really cartoon-oriented, and my style's more of a cartoon

type. I chink they wane more illustrative- type stu ,

" he

said. However, Friend's serious illustrations include care-

fully-done pieces such as the drawing in figure 17. .s

stippling style and design of the drawing relate effectively to

the story's subjeu Significantly, it seems, this is a ok

recent assignment.

"I guess I'm getting ray first chances now," Fr

said. "Johnny's given me more chances than anyb

conditions seem to have improved under Johnny's manageme: :i«

said

.

"People are getting much more e to do something- -

much more exposure and more time to do ic, and all chat
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Lng, And I Qk ch.. ^ood. I th nat's the wa

should have been years ago

During his span o years at che newspapers,

end recalls doing a va f of outside freelancing. "I

did political cartoons on the side, and used to do che Ice

Follies silk screen posters thai • used on the buses, a

lot o: like that; it's been years ago. I've sort of

gotten out of it," he said.

Rather, till current interest is jewelry c ing, he

a jewelry supply store and makes to order.

"It's developed; I've got a good business going C

re. It's an expensive location and once I do retire, I'm

sure I can make it pay, because I can devote a lot more time

to it. And I've got a lot of ideas to make it pa

Friend said he offers classes i:. I
Iversr ag, lost-

wax casting, and gem-cutting and faceting. Describing the lost'

wax process, he said the result can be "a work of art. I've

made some pretty unique designs. Frog rings and DM ^s

and a number of things."

.e retires, Friend said, .tend to do the best

an" at .ewspapers

.

"I used to know practically everybody in this building.

is here at the time they started rotogravure iaMM the

whole r .!. Lit have 1500-1600 empl

ees back there now. s a complete ag.

.3 another generation. hi people

worke e are either retired or dead. -s is a
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complete new bunch of people.

"You're young, and you're learning this field. And

I wish the best in the world for you. I hope you get what

you're looking for and you get the breaks.

"And I wish the same for everybody in here."

Figures 16 and 17 are examples of Clarence Friend's

work, with commentary.
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^ure 16. Clarence Friend's lllustra
ghts of motoring . rs past. 3asica

combines strong contrast, line quality suff
reduction to 50 percent of the original or
add .-. teres t. Done and I

.e pen points us
fluctuating line of the rising smoke; the f

r and nubby tires; the medium qui
and of n the ground. In addition,
pier the woman's c

about 70 per f original size.

tion for a story on the

a cartoc:

iciently heavy to M >nd

less. ise to

how various

ed: the flat -s the

ine quill, the cross-
e shadow under the hood
^rk is evident

lothing. Reproduced here
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J€ never turn*. vng perao* a«

teres t^d in the aubjes

Lee Ebner

Lee Ebner, news ariioi

Lee Ebner, a native of Pineville, Kentucky, said he

became interested in art as a teenager. (See photo, figure

18). He was a prep school student in North Carolina when,

at about 15, he made acquaintance with someone who was to

rluence his life: Frank Willard, the creator of Moon

.Hard was staying at a nearby hotel. Ebner approached

D the lobby, told him he admired him and was interested in

drawing.

"Of course, he could have said, 'I don't want to waste

my time with a kid,' Ebner said. Bu .lard took M.

He invited Ebner to his suite (the best in the hotel), and

showed him how he approached the comic strip, and gave

pointers on how to improve his own drawing. MX vas awed,

vas just a kid, and here's a guy making--at that

e , during the Depress ion- -maybe $100,000 a year. That was

>St before [the day9 of] taxes!"

tool, Ebner took art courses; upon graduation, he

enlisted In the Nav tax II began; Ebner served ll

years Lfl ill After the war, using the Gl Ll, Ebner studied

:>f Louisvi for two years, and then,

1943, went to the igo Academy of Fine Arts for twc

years ' training.
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Ebner returned to Louisville, worked at B. F. Goodrich

for cwo years and in 1952, started his tenure : news |

He is now "a young 59."

"You started at naturally, ac the bottom. You'd

ect that, you know. It was just retouching, and then you'd

do some layout, and then some drawing- -it changed over the

.rs .

"

Ebner 's style is a cartoon approach which originated,

said, with his a.: -ion of Fran/ lard. says he has

I it over the years

.

went more from the ten. to the brush; I use more

.sh now. I think you get more variation vlth the brush :.~.an

you do ' a pen." One of cartoc s continuing challenges,

he sa: I I keeping a drawing loose and spontaneous- looking

ough the course of its completion.

I really loose when you first start Lt, but then

en you start inking a, you have a tendency to CI ap a

little bit. But you still to keep it a little loose []

your original.

"I think some of the roughs look better than some of

ed drawings. There's a different feeling about

They say about some of the different ar I that, if you

could see I : pencilled roughs, the lore OAturi an

ed work.

"

Zbr.er'D aartoon characters often taki aped

•±mes . .-ounger women tend to be

treat UX*4 .e older women . id to be
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heavy-set, short-tempered dreadnaughts towing a hapless man

through some humorous, slice-of-lif e situation.

"Mostly, when drawing women- -expecially younger women-

-

I use a lighter line. But if you want to draw somebody that's

mad, you might use a little bolder line every now and then to

emphasize that impression," he said. Most of his men "tend

be about the same." But he said he's kept up with men

hairstyles over the years--and women's hemlines!

Ebner achieves action in his cartoons by implying

movement. "It's a person running, or who has a clenched fist.

I try to get a Little movement, but keep away from more action

lines [than needed]. Sometimes you don't need but one or two.

Same way with speed lines."

Cartooning for short and medium length features, and

locator maps, are Ebner 's specialties today. He said the

amount of time a successful cartoon needs is not always appre-

ciated by editors, however. Before the finished cartoon is

drawn, "you might do two or three roughs before you finish .

and you're still trying to keep it loose. This looks like

it's rushed but it's not. a background [is dona jj:

if you go back and see the planning on it."

VThen doing an on on a short I

said, he sometimes : Lrt h

imagination. "There's really not that much tl but

still wane a drawing on i So you're just

the best parts of the story to :

Ebner freelanced for 5c-- ng magazine for ten
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years, until che mid-1960s; he continues to do occasional

cartoons for Changing Tinee. re itself provides h

material for .nd of humor. The hospital sketchboc

i in figure 20, is an example. Another occurred

during the summer of 1978 on a charter cruise.

"Cer situations came up and I did a 1 • draw-

ing, and then each day they (his fellow passengers) wanted

to know what I was going to do next. So at the end of the

tour, they put together about twenty-some drawings in a

booklet and it was sent to everybody," he recalled.

Since 1975, Ebner has begun another art pursui

teaching a cartooning class at Bellarmine College, a local

four-year liberal arts school. "It's not a mc: Lt '

s

re . . . of an obligation," Ebner said. .y an obligation?

"That time I met Willard [creator of Moon ].

That's why I've never turned iway any young person that was

interested In the subject."

Aside from art, Ebner ' s hobbies star" with— th« ovt

"I like to bake. Pies and cobblers. And photograph er.

I get around to it. and the outdoors, ng and car.:

Just get QUI ~.e ci: ..osphere, because I I .at

people are tco crowded, confined. They need tine to get aw

Ebner sees creat. as "just something yc l e to

work at. w you express yourself, g,

photograph t. It's a ratter of keeping at the subject."

he said.
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"They always said that the majority have more am: .

-

tion--and a little bit of talent.

"It's just a matter of working at it."

Two examples of Ebner ' s cartooning are presented,

with commentary, in figures 19 and 20.
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1978 Louisville Courier-Journal. Used with peroissi

. sure 19. ; "Fat I one oi

done for a continuing series of short features. Ebner's bree
pri brush and . toons show consistency in such points as

lzzled, or b* : expressions his figures wear. Two of Ebner's
frequent themes— the disgruntled older man and the curvaceous younger
wor t here. [hi simplification of such items as ICJ tools
anc , may be contrasted with Steve Durbin's more detailec m

; however, Ebner's handling, by reducing the message to its essence,
is effective in c humor of the situati he original is

approximately 8 inches wide by 6 inches deep, and ran as a two-column cut.

Figure 20. (overleaf). Ebner's montage of "Sick Humor" cartoons
developed from a C -n-day hospital st . Bat characters are

ient: the beieagured man—usual I i touseled hair underscoring
emot oadnou- . and the younger woma:

nd scheming!
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' e qu he d<-

Ben .Ramsey

, news : assistant news art director

Ben Ramsey (see photo, figure 21) is a Louisville

native; at the age of 16, he came to work at the newspapers.

It was 1946, and the city was experiencing a manpower

4
shortage

.

"Even though I was very young, technically they

ed me in as a copy boy, but by the time they started paying

I was retouching as many photos as anyone else. So I

. n as an artist.

"

Ramsey, now 49, said he always liked to draw; Disney

.racters were his favorite subjects as a boy. Since he took

e news art job before he finished high school, he attended

night school in order to graduate, and during his years at

the papers, has taken art and design courses at the Univers

of ivillc

.

But, he said, most of his art :r .. ting was absorbed

on the job: iron George Joseph, "a fine caricaturist ... I

10 greatest," and editorial cartoon handling

from Bob York of the 3. Ed tl, "a v«l Lght artist,"

and Clarence Friend m too. Ramsey said.

"I just pestered the heck ou ill of these, and

Ramsey recalled learning layout and page desi^ :m

Big as I was, I was doing a lot of

magaz. iges . There was also photo retouching," he sa.
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During the 1950s, Ramsey said, he got involved ;

mapmaking by proving to Dey he could produce a superior product

When a magazine cove: -i^ned that contained a map,

he said, Dey .• asked George Griffin to do i

When Ramsey asked to do one such cover, he said, Dey

rep is Friday. Tell me Monday how you'd do them

better .

"

ttd by Monday I was ready. More picturesque, bet:

balance, all of that good stu: After that, I did more stuff:

charts and graphs. And Johnny eventually picked . tp from me,

and then Steve picked it up from him. And then, Maurice

(Tillman) changed me over to more of this page design entirel

and that's w >ut of cartooning."

.msey said he did a lot of early experimentation

-naps, charts and graphs.

"I more or less was the first one to start tt Lg to

do charts and graphs in a more picturesque- type ^--adding

some element that would perk them up a little bit r.orc." One

'•quently drew was a full color, aerial-photo

-.d of layc Is, trees, roads and other pfa il

features. Taken from actual aerial photos, his renditions

were ed, visually attractive vehicles for conveying

They were as novel, in :r,e: . as today's

ck, s e depar - produces.

Perhaps as a result of working under a manager who

preferred cuts for the newspapers to be as small as possible,

~sey says he st is to draw small.
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"That's one of the reasons Maurice took me off cartoons.

I never drew big; hardly ever anything bigger than a two-

column. And that's another thing that I'm having to adjust to,

anymore, is the possibility of a six-column drawing. Which I

never did. And it calls for a different type of follow- through.

"

One of Ramsey's most successful caricatures, though,

is large—about II inches by 14 inches. It's his impression of

Tiny Tim: nose, teeth, nails, and all; matted, framed, and

displayed among the other artists' drawings in the hall outsi

the department.

"He's three-fourths of a caricature before you put ~ne

first mark on him!" Ramsey said. "That was from a photograph

the fiest night he was on Johnny Carson's show ... he was

going, 'ohhhh, Mr. Carson (Ramsey makes a swishy gesture)' and

the photograph was so good I just put it down and stretched i-

a little here and there."

^ures 22 and 23 show examples of Ramsey's work.

Figure 22 is a compilation of Kentucky Derby cartoons , u

figure 23 shows one of his page layouts for the 2

his principle responsibilities today. Commentary is included.

Recalling his experiences irt depei

Ramsey contrasts the department of today wi: it of

years ago.

We've got press-on type now; we haven't hi >r

(many) years. . now." remembers what

it was like to mark page proofs ne le ss

days. • had three per. no, A black, a . . ov one.
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a red one, and a blue one."

for che "lucy" and the "pos ,

" Ramsey said L-

swore the department would never need them, or the slide pro-

jector. "We couldn't get along without them now . . . with

the bind we have; we couldn't do . . . the things we used to

have to out the hard way then.

"Even che idea of having an electric pencil sharpener

is kind of laughable when I think ba ) Louis De-

demands of a news art job have steadil jreased,

Ramsey said. A rising volume of assignments has prompted the

depar to depend on its accumulated art - when spot I

needed.

"So that's why we resort to veioxes and Xeroxes, com-

bining the things-- . to get it out quick Herman

idarvohl) asked me, just before he was hired in here, to

expLair. this job to him.

tad I said, ".Nell, it's quality :r. the dead run.'

And bux he's never forgotten that."

-.e constant need for maps and charts is a challenge

that demands a variety of design approaches, Ramsey sa.

added that after a while, an artist begins to fee. ire's

no more worlds to conquer" in designing such items.

time, he believes, it's time to shirt these as. tnCi to

or staff member wil i fresh approach. By con. ly

re: g and oving such graphics. Ramsey sa::. the papers

.1 reach a level :f graphic ic ~r to that pub-

;hed in news magazines toda
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One of a news artist's most essential traits is

flexibility in both attitude and style, Ramsey believes.

"I'm really afraid to follow one thing to the point

where I might say, 'well, this is going to be my style,' or

something, because 1 might be robbing myself of something

entirely different, and much better for the next situation."

Presently, Ramsey's responsibilities are mainly page

design: the daily layout of the •' editorial and op-ed

pages including editorial cartoon selection, daily es

section page ones and the weekly Consumer Extra. He also

prepares masks for background drops for photos involved in

these pages, and takes a turn in the "sloe

As for freelancing, he said he hasn't done ^. a a

long time. "I've found that when you freelance, you're

doing about 350 worth of work for about $25 and nobody's ever

satisfied to pay the price you're wanting, no matter what you

do, so finally I just got to the point where I didn't need to

anymore- -and that's it. I don't wane any more."

In addition, Ramsey said he is no longer

physical exertion of drawing all evening as well as all

"I used to, up until t. .ne I was 40. I'd r.

read now, or watch television, or go to bed early."

Ramsey said he plans to the

he rt i. Then, he ;ays, he'll probably get back to p

for him.. He's watching his stock portfolio as

as tor Oth ^creation, he said, "I know some people who dor.
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believe I'm •• But they're the ones that watch me on the

it about cartooning?

"I'd never get back into cartooning. I'd catch up

b something a little bit more modern. It's sort of a

shock to find that I'm re outdated on my cartoons.

"Even I wouldn' ..it kind anymore

Figures 22 and 23 show examples of Etll s work,

with commen'-
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A CARTOONlS~ LOCKS AT

THE DERBY
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'S) The .-llle Cour urnal. Used by permission.

Figure 22. 3en Ramae Derby cartoon montage. Run as a

I page in che Sunday Magazine, - .action ns reflects

Raasey's relative! -Key whimsical style. Compa: '•

cartoons and the even more contemporary flavor of Mike Coving !••

erences may be noted in the representee literal,

of style and even the dc El obje^* rhe more representa-

tional quail- :umsey's figures, coupled with the firm line ;
of

objects such as the •! | gate, gives these cartoons a: appea:

thi . example, the intentional exaggeration and impre

line style.
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What makes it fun is if it haen't been izkz.

:
-: Durbin

Steve Purbin, news artist

Born in 1943 and raised "right on the Mason-Dixon,"

Steve Durbin (see figure 24) is a Louisville native. en

asked about his earliest interest in art, he gave his char-

ac tens tic rapid-rire account:

"Me and art. Well, there weren't any paint, or

brushes, or pencils in the delivery room, so 1 had to pass

that by. There's an old tale about when I was two years old

and my older sister was three, 1 painted the garage where we

lived. She showed me where to point and I was painting it,

literally, with a big brush and a bucket of pair.t--red and

blue. Something that we found in the garage."

Durbin said he drew cartoons constantly Ln his si

mentary school years, and loved building plastic models.

"Anything with my hands, anything crafty, I used to

love doing. Even like taking cons true tion paper and making

Japanese lantern, cutting slits. was fun; didn't re.. .

how constructive it was 'til today.

"Just like the 3-D I just happens, from

past experience." As a child, Durbin said, he

out of a coloring book, othered me . . . :se I

it wasn't mine." Instead, he c -;s

.

In high school, Durbin started I lasses,

but he did not yet have an -:ind.

year, however, he struck apport u new a:
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Pig. 24. News artist Steve Durbin
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teacher who encouraged him to plan a career in art.

"She was a student teacher, and brand new and good-

looking. Of course, I was a smart-aleck Kotter-type kid and

I said, 'hey, where'd you get those good-looking legs,' you

know; that was risque in those days. She said she ran the 220

hurdles in college, so from that point on we hit it off,

because she was the type of person that I was. ' Yakkety-yak,

don't talk back, just yakkety-yak back' you know."

Although Durbin recalls a Japanese classmate who

excelled in watercolor painting, to his surprise he won the

school's senior class artist award. Encouraged by his teacher,

he submitted his portfolio to the Louisville School of Art

University of Louisville, and won a four-year scholarship.

Durbin entered the program in 1962, taking classes

ceramics and glazes, textiles, wall hangings, sculpture, jewel-

ry, and advertising design. But, concerned aboui finding a

job in art upon graduation, Durbin learned of an opening at

the newspapers. He left the university and began working

the Courier .' anc .: Februa:

Since the papers were involved in a union iisp .

with production staffs at than time, Durbin .

gravure plant for about six mont.

color separation. After a brief Ltl

lining, Durbin rejoined cr.e papers, end e:

department in December

The job has changed drastically in h ears

at the papers. Durbin said, both in its latitude and in the
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department ' s management. These changes have been reflected in

his style, he said.

"When I t«d, it was inconsistent--I looked at a

lot of I didn't draw as clean as I draw now.

It took a long time for me to fall into the style that I have.

I was too tight; I think most people are . . . when they sta:

oir

"Part of "aighc have been, when I started, re

was a lot of pressure— deadline pressure, administrate

pressure. Things have changed quite a bit as far as depa:

head. So that had a bit to do • :r. ag into

some: it could also have been imma But I slow

evolved, and it took maybe five years before I started . . .

carte. :he way I'm doing it now."

Durbin said he's worked with an a. :e

be«- ng. "But I didn't do any airbrush illustrat: The

reason was, of course, poli. No one was interested in then

Did a lot of stippling, lithograph crayon shading. is

ad of old style." But then the job started to change.

mgs started changing, I started changing to

take advantage. m the way Lgfl are changing now, I keep

g to take advantage of it.

irketplace (the cover featured in Chapter

VII, Three Projects). it's wild; I couldn't have done it a

couple of years ago. would have C gasped at the

thought )f :he way I used color. So all of a sudden the last

couple of years. I get a free hand in ies . s
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trust, because they've seen my product; I'm not sure."

Durbin said this feeling has intensified since Johnny

Maupin became department head, but he credits publisher Bingham

for giving the news art department a higher profile around the

newspapers

.

Today, most of Durbin' s responsibilities include covers

for Scene (where his 3-D art is often displayed) , Action, and

TV Scene. He said that, since the papers' conversion to Nap

plates, his airbrush drawings don't reproduce to his satisfac-

tion, so he is working in this medium less.

Instead, he is concentrating more on color, such as

the Home/Marketplace cover. He believes he has more color-

mixing knowledge than anyone else in the department --"not

tooting my own horn" --and says he tries to critique himself 8

time one of his assignments runs, "for the next time. I stl

for that perfection."

Durbin said his first adventures in using 3-D

occurred several years ago. John Fetterman, I er-p:

winning tX who preceded Greg Johnson as

game for the idea.

"So the C thing wa . ephones . :^.ey loo'r

I made telephone people out of them. Ev is

happy with ' .:i." Slowly, th • - approa

said. The second attempt, a car of cardboard and plasce:

a lot of time ke but was a great improvement.
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Then came "a whole slew of them, off and on. Another

id a cob of corn; it was plastic, and we called htm

Je . He was leaning against a shovel and he ha . ttle

moustache I .vnd Tom Tomato went along with h I

it was a gardening cover."

Then there was the genetics engineering cover--a

mound c idious flesh--liver and pork brains— capped with

two staring eyes. That project, which appeared as a photograph

on the cover of Scene, was shot in the studio with photographer

Lkt Coers ' assistance, as are all the 3-D covers.

For a submarine sandw re, there were submarine

sandwiches with conning towers and periscopes colored to match

the bread, an American eagle made from . and most rece:

the er and his flowerpot garden for the March 17, 1979,

cover of Scene.

."hat makes it fun is Lf it hasn't been done. Or if

you're nor sware being done before," Durbin said. "Bur

it's neat when you can create something and then sit back and

look at it. More so than a drawing."

Even in 3-D pieces, Durbin has a cartoon style. d

have • if I tried to do a nice serious illustration,

just because my general character-- joking around and e; ng

at's how I got into cartooning," he said.

Durbin said he does very little freelancing,

people are not aware the artists would : mce, he sai„

ne oppor a conflict of

erest to the r.evs?apers--part of news art poli: I plans
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to stay with the Courier-Journal and Times \ he said his close,

easygoing relationship with Scene editor Greg Johnson is one

of his most valued benefits of the job. He feels his position

in the department and as a news artist in general is secure

and that no matter the medium, "there will always be a need

for graphics."

His philosophy in a nutshell?

"My philosophy in a nutshell? A wet bird never flies.

And 1 don't know what that means! My philosophy in a nutshell

I guess would be a pecan, because walnuts are a little bitter

sometimes. Of course, I'm thinking about the nutshell now, I'm

not chinking about the actual question.

"Just to get enjoyment out of whatever I'm doing. ::d

I gee enjoyment: out of quite a bit of it. It may not show,

and I may trudge out and go home feeling bad, with headaches

and all kinds of problems.

"But there's a lot of enjoyment when it's all over,

that you actually did it."

Examples of Durbin's art are presented in figures -5

and 26, and a color reproduction of his 3-D cover art, in

figure 27. Commentary accompanies each example.
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L977, Louisville Courier-Journal. Used by permission

Figure ". -iere, in whimsical Durbin cartoon style, is low
recuperating from '• ar's £:e . Done p- . t-tip pen, the
drawing shows excellent control oi lin- I both in rule.- such

.he bed, and in curved areas such as the quilt, newspaper and coffeepot.
Durbir. ' •

- i.gered hands (the thumbs are hidden) and four-toed :'«.

are - iditional cartooning device s: .es the drawing
and also permits the bulky handling of hands and feet so effective in good

I habitual attention to det . i accuracy may be
see uch objects as the back of the television s> :e bag, the
pillow td even the ball-casters I television stand. The orig.
drawing is approximately 12 inches wide b Lachtl deep.
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Figure _6. Steve Durbin created a Thu:

Turk Lfl airbrush drawing. Using paper or otfa

his -to mask the paper as he worked, Durbin pi :aal-

tone e ground contrast.
. jm-ot -choice for cartoon handli:-..

visual effects . le; tone contr 1 are* can be

juxtaposed for a t:. :mensional Look.

are examples; also, the stock and barrel of the

appearance. Fine control, as in the gun's hardware, is possible as

The original dr. is approxima :ies dc
when reprodi. vas shot "highlight hal: reen the

areas of even tone so as to produce a doc pattern per- | the repro-
ion of variably-shaded areas. Due to of ftd

reproduction of an amber Li th Jra- | papers' presr pe

printing process, Durbin is not using this technique ac preset.



e 27. Steve Dur Scene
ma e tab cove: ReDroductior. size, te

fourtee b. .szic modeling
other v, s .

© 1979, Louisville B8. sion.
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I don't want it to become a .fob. I want to feel li

the reporters . . . they're out there because they want to

be. Nobody's forcing then into it's the U

I like to work.

Herman Wiedt

Herman Wiederwohl, news artist

(forId War II drove Herman Wiederwohl and his parents

co Austria from Yugoslavia, where their German- speaking ances-

tors had lived for five hundred years. In 1950, chey emigra: .

5
to the United States, settling in Cleveland, Ohio.

"When I came to this country, I couldn't speak any

English. The only way I seemed to get along is that I cou.

color better than anybody else-- that made me survive," said

Wiederwohl, now 39. (See photo, figure 28.)

His earliest memories involve art.

"The first things I ever recall making were drawings

out of a natural history book of animals, when I was still

Europe. parents still have them. And they're r<_

good! In fact, they show more promise than wha*

wound up doing," he said, laughing.

"They're just copies of camels, monkeys, ers
,

and other animals." j encouraged hi o.

something that can get you a li:

spotlight a little bit," he said. Cont

.

jhers prompt. n to se»- . ng a:

college leve
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Pig. 28. News artist Herman Wiederwohl
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"1 went to Catholic school; I entered a portfolio

when I was a senior in high school, in some competition."

While he did not win, Wiederwohl said, a teacher from another

school suggested he enter it in a competition sponsored by

the Cleveland Institute of Art.

Again, he did not place, but his work attracted the

attention of the admissions faculty. They suggested he

consider the program; he visited the school, and decided to

enter.

Wiederwohl attended from 19 58 to 1962, graduating

with a BFA; he majored in illustration and minored in portrait

painting. His coursework included much advertising-oriented

illustration, although one of his instructors, Paul Wehle,

is a magic realist painter in the tradition of Andrew Wyeth.

Wehle' s style was significant to him, Wiederwohl said,

because he didn't feel comfortable with the abstract expression-

ism then in vogue. In addition, his family's traditional v.- .

influenced his art preferences.

"I had sort of a practical upbr. g: erything you

do needs to be applied in some Painting for the sake

painting is unheard of. Chink that this way --to

go into somethi is applied possibilities e."

But the immediate . -s graduation promis*

only the dra: So Wiederwohl J, wound up at .

and became a physiologica .-ch teehni. He lea:

of an opening in photography, bought a camera and taught

himself the basics, and got the Job.
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M of: . fled as an Army photographer,

Wtederwohl was transferred to Okinawa as a police photog-

raphe:

"To this day, I islands. Crazy about islands.

I can sit here and look ftl National Geographic map of the

Caribbean and just drool."

_er his discharge, spending a year living in

Lot] ~le or • savings, Wiederwohl said he decided

that telev n was his future. He came to the 3ing

Ln 1966 as a set designer, knowing that an opening

existed .e station's art department, and believing he had

a good chance at the position; he got the job.

'I did some pretty decent s .here; got a good

portfolio out of that. When I got tired . there

happened to be an opening in filmmaking. So, based on my

photography experience, I was able to talk the pro-

rectc .; me a chance at that. I did that for

oar."

However, '.viederwohl said he found cinematograr

.austir.g, anc to become assistant art director at a

Louisville ac ng agen. Not satisfied with this, he

hoined a new publishing company, as it seemed to offer a good

oppor one of his favorite interests, book de.

But " :e began ail. As a stopgap measure,

:hl became the L« Lou. ibllc

Cn 197 in opening occurred, a: I ce

Lederwohl for the job.
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"And I took it. I've done it ever since. So probably

of all the people here, I've done more different things in the

realm of visual communications," he said.

Wiederwohl's style is wide-ranging; he suits his

handling to the assignment, saying with each one, "I always

feel that I ' m in search of something. Maybe that's how I'll

always be; maybe that's my style, to always be looking for

some other way of doing things.

"Sometimes I think my style is a reaction to where I'm

at. Here [at the papers], doing something that will reproduce

--that's one of the first things," he said. The way he molds

his style to the jobs at hand, he said, is part of a total-

design approach he learned while at Cleveland.

"I came out of a training time in the art school cays,

a time when there was a tendency to have what they call a

designer/illustrator, embodied into one person." _s pers-

•iderwohl said, would both design the page and I ".rare the

s tor;/

.

Today, Wiederwohl is exploring a loose, ecise

"scribble" style coming into vogue in such pub ~.s js :he

j 1orkev and The New a. The scyle "evokes a. sense

of sophistication," he said.

"It's acceptable coda; would have b<

down on five years ago here [ac the papers] as something less.

But . . . because the publisher brought ook (a colli

tion of . ngs by

me to look at.
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"You see low on a national scale . . . you can

accept : It seems like a kind c .deness in illustration

much now; distortion and awkward drawing is pi

fectly acceptable if the idea's strong. It's concept illus-

tration. I've done stuff that's as crude and basic in line

as Thurber's. ey would not have been acceptabl :e, I

v, in the early 1970s.

"3ut I think J m helps to set some of se

is. He likes something that . . . borders ... on

soph: Ltlon, ederwohl said.

A different kind of style emerges Ln '.%'iederwohl ' s

paintings such as Chi amrnad Ali cover (see figure 29)

.

t's a painting, I take what amounts to a fine-

approac s a long, selective, drawn-out process;

there's no formula to it. There's an element of mystery

about pa >t--also something about this kind of

ribblfl drawing-- that you never know quite hov ; going

to come out.

t ' s r.ot defined; you're makir.g it up as you go

along. But : part of the charm of the process. .re

are a lot of unplanned a lot of little spur-of-the-

:ngs impulsively come out of your hand. J don't

:>w why. As long a.<- I r.ot dl :u're

-.g to communicate, just leave .one. So it gets to

be fine- ->eing fine art.

"It's still art done for a pa I IX reason. 's

.jr.."
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Frequently, Wiederwohl uses a woodcut approach in his

black and white illustrations. He achieves the effect by

knifing out slivers of matboard from the drawing as he works;

he said he feels like he is actually doing a woodcut.

"1 like the way the woodcut looks on newsprint; 1

like to see it done. I feel guilty that I'm faking the effect

of a woodcut--not doing the real thing. Yet I look for effect:

an intuitive sense of the story needing a certain amount of

blackness or . . . mass.

"You get a sense of quality when you get the appearance

of a woodcut; you associate craftsmanship, and time in doing Lt

and planning. And I'm not sure that the things 1 do that re-

semble a woodcut have that feeling about them. But the first

effect is that of a woodcut. You know it wouldn't be cut of

wood. It's like a design thing ... an effect I like."

One of Wiederwohl 's earliest experiments as a news

artist was with stippling--using a fine- textured pattern of

dots to form shadows and texture. As shown in the hard hat

drawing in Chapter VII, Three Projects, he still uses che ttC

nique. He recalls:

"I was doing the Jelly 3ean Journal, tnd I r.< a

reference picture of a flower: a honeysu. I got the

dictionary out, which ... photographs and . ,

line drawings which contain some stippling I e. Being h

pressed, I just copied that [scyl«). A looked pretty good

when printed, so ... I got to be really carried awa*
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"I was here all hours of the ntghc, stippling. Ev

body was making fun of m- How crazy I was. But I liked the

way it loor --anothftZ thing to keep in mind- -a

means to an end," he said.

"That's all this style is: a means to form; giving form

to an idea. If you feel you can give form to an idea by way of

a woodcut, by way of stippling, that's the way you should do

A big .... whether you can pull Lt of i b the

time span you have."

Although Wiederwohl recalls the friction u a the

department during the mid-1970s, he said news art has achieved

an equilibrium toda- ail realize now . . . the fact that

we all make our unique contribution. r.d we tolerate each

er a little better." he said.

-ederwohl freelances frequently. He has ed

several tab covers for the newspapers on this basis . b the

papers gettir:.; I reproduction rights only (for a fee of

about $150) . I originals revert to him, and he keeps them

or sells them to private clients.

He says he "has gradually getting stuff" for working

in sculpture, and plans to work in wood--making real woodcuts,

too.

Related to this are his hopes to work a shorter wet-

perhaps a four-on, four- ff ichtdule, which would p-- more

e Eoz "1 *c .Jtead of providing ad.

department, Wiederwohl says he believes he and other

news ts would r ?etter ove .e

.
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For himself, he said, the schedule would keep news

art from being "a job." Because, he said, he doen't regard

news art as such.

"1 really feel like I'm part of a good thing here.

That's what's keeping me here. It's not just a job Cor me.

"I want to feel like the reporters do out there.

They're out there because they want to be. Nobody's forcing

them into anything.

"That's the way I like to work."

Examples of Herman '.viederwohl ' s work, the Muhammad

Ali cover (figure 29) , an op-ed drawing (figure 30) , and a

Scene magazine cover (figure 31) follow with commentary.
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;ure 29. r~.ar. Viedervohl
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My goal 'is to turn out a drawing exciting enou
to stop the reader.

yes Zen

Wes Kendall, news artist

Wes Kendall, a native of Guston, Kentucky, joir.ei t

news art staff June 30, 1969 (see figure 32).

Kendall, 36, grew up in Irvington, Kentucky, a small- town

environment in which he recalls he was the only student inter-

ested in art. Although his art interests were encouraged \

his parents, there were no artists in the vicinity who could

give him instruction.

During his sophomore year in high school, Kendall said

his biology teacher noticed the quality of his drawings

laboratory subjects, and gave him substantial encouragement to

broaden his art skill.

Soon after, his parents enrolled him in correspondence

art courses offered by a Minneapolis, Minnesota schoc. He

continued these courses for -ears uo

ation in 1961.

By graduation, Kendall had dc :>r a comnu-

career, preferably in magazine illustl n.

two years' study at the American Academy of I

program offering a year of gener >llow<.- I

of painting. He completed the program in 1963, and was I

a certificate of stu .

Kendal: irned to K icky, and a pc

a silk-screening firm in Louisville; shortly a: ha accepcad
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a position as a civilian military illustrator with the Military

Airlift Command at Scott A.F.3., Illinois, which he held for

four years.

One of his major responsibilities was painting recruit-

ing and public-relations-oriented posters for display in pcsc

offices, federal buildings, and the like.

In 1966, Kendall got drafted--and was flown to DaNang

,

Vietnam, aboard his very own Military Airlift Zoonand's aircrafc,

He became an illustrator of Army propaganda-- leaf lets showing

Vietcong holding empty rice bowls--dropped over the countryside.

Shortly before his discharge in 1968, Kendall took leave

in the U.S.; feeling disillusioned about what life seemed to

hold in the future, he did a painting of a man all dressed

or a day's fishing. The poor fellow in the painting was just

about co open his garage door to drive away- -when it Btart

to rain! The character showed the conscemacion istration

that reflected Kendall's feelings at che cirne.

Kendall sent a slide of the painting Co the edicor of

the Sundav Magazine at the tr , and i: he

received an invicacion Co come Lfl C BO Lnl

;y service was over.

Upon discharge, he incerviewed Till

who was chen direccor of news an promised

nexc opening chac came up, and he accer A

one occurred, and he joined che deparcmen

Kendall's style is esp> nus

subjeccs. He often works in pencil, a montage of related
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subjects gleaned from the newspaper's photo library or from

the department's library; his line style is perceptive and

deft, and his textural use is very effective, as may be seen

in figure 33.

ndall's most powerful renderings feature human or

animal subjects, and provide a visual focus for feature stories

on individuals' lives, fa: life, or human issues. He has

the ability to convey nuances of expression in both his pencil

.gs and those done in airbrush, an example of which is

shown in figure 34.

favorite medium, however, is oil painting, and he

considers his best work to be .is categor"

e variety cf news art and C ±rsa-

demands of an illustrator. He does not feel hand,

capped by restrictions on subject matter, but only on the

newspapers' Limited color capacity and occasional reproduction

qua 'Oblems. Although he feels at ease is relation-

ship ":h other art staffers, he says that the st ncludes

all perscr. es , and that he believes artists tend to be

sor> ore d ult to get along with than those La other

j Ids .

Kendall maintains a steady freelar :ule. He

has published several sets of ts , a- CUXTttiCly bring!]

out anothe :as painted rsany portraits and other vate

commissions , . -.ad a poster commissioned for the 1976 Olympics

..; published in an a. .e Saturda Lng

Pos
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Kendall said he has seen an enormous amount of change

in the news art department in ten years; the coldtype conver-

sion greatly expanded the scope of assignments and the challenge

of the job. He is grateful the menial tasks in news art have

declined, and appreciates the increased planning time the

present slot system has given the staff for more complex

assignments

.

Yet, he said he worries about the eventual all-elec-

tronic newspaper delivery mode the publisher is considering,

and said he finds himself reluctant to believe that art and

stories could be as effective when transmitted via a screen,

as when held in the hand.

Kendall said he likes the job and plans to continue

with the department; he said he finds a daily challenge in

drawing illustrations that will pull the reader into the

newspaper page and from there, into the story itself.

"My goal is to turn out a drawing ex =o

stop the reader," he said, adding that once che r 's

attention was attracted, the headline and story could

work.

Figures 33 and 34 show two examples _:" '.%'es

style, with comment;' -eluded.
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is Kendall's represer. and eaip.i'

-.g of a very special Christmas gift. Dot> ja-

tion shows Kendall's sensitive use

of texture, figure-ground contra ::d abi - conv

accurate expression, or emotionality, of the subject through

handl. eye highlight and si. . and mouth del. m.
Shot highlight halftc- is reproduction, the origi

is approxima: I deep.
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treatment was taken iron a ph. • al areas - photograph
became the cues for use of shading ta iMd
his fingers alone co mask the surface of the paper

his entire hand was black •- :ied—but ess

would seem co make the tl

.aches wide by S inches deep, and was stv

reproduction in order to preserve the tonal grac is.
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Rose

phil Rose. r.«

A native of Moriches 3ay, Long Island, New York,

1 Rose (see figure 35) joined the newspapers .arch,

197 3ut, since one c Lx month ew of his

irtists have seen him--because during the week,

Rose, 24, is working on an M. "A. at Indiana

Each Sunday, he commutes the ninety-five miles from

Bloomington to Lo-. Lit CO spend a full day doing illustra-

tions fc Jelly Bean Journal, plus til normal slot duties,

an arrangement he worked oil h Johnr. .pin.

Rose saii that when he was irten

his teachers encouraged him to develop in art.

Der my first good work, what I consider a

otal piece, -ndergarten. And from then on sis

regarded as - it. And was shaped. There were certain

Lues that recurred that I set out E

Co high school, Rose became acquainted with drawing

c reproduction.

"I started to get into publication- type c,s. I

was the art editor c: yearbook the school newspaper and

the magazine. And we won gold awards e Columbia

elastic Press Assoc. a at Columbia " he sa

:t a job offer a: tf§ mar l vr.e:
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. 35. Wfl artist Phil Rose
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was 16, but I didn't like the city so I did: mt it.

chat was encouraging. I always did well; 1 was in

the honor society and all. But I could have done better if

n't engaged in so mm ular activities."

For Rose, that meant sports, especially baseball;

he said he considered a professional baseball career while

in high school.

"I had opportunities to play at the Kansas City Royals

baseball aca I was a catcher. It was a thrill being

scouted by professional coaches.

"3ut I came to my senses and realized there are millions

of out there with that same cppurtunity . And they're so

much better than I was, and I just happened to luck out I'm

glad I formulated that decision at that time."

Instead, at age 18, Rose went zo Europe under a clas-

sical studies program for the summer after his high school

" ion. On his return, he tried to decide which college

program could best meet his needs. He said tit an art

.ool would overspecialize him. On a teacher's suggestion,

he investigated the art program at the University of Tennessee.

:ose Tennessee; they seemed to have the best pro-

gr-~; it I look back at it, it's considered one of the

best art schools Ln the co -

. as far as Log ar

pai
l go.

"3ut I did well there; Z gc t scholarships throughout

my four years . . . and I got into major r.at I and inter-

national shews
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After graduating in 1976 with a B. F.A., Rose said he

stayed out a year, worked at a graphics company "and iidn't

like that a bit," and applied to the University of North

Carolina and to Indiana University to do graduate study in

drawing and printmaking. They were "the only two schools

I applied to because at the time, I didn't have enough money

for the fee— it was like $15!"

Then, having heard of a possible vacancy as political

cartoonist on the Louisville Tines, Rose said he prepared

himself to apply for that position.

"I wasn't a political cartoonist at all, buz I did

some in preparation for that position, hoping Z

foot in the door.

"I also learned about the paper, how it had been

around for quite some time and it was very reputable. So I

got my portfolio together and came down, and made an appoint-

ment with Johnny and he liked it. And he said he'd keep me

in mind; he gave me a lot of praise.

"There really wasn't a position at the time, and

then one of the guys that was working here Left sudden I

and [Maupin] called me and sa position • I

was mine : vanned it. So that worked out real well, and

I just like Johnny a lot. k he's great

'«Tien asked to secribc ityle he uses : -.e

newspapers, Rose . t.

"I co; thing the paper needs! To be pel

ly honest, I can do an
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As far as the qua! Ln wh . I do it, it r< is deter-

mined on the time that I have, and how much effort I deem

ce should have; should possess. And I thir. .an

achieve a certain quality with just about any tool.

"I don't really see a style. I guess ou look

close enough, you could see similarities I pen work

versu. 5rush work, but it really looks a lot different."

en he draws for the Jelly Bean Journal, Rose's

•le is fine . me first laid out M pencil. en

he uses a brush with india ink to develop I first lines of

the drawing.

As he goes along, Rose often works back into h

.

drawings with his knife, shaving uneven edges to exactness;

creating a white highlight here and there for sudden con-

trast. Why the unusual approac:.

"It's just easier for me. I don't want to reach

for that brush and tha . te pair.t, 10 I just cut it ou

I get a better edge on it too. It's nothing anyone told me,

I just did it through practice.

C occurred to me one d.. shoul

I see what happens. And I think it's better, it tightens

the line up and makes .

"

Speed is I news art too, Rose sa.

: of business, it's a must. 3ecause , a

lot js, you have to get something out w hour;

sometimes the half-houx .nd of demand, you

e to --or yc . be wort -."
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Six months after Rose came to the news art department,

both of the universities to which he'd applied sent their

congratulations: he'd been accepted for A. study.

"I'd been accepted with full scholarship plus Ford

Foundation money at Indiana, and a teaching assis tantship at

North Carolina. And I didn't know which one I was going to

take ,

" he said.

Finally, he and Maupin came up with the best-of-bot i-

worlds arrangement, which freed the rest of the news ar:

staff from Sunday work, allowed Rose to continue his involve-

ment with the newspapers--and added to his income as veil

He is enthusiastic about the opportunity.

"I really like working at t the

benefits and the way they treat the art is is -- it '

S

good. They're second in winning Pulitzer prices CO
'

-,'j; it's got a good reputation.

"I have a good time here, as far as jobs go. like

doing it; I get a certain amount of satis jn, although

don't consider it my 'main thing,'" Rose said.

"You know, the paper is a business. I you're

illustrating for the public. And the public just doesn't

have that diverse [of anj atter.: s appre .ng

irt It differs: t is verv conservative;

York, you can get a lot more.

trends, they're more d. >re accept- */k."

Rose says the work he does in news a: far mo: n-

tational than hi .ne art involvemer.
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I'm entirely different when I gee out of here. .e

stuff here I conside. joramercial; I believe there is a

difference between fine art and commercial a: But this is

a good means of supporting yourself

Rose's fine- nterests at Indiana are a universe

apa M said. iwing and painting occupy his major interests

I graduate program.

• drawings-- they ' re non-objective, it's pretty hard

to get ir.to [describing] that. The piece exists on its

mer. Lfl what Lt is. rie any other expe: 's

.ew experience.

ttd I feel that'fl important. It reslly doesn't ri

on ig I 8M pir ii.

"I work • rt. ;ht now, I'm working

ir.sparencies ir.i.iated by tissues and tracing papers and

transparent paints.*'

Ll university art department has just accepted a

proposal Rose and three classmates submitted for a resear

in Europe this summer (1979), Rose said.

rint shops and museums, researching

ropea g methods, he said. Th- 2nd to see how

g approaches such as Rembrandt used I

e fourteenth Ctl ive changed, h< •• . .. tion- and 2-

Ig are done, and how artist and -
ir collaborate on

^n.

Rose sa: |
his wife, '"'he

:vel on their own funds) plans to tra sever
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countries by Eurailpass with a jog up to Norway to see the

fjords. As for his career beyond the M J. A, Rose said he'll

weigh the alternatives when the time comes

.

"I just have to see what's going to be best for me.

Right now, it's comfortable enough for me because I'm earning

a modest income . . . I'm able to do what I think is the more

personal stuff.

".lot to say that I haven't had fun doing what I

doing; I really do. It's just like everything else that I

do--not to be bragging or anything—but anything I take on,

I seem to get involved with and don't stop until I get it

done. And hopefully, [done] well.

"It's just that kind of feeling that I have abou:

what I do."

Younger artists everywhere are discovering corame:

opportunities for their art, Rose said, because of the prior-

ities created by a visually-oriented society.

"We tend to be more aware because of that cil

stance and that need. And we have publications that are

more departmentalized and institutionalized; there ar<- . ^r

schools for design and illustration whereas thirl ; :s ago,

if [they] existed, it . n.

"And now, there's a great demand for

work. And to be on the top, you have to be a'- . what

going on and how to do things. And how in-

sistently good, yet different, so this doesn't become a

ho-hummish- type field.
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"Especially :ie paper- -something that someone

picks up every day, where you see the same guy do the same

thing. But I think in this kind of work you have to be

v proficient in everything: everything that you're called

upon to do.

"And I think that separates the good people from the

bad

j of Phil Rose's illustrations are presented

-gure 36, along with commentar
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To- have time you

ke Covington

e Covington, news art:

<e Covington, 28, is the most recentl I ed news

member (see photo, figure 37).

9Covington grew up in Anderson, Indiana.' s

liked to - I used to trace coloring books, and then I drew

my own pictures-- that was when I was . . . six or seven," he

~d.

The kids at school always asked him to draw ^s

too, -s parents encouraged him to keep drawing.

is one thing I did N I've come a long wa

I've got a long way to go. But I've got the jump on a lot of

people; I'm very diversified," Covington said. I reason is,

he said, that he is interested in illustration, photogv

and graphics and can do them all fairly well.

At Anderson high school, Covington took many art

courses and drew covers for school publications and iiterar

periodicals. ?n graduation, he entered John r-erron School

of Art at Indiana ersi - at I .3.

s a four-year course. • first year is a

foundation . . . you do painting, design, illustrat. nd

photograph It's a verv nici school

Covington said the school was considering extending

the program into -year apprenticeship to help prospec-

tive graduates get I a real caret

I is a good idea, because they have a tenden-
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Fig. 37. News artist Mir ton
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sa L, you've got your degree--goodb

Covington majored in photography and visual coramun.

cations--basically a design curriculum, he said. He received

a B.F.A. in 1973.

During college and for a year full-time after gradu-

ation, Covington worked as a photographer for the Andare

Then a friend and classmate suggested • open a

design studio . and Covington agreed.

• did a lot of campaign work: posters, billboards,

vspaper ads, everything; folders, brochures-- the whole shot,"

he recalls. But Covington sa. I ey were not as skillful a:

the business end, and the venture faltered. "He decided I had

to leave." But the experience got him the news art position,

he said. His id is still "in Anderson, bare. ^.g ends

.nd I've got this job.

: of like, 'Gee, Sam, you're rig: t
' s a

good idea I left.' Because now he's stuck there."

Since coming to the papers fourteen months ago,

Cc :n said, he has tried to approach assig s from

poi _w. He is constantiv trying to ^ rv his st; . he

said, because new approaches are essential in news art.

ou dc .ave time to rest on your laurels. at

: do is great, but 'you did are you going

to do tomorrow?

'

"You don't have :o I about i he saii of

. e. jus" got to wo . . . to go c .

on a limb [to escape the papers' conservatism]," he said.
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"Sometimes I'll retreat and see if I can still do

it," Covington said of past styles he's used. "But it's also

good to reach out and try new things. Different overlays,

different colors, whatever."

This quest for something new, Covington says, is part

of his overall impatience with conservatism. He said he

dresses a little more flamboyantly than others as a statement

of his outlook, and feels that news art--and other departments

--adopt an over-conservative approach to the job at hand.

"Jeez, you've got to live life; you've got to get

going, you've got to get people thinking." He said he

believes the department needs this approach, as well as larger

quarters with more privacy for individual artists, in order to

achieve its best efficiency.

Covington's assignments have ranged from color covers

of Action and Scene to feature illustration on stories about

human issues such as adult illiteracy (see figure 40) . He

often uses an outline style, then introduces color in large

areas to underscore the visual intensity of the drawing.

He uses interesting textural treatments as well:

intricate stippling evolves into eyes, rhe weave of a sock

sprouts til -bers, h ushrooms from people's h<

spagh -each strand with a: own. M of

Covington's most successful drawings have a wh

.

mer. for a story on how squirrels could rob bird feeders,

he drew a platoon o: i in fatigues, armed

ropes and beer can opener
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. excellent example of th eatmer.:
, "The Selling

Louisville," appears in figure 38.

rom the of. Covington says he prefers non-

art activities; instead of freel :^.g, he bikes, camps, and

goe ng and hiking. And what of the future?

"I don't kno. ^1 not really concerned about tha

I getting a pretty decent reputation in this town." -hough

he said he sees the job as eventually limited from the stand-

point of personal growth, Covington said this may change.

Bent's going to change a lot ne nt

couple of years; we're going to see some people leaving . . .

and I think we're going to be getting more people who do what

:o. --cause they're just a dime a dozen. And if that

happens, the ier irtmer.t will change dramatical Lt will be

much better. Plus, I even d I might have some say in who

re.

"But it's a hell of a good job, compared with most

people. ;t people in art don't have decent jobs--I'm vc

luck- .

"

3esides figure 38, "The Selling of Louisville

^ures 39 and 40 show other examples of Mike Covington's

s; both are accompanied by commentar-
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Figure 38. Mikt Covington. Thj . :g of
Louisville . Reproduction size, cen~"5~ ~ .r.oen
inches . Ink I rcoK

© 1979, The LouisviiU .sslon
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ion

Figure 39. Mike Covington's depiction of an .he

The techniques of stippling to br.

, of exaggeration to e degree
necessary to create the desired effect without going to the extreme
of reatent of the hair produce
a drawing immediate inpact. Of 3ddi' est is the fact

?n discovered, while do: •? illustration, that he had
use . Li—but :ion as r.

added even more to ind a psyche out of Jc

Don* <en and . the or Lag is about 8 inches
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:a being a
3.

Jou

Jov Gifford, news artist

A native of Muscacine, Iowa, Joy Gifford (see

figure 41) joined news ar 11, 1977. Gifford, 26, grew

up in Urbana. inois, near the y of Illinois,

and "went to school with professors' kids."

Gifford, one of four children, said her moth

was her earliest influence in art.

'•.' mother has talent in drawing ... I saw her

m and imitated her. So I was interested in art from the

ng, M she said.

As a grade school student, Gifford describes herse^

as "a upil who "spent as much time as

possible reading— and looking at the accompanying iiiustra-

ns--and making my own booklets out of class assignments,

lse to draw a picture was sufficient tc

a dull report into an illustrated production," she recalls.

^h school and high school, however,

she found the c ula w ative and boring.

d and doodled instead of taking notes.

I took I iss available There, she said, her

teachers took an interest in her and paid special attention

to her abi

rade school on, there was usually some teacher

3 understood and taler.- .^emer. lu-

ded the I ing c* books, letters c to my parer. I
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Joy
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and 'special' classes apart from the students who took a

to get an easy credit," Gifford said.

parents never pushed me," she said, yet she

"never really thought of doing anything else as a career."

nterest in botany, she said art has been the

only skill she fait motivated to pursue.

In college, first at Southern Illinois Univers:

Carbondale from 1970- D a: the Lou. le School

of until 1976 when she received a 3 rd said

she has been "on my own when it came to training beyond bas

drawing skills.

"College art teachers preferred to deal in 'fine

_s' by which they meant no commercial or illustrative

~.g. So I'm a self-made illustrator."

1 though Gifford said she finds graduate work point-

lass as long as this attutide prevails, she will cc- .e to

take individual courses relevant to her area.

Her favorite subjects as a child, she said, are

consist: er interests today. "I drew flowers, trees,

Qg scenes, a: s. I still prefer natural subjects to

inmade ; abstrac does a

Gifford said she believes art I I I be "cerebral as

well as . an. should provoke thour id re:

e. "Technique is necessary, but cannot stand

she sa~

tead, she said, "A picture that can tell a

-sal qualities, appe til levels of ar Lc
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sophistication. You don't need a degree in art to appreci-

John Tenniel's illustrations for klice in I."

The curvature of nature's forrr.s provides the impetus

for her style, Gifford said, plus "the dictates of pover;

which gave me only No. 2 pencils with which to make art," and

a "lifelong case of amblyopia: both eyes don't focus together,

so [the] world is always fuzzy."

This condition made her feel different from child-

hood, Gifford said, and made her aware "of ail things that v„

from the norm.

"

Such ~r.ir.gs as unusual phenomena in nature and mass-

produced products that carry unintended f laws— anything thac

did not turn out as it was "supposed to be"--provide some of

her favorite subjects. "To me, they are like gnarled :rees,

more interesting and dear as a result of slight def Les

.

"

Since she came to news art, Gifford frequently uses

line drawing with pencil, which is shot as a highlight hal:

tone for reproduction. The style, she sa. . about as

an expedient:. e to care: . draw in s.

before I paint.

"This gives me a structural bou s room

for spontaneous variation while painting, or makes a r

road map for filling in, more rendt

Doing this one day, sh an

editor who liked this 'sketch' as . So opped ther

and printed :

ad I've about mastered pe That is not to say
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I couldn't. 11 explore Its uses further," she said.

But Gtfford describes watercolor as her favorite

medium. "It combines spontaneity with a demand for planning.

It can be airy or dramati I control it very well. Often,

I use pen and ink with watercolor to get: finer deta.

Gifford illustrates features on a variety of subjec

.g family conflicts, youth - and human rights

issues. Her subjects also take a lighter bent, as in a liar.

1979, Sunday Magazine spread picturing Gael Greene, Sew

od critic, making an unscheduled appearance at a

tc- ew York restaurant; and in a March 1979 Sunday Magazine

cover painting of outdoor recreation.

For sources when planning an il ition,

sai . 'I rely heavily on the photo library and my own

'_e . . . also, I have a 'mental file' of ideas and . . .

sol. ns to problems.

"Often the answer comes from unexpected directions.

Lf I don't use a particular photo after I've looked it

up . . . i: frees stereotypes by showing me the

I zh va: of responses to any situation. .is keeps me

- e s h .

"Daydream. is important also. Lf is sometimes

hard to get in a newspaper, where deadlines breathe down

ace and able schedule prompted her

•ould really prefer to be in an isola- --some-

l

e end of the c,- ord said, she feels

at ebb. 3ecause of she said, the past two
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years have given her little time for her own work, and she

has entered only two shows

.

The main creative frustration she has felt a: the

newspapers has been "so little opportunity to use color, or

to initiate my own ideas." Otherwise, she said, her creativ-

ity has not been stifled.

"I have had a lot of freedom in handling my drawings

for the paper," Gifford said. She said when she reads a

story, she uses her own judgment in developing the resultant

illustration; but if an editor has something specifi.: in

mind, if Gifford likes the idea, "we can work it into something

fine.

"If I don't like the idea I don't do well in carrying

it out. But usually, I have the privilege of throwing out

ideas I can't work with. If the editor is creative, as J

Ryan is, we have a lot of fun talking over the possibilities

and weaving our ideas together."

VTnolly trained as a fine artist, she

"came to this job knowing noghing about repr.

processes

.

"I could draw, but had no commercial sk

.

has been a learning situation .nich I dev

and work habi ind most of all my Si

Gifford : she has enjoyed ":he pr peer

who are my friends and fellow-workers,

be surrounded by other creative people
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She praised Johnny Maupin, saying she believes he

che most congenial boss she could ever have. She says more

should realize the opportunities she has

found in journalis

vspapers are . . . rediscovering the pleasures of

illus Lot) and other graphic effects. I see it as being a

growing area of opportunity for artists

In figures -2 and -3, examples of Jc s

work are presented, commentar-
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1978, Louisville Courier-Journal. ssion.

Figur This composite show ^s

It ill'. d a feature maturing |lrl'l
and individuali* .^old tu

as id to her desires to reach out to other social
contacts as she matur :

.

ed a happy marriage, she e emot: upport to h< ig

, who still cannot come to terms o be : ad.

The original di are each approximate «•

dee;< *.e the subtle yet st:

musculature, and clothing.



.' .

©1978, jisvil ission.

sure -»3. Joy Gif ford's "Sumoc montage of all the

:ghts and associations the seasor. ,e young.

Done La -r.edium-sof t pencil on cold-rolled illustration board,

example is typi. rd's sv . it has realism
• hout stiffness, and an emotional qui ~t

and person.;.. • successful handling oi textures of glass and

water combi: .-.e "nestling of subject matter for a

>rable drawing.
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I believe that these are two of the fines z i ?rs
in the world.

in

:;ews Art Director Johnnv Haupln

His mariner is pleasant and down-to-earth; a hands-on

manager/ des igner : Johnny Maupin, news art director (see

figure 44)

.

Maupin's voice is low-key, west-end Louisville, where

he was born August 20, 1938; his face has the expression of

a man who just plain loves what he does for a living.

From childhood, he said, he has been interested in

art.

">'y sixth-grade teacher probably gave me more en-

couragement than anyone else in my lifetime— she selected

me for free art school, a program for young, gifted artists."

he recalls. In high school, Maupin learned drafting; upon

graduation, he starred his newspaper career as an office boy

on the Lo-< It was 1956; he was 13 years ol

Soon, he recalls, he began to drop ir. to the news

art department after work and practice retouching photos

J making maps. Gradually, he put together a c.

his work. When he learned of an openim- he departmer.

he requested an interview.

still wonder to this . jz the job

by being a pest or from the samples I had to s ' he sai>

After he entered the dep.: :fa

twing ruction after-hou: ^m retired news artist

George Joseph. Later. v'aupin added commercial illustration
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i

, >
Fig. •• "wa art director Johnny Maupin
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and design courses at the University of Louisville's school

of arc.

"But the majority of my craft is self-taught and

God-given," he said.

Maupin is a designer; an inveterate reader of books

and research material on graphics, design and typography.

He is a member of the Society of Newspaper Designers, and was

one of the participants in the newspaper design serr.ir.ar

sponsored by the American Press Institute, and held in Res ton,

Virginia, in July, 1978.

He is in touch with other respected newspaper design

professionals such as Robert Lockwood of the Allentown,

Pennsylvania. - . liele , and arranges guest sen s on

graphics and newsroom/graphics staff interface such as _he

one Lockwood conducted at the Louisville newspapers June 25,

1979. At this seminar, Lockwood presented his newspapers'

design approach to page one--a system in which

vary from day to day depending on the news --and also e.

his concept of the designer- ^.e-newsroon, a head- .ad

management concept of the newspaper designer being equ.i

.

salary and decision- g power to the assistant managing

editor

.

Lupin said he neve: Ltates to showcase such .

or to borrow from other designers. 7h> urn, borrow

his approaches, he said. In sue: grew

art field as it changed .: he was a cc- ucor

these changes. He suppler
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growing library of books on design and graphic arcs, and

adapts ideas these to the newspapers' needs.

en he became news a: rector in 1976, Maupin

brought to his post a wider perspective on the evolution

e der Chan was possible for either of his pe

decessors. He was hired by Louis Dey near the end of Dey's

caret: Ben Ramsey and Steve Durbi .upin took over

the responsibility for the department during Dey's illness

and convalescence. taupin matured as

a design^

nager, Maupin says he has tried to establish

a "lax, creative :nment" for his sea: He has i to

combine a great deal of freedom •. ^ood organization; at

same time, he has tried to minimize personal conflict between

:s by encouraging discussion and resolution of personal

lgreemer.t. It's a democratic system, he said.

To help achieve this climate, in one rst

acts as ar' . rector, Maupin met with the photo editors of

both papers ar.d proposed that sports crip its own photos,

thereby re :ng news art of a time-consuming da ask..

The editors agreed, and decided that sports would

I tentative crop marks and pass photos on to the

picture ed: :al s. The change :as worked well

both : and spor - ws a:

however, still handles photographs from sports that require

special trea - such as background masking or retouching.)
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3esides holding open forums for news art scarf to

air interpersonal complaints and eliminating much of the

picture-cropping load, Maupin holds an annual evaluation with

each artist.

Not merely a salary review, the session covers a

critique of the artist's performance during the year. It

is also an opportunity for the artist to respond vith tils

beliefs concerning his performance and ideas on how it night

be improved, to lobby on the amount of his raise, and to

discuss his opinion of management's strengths and shortcomings.

ese sessions also provide an opportunity for the artist

to discuss his future with the newspapers.

This gives Maupin the "long view." 3ut most of hi

management responsibilities evoke the cadence of the newsroom:

a eye at seldom slows.

Day by day, one of Maupin' s primary responsib- ifl

ad adequate staffing level to handle brea.

news needs, ongoing feature illustrations and rou sks

.

"We never know what the work flow will be like,"

said, but one of his continuing responsib: s is ro a-

work so that each artist has a variety of re I

ging assignments on which he is capable of good per

3oth needs—manning levels

assignmencs--seem to be met fa well

system," a term borrowed from the copy desk b a

reverse twist: stead of passing ou' tr

staff, as a copy slotman would do, the a: ha slot"

gets all routine work for his sh: issed co h
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or Ramsey, the assistant art director

A sample schedule for the week of !larch 11, 1979,

is reproduced in figure *5. On the average, each artist is

scheduled vo days a week. ever possible,

.slot days" are arranged back-to-back so the remainder

of the artist's week can be reserved for complex projects,

the least possibK n.

I the depar E must be manned for 17% hours out

of twer. a order to handle both papers' needs over

all editions, artists work a variety of overlapping shifts.

The "si; -

s overlapped on most days; on others. Lt Li open

only for abc .:es between shifts.

Or. . :rdays , two artis ts--both with slot duties-

cover the department. a morning shift, or course, covers

the Sat .e evening, the Sunday

iays find Phil Rose, the commuting handling

slot duties for the Monday Ln Addition to h

work : .-.e Jelly Bean Journal.

;ept for vacations and illness, the ichl

ill . -ted t • from week to week. .ch

as possible, -;eeps the personal needs of staffers

designing the schedule, and most irtittl

expressed satisfaction with their work hours.

3esides staffing, one s greates igeme

challenges is assignments after conferring ors

on art for developing stories. Such art--es peciall -n

planned .rei--is zcr.sidered by zr.e artists to be most
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desirable of all as it is most creacively challenging.

d, many of the artists regard the frequency of crea

assignments staff members gee as kind of a barometer of the

standing anagement's eyes.

ive to wor. a a city editor in [making] a:

assignments, because artists are not equal-- just like u rs,"

:pin said. He said he tries to give each assignment to the

person -est capable of handling Ltj it the same tine, he s

to equalize the loa

He gives people the ie subjects Co help

ensure quali ore serious subjects go to Wes Kendall, Joy

. and Ledervohl; lighter ones go t .e Coving-

eve C Q and the others.

to spread it around. I know | work;

s ver to give the right person the - projec

Ma-- i. But it is as c. :u It as it is Lmpoi ne

adr

:
' s tough beine ere. Lt'l my resp*. 1-

e the best persor. .ere the assignment. s tough

en sc~ es I have to go to the second choice. zhe

results are not ected, he is philosophic.

"Sometir.es we have to take what th-. \i%

dcr ive the have a choice, b at's pa: ".e

b. I've done o\ :re of the business." he

said.

To e artists conct e on the work at

-aid he ling on more as s before cur
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ones are completed.

"Sometimes we get four, five, six assignments. So

I hold assignments in here so as not to worry the he said.

Often, when such assignments require page design, Maupin does

this before passing them on; see figure 46.

Many such assignments, of course, originate rith Jerx

Ryan, graphics editor for the Courier-

J

iupin and

R.yan seem to enjoy a comfortable- -and sometimes boisterous --

working relationship. They speak of mutual respect for i

other's performance and ability.

Besides working on Ryan's "zarks," --y cooperate in

front-page design for Accent and other sections. 18,

with a problem page, they will run a one-column story down

an outside margin and split the rest of the page horizontal

between two other stories.

Maupin serves as liaison between all of the editors

and the news artists; figure 47 shows him conferring wi:

an editor on scheduling for an upcoming piece. .11

work is scheduled through him during his office hours, e.\

for breaking news. However, in some cases, the nil

waive Greg Johnson, the editor of Scene and Action, works

freel; h the artists and can often be found

a vacent drawing board, working on iea to show r

Steve Durbin, with whom he frequently collaborates on ~.g

and three-dimensional projects.

"Johnny doesn't I deal with the .t

Johnson sa • doesn't insist on being the eman."
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Johnson said Mauptn ma ercede in channeling the '.cant

work flow, but otherwise gives Johnson greater latitude because

of Johnson's sen; to graphics and the pla sections

give to news ar illustrations.

en Johnson and one of the l tl are working on

future projects, Johnson said he appreciate:: mdling

the n. .ould be easy for Maupin to override

Scene's long-range priorities for short-range things, but he

doesn't," Johnson sa.

. rect -s opinions about his job, its

gratifications--and its frustrations.

-
' s a good job. I wouldn't trade :r an 4,"

he sa: .e admits to pressures.

ve many satisfactions. 3eing w-

I feel I can set the standards for good design

the newspapers. I en; ~.e constant chfl proving

on the look of our prsducts.

good when I see axci rork done b

Staff- md work that required

very little n.
M

a job's difficulties are divided between 1

.d reproduction problems, he said.

2 t ions come about m some c ts not

e excitement of newspaper irt as a career,

ifl t a s )b

.

ere are those on my staff who choose to be con
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with staying where they are and not improving their craft.

Motivation doesn't seem to work on these people," he said.

"I am frustrated by bad halftone reproduction, by

bad leading and letter spacing," Maupin said. However, he

added that the production department will soon be experimen-

ting with using an 80- or 85- line screen for halftones ins -

.

of the 65- line screen now used. The finer screen is expe

to improve the quality of reproduction in photos.

Page design, Maupin said, is a continuing challenge.

He says he will eventually redesign the Times, re.. .

leading of body type. He says he would also like to close up

heads in the Courier- Journa '.
. "We're a coldtype z .

we still look like hot metal."

Although Maupin says his list of such recommendations

is growing, he is frustrated by the rate of change.

"Changes on a newspaper cake a lot of cor. and

show-and- tell, and the turtle-pace of editors and production

people adds a lot to the frustrations of job."

.ipin speaks highly of the news tl s.

"This is probably the most versatile b ... d£ people

you'll ever see," he said. Maupin said that,

speed is important, it is not esserv

on the artists' talents to get . ::roug:

he said. On the whole

ipin's management of the department, although some older

staffers u-

cion of more creative tasks.
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One of Maupin's most conspicuous tl -fort

co gee new ^cognized as having equal importance with

or news departmen' From the publisher's and othe

new executives * comments vould appear that he has been

successful on a s nd staffing level basis.

Tr. \% ahead for the department's immediate goals,

Maupin sees two projects.

need to redo our base map system, and gene:

-^iece drawings," he said. said he plans to put

these projects on special assignment to one or more of the

news artists.

Looking ahead, Maupin says he believes

entering a new phase, during which LC ss

1 changes of significance to the entire jouri

Dfessior.

.

"The news ar _ld is finally gaining the attention

It Lt deserves," Maupin said. Accomp . 3 change,

he sa. 1 a prer.ium job market for qualified people.

:d for newspaper designers and graphics

people has never been higher, and it will continue to grow."

3- 3 are ava~ now, Maupin said.

nough he has many applicants for every openi

hard tc I qualified people b lame on zhe educators

who don't recognize aper design and g cs as a viab

I solution, he said, will comt . r.ew

newspaper professional «hc trill develop 2sp0r.se tc
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"On many newspapers, you will see the Traditional

barriers that separate artists from journalists broken. From

this, a new breed of talent on newspapers will be created:

those that will be verbally and visually gifted; designers

that care for journalism and journalists who care for design.

"1 can see the changes in our own newspapers that

reflect this trend. The Scene editor (Greg Johnson) and

Courier- Journal graphics editor (Jerry Ryan) are very good

examples .

"

In his department, Maupin said, he can see related

changes

.

"You will see greater emphasis on design, typography

and graphics. The day of the photo retoucher and boardmen

newspapers is gone; they will be replaced by qualified illus-

trators/designers .

"There's the possibility that: you'll see designers

in che newsroom," he said, referring to Robert Lockwood '

s

demonstration. "That's especially good, because of the real

of the pagination machines."

When he refers to the re.. of pagina

is relaying the newspapers' next goal in electronic svs terns,

due to go into operation within five years; I 11 be dis-

cussed in Chapter

Maupin apparently has considered Her hi's

reduced work week proposal, and has decided to conduct a

ll. .11 be experimenting I :r-day week, th

will require more profession n among the I
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i Maupin adds chac he is considering another

future approach of the type Bill Ellison proposed, in which

ore qualified artists would get routine tasks.

In the past twelve months, Maupin said, he has received

four offers of design directorships from metropolitan daily

newspapers, including the Washington Pose.

"Some have been very lucrative," he said. But he

said he has no plans to make such a move, and intends instead

to keep improving his design skills and :he appearance of

the newspapers.

"I chose to stay here," he saii. "because I believe

ese are two : ewspapers Ln the world."
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Other newspapers don't Bet the standards I vant
to reach.

Jerry Ryan

Graphics Editor Jerry Ryan

He is a "concept person." A "problem-solver." He

is also a one-man-band of design energy with a newsman's

nose and a vinegar bice, acerbic and sanguine by turns:

Jerry Ryan, graphics editor.

Ryan's slot is a recent one for him and for the

newspapers: it was created for him eighteen months ago,

giving him responsibility for the graphics of the entire

L2Courver-'Journa I

.

In contrast, similar responsibilities in the Z

seem to be divided more equally among Claude Cookman
,
photo/

illustrations editor; Johnny Maupin; the artist Maupin assi

to the project; and managing editor Len Pardue

.

But Ryan is different, a kind of "free agent" in

that, although he technically reports to special sections

director Paul Neely, in practice Ly and

12generally deter to his design approaches.'*"

And he is visible: bobbing into the news art-

men: throughout the day to check on a developing pro

spa: with Johnny Maupin, poll -gula:

10:30 news rences to query a.- iging

editor Stan Slusher, city editor Bill C jcenc eo

Irene i the others. He seems accepted b ill.

Their deference may stem from Ryan's a\ o be

as suddenly disarming as he is assertive, but his colleagues
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ace their attitude to the fact that Ryan was, for years,

not a designer but a newsman. And they credit him with a

newsman's judg-

Ryan came to the Courier- In 1970 from the

Bartfor i He began here as assistant r--

a job involving a lot of page design, he sai

Accord: Bob Clark, Ryan showed a good eye for

graphics and erest in designing "zarks"-- :aps and s

e trendy graphic treatment preferred by 3arry 3ingham

So Mike Davies , then managing editor, made Ryan graphics

13
ed.

in recalls his first "zark," a three-dimensional

chart picf : changes in the area's ele. it over

e . e graphic ran October 12, 1975.

en the Sunday department was reorganized in 19 77

to become the special sections depar -

ifl

head, N'eely broug an upstairs to be respon for both

spc _ons graphics and those of th* Con as

a whole.

im moved up here a .se our subject:

areas lent themselves more ea to grap: s,"

"eely said.

"He is still responsible for the graphics . e ant

pa nere is a series be: :g on page one that they

want a "^r, he's respor. that; he works the

depart sn getting locr. ne

... but the feature ^nds to be a
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little more project work; it requires a little more pIannis

a little more time, he said.

Since Ryan moved upstairs, he has designee charts on

changing coal production, stare taxes.. -execu:e:

county maps with outsize features, and mar. ;.er such 11lus-

trations--usually about four a week.

Almost all of Ryan's designs have a three-dimensional

effect: charts stockade across the page like Lincoln logs;

city and regional development maps sit atop stories like

fresh-cut cookies, sprouting split-levels, barns and churches.

Hourse browse by slab-like highways where toylike trucks run,

complete to the last ICC light.

All are Ryan's ideas, brought to completion by the

news artists. In the process, Ryan and John: :upin toss

ideas and coordinate news story and art schedules.

Their close collaboration occurs because, te

Ryan is an editor. He ' s a liaison--and sometimes a lc :--

with the Courier-Journa news and special sections t :s.

His job is to know what news and feature stories are devel-

oping, confer with individual editors to determine possible

graphics, and push for the space such illustrations need.

Then, he closets himself in his tiny, windowlt-

fifth-floor office, and makes his initial sketch based on h

own sources and research information provided by thi er

of the piece. When he finishes his design, he runs it one

^ht down Co news art, talks it over with Maupin and sees

through the production proces:
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an's talent, Paul Neel ~d, is that his graphics

generally are successful at following the content of a stor

Thc a real .on for the story, rather

than leading, misleading or overwhelming the reader, he said,

.'e're not blameless on that angle. Bur . at

general. Jerry does a very good job of balancing the graph.

—of phics work for the sake of the content

-ad of a

To help achieve this balance, Ryan depends on the news

artists. He said he has had e cooperation" from

Maupin and the arti:- .o work with him on most . s designs,

in said he prefers to have his ideas illustrated by

e he considers "strong designers." He is ca. abou:

preferences, asking Kaupin CO make assignments according.

e Covington for I I area maps with their sprouting

subdi as, Her- 'iederwohi for complex graphs picturing

~orted counties for comparing coal or crop

produ .; Joy G . ^cate renderings w Bt

chill--a bundle arettes wired to a watch and a detor. .

--• time bomb for a piece on lung cancer.

For detailed maps oz freeway planning, charts for

business stories, or intricate treatments (such as a maze of

wal | around several It riefl on mental ss)
,

Dften call on Steve Dui Donovan for the.

str (see figure d8) .

d Joh: . work efft »r,

es a it. Ryan praises
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Maupin for the art director's discretion and effectiveness

working with the two newspapers; he said he doesn't know

how the art department can "serve two masters" as well as it

does .

Maupin enjoys the joint effort the two put in on

projects. . ;t as they worked together on the

redesign, they mesh ideas every working day on current projec

--Like - , 1979 Accent story on choosing a summer camp.

The dialog was irreverent and rapid as I :ed

best approach. an proclaimed that the story was a.

boring and clumsy, and decided to chop I to a checklist

s (horsemanship, nature, music, handicapped, and

so on), a: it Lt by categories here and there in a full-page

illustration showing families caravanning happy children down

ng road to their destination.

Ka liked the idea, and suggested Steve Our io

istration. Then, they realized they had too much copy

to go on a single page, even though they felt a vertical

treatment was essential for the subject.

Suddenl an had the idea he wanted: as a

poster--a double-truck spread t section, in two

colors: blue and yellow, to be combined as gret- re

des But run it sidevays--so readers could remove it I

vertical 1 poster fashion!

er done this before," Ryan sa: ty

found d :ea irre . ble.

-pted tc --and have
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don't do that again!" Ryan said. "Or my best one is, 'Let's

not do that every day."

Maupin called Irene Nolan, Accent editor, and told

her of their plans. He told Ryan she was willing to do it

regardless of what anybody said. And the project was on.

lit 'til he sees it and wonders what's going on,"

said Maupin of Bob Clark. Just then, assistant managing

editor Stan Siusher walked in. Informed of their decision,

laughed and said It was a great idea.

Maupin pointed to Ryan and said to Siusher in confi-

dential tones, "He's crazy." Siusher smiled, pleased

the whole event.

"That's what we need!" he said.

In explaining the event, Maupin said of Jerry Ryan,

"He usually gets his way and we usually get our way--that's

very important."

Their past performance has been proven, Maupin Bl

and because of this they are free to try new approaches su,

as the poster.

Jerry Ryan shares this view. "I'm really pi

he says of the position he inaugurated at the paper. "Ot:

newspapers don't set the standards I want to reach."
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CHAPTER V

DRAWING FOR THE COURIER- JOURNAL AND TIMES

Introduction

."s:, '.me you have

f research, inventory your materials
it you*

Keeping your eve rail goal in -- <.- eta
flexible en \--you

zr

\e in the righz
burns out .... .

-

;'.•• lhment— -:aps 2 j;-
~ .

it could be a summing up of how to do a thesis, bur

it's not: 's drawing for news art at the Courier-*

and -a.

Every one of those steps, applied cor.se . or

unconsciously, is taken every time one of the news arrises

completes an assignment. Sometimes, the process is :-.g

,

as with the Home/Marketplace tab cover treated step- I ep

in Chapter VII. At other times, for a . 3 or

locator map, it's more of ar.

drawing is quickly p. ed.

The point is simply that the checklist e.

the resultant level of qualit "iigh, consider^ m bo:

technical and esthetic vantage points.

189
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Seriously-handled illustrations match sober stories.

There is no cartooning here, or emotionally inappropriate

Le. xture and color are ve but not bizarre.

These drawings have taste, strength and a poignancy that

Lis the story to its essence. Figure 42 gives a good

example.

Hard news illustration is factual, simplified,

clear yed 1 •?• Lines are clean, of consistent

width and drawn v the final, or reproduction, size of the

d.

Courtroom ions are deft and spontaneous:

accurate likenesses, yet the Lamed of the mc:

tact, heightened by the choice of medium— so -

pencil

.

tne-art covers flash l panache and a special sense

heir creators. "Zarks" are clean-cut and

bold, st: g and usually succeeding to give the gist of a

hen counties are size-distorted to express a variable.

for example, the proportions are carefully estimated (see

:-e 49) .

And when illustrations take a lighter course,

are -obable. ^, absurd--cr l

(uelll | as sharp as any of the others, as

care: and correctly done I ode as their most

serious counter ;.

ese des ions are not e~ t. e work

good because the people and management are good. The
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- — -

Martin County, new to coal kingdom,

discovers both prosperity

ssrr— and growing pains

. . • NI
Kentucky's coal — the change in Jive years n millions of : .

Kentucky counties — ^^~
that produced more

i than 1 million tons •
•• -r~r'. M " "

''

of coal in 1977

Mis t liiMiid lo f*'i*cl ••en county • co<i pioout; c- id •

f )«>•• *i* :o«l p'oOuCtion in million* oi On* mo p.icu-.i c">«"9« 'torn IS?]

l i

*

. .. i - . . L -
. . T

-

•78 Lo. ourier-Journal. Used with per

^ure 49. ry Ryan-d.

for we-. entucky. Iht cop port
change In production over five years, expressed
successful, as lc shows a sore comple
The lower portion is a purposeful a of

Amount of distortion Is a . deplete*.:.

to have had good reader response. The oi

a deep gold— is approximately 10 inches wide by
four-column illustration.

al pre

.

is

ns.

resent earns
--

I deep, ran »s a
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quantity of "professionalism," referred to often by the staff

members of the newspapers and in this account, is no vapid

buzzword. It is an accepted--and expected—behavior

.

So are ideas, assertive debate, quirks, exuberance

. a dearth of pretense. These, plus the "mental checklist"

che of the chapter, are all points of departure for

an under what it's like to draw for the news

depar 111 3

.

Let's start with ethics and pol

Ethics and Policv
-

e're in the business of being ll. You car.

lie in this business."

rr.an Ulederwohl'f statement describes the ethical

ties of news art to journalism: here, it is considered a

branch rfession.

As such, - function is dist 'om advertising or

onal

e journal: :s applied to reporting and

editong, those o£ news art cover accuracv. t -.ess.

absence of editorial bias and yellow journalism, and certain

-.s against litigation.

Accura

.

ve details is careful:

ecked, whenever an object of a technical nature is given a

-ecise ren g: a cross-section of a nuclea :"or

exa :rs work w ensure such drawings

are correct or. at points.
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The copy desk sees all art involving copy. It reads

heads and copy blocks in all maps and charts. Its responsi-

bility specifically includes checking the accuracy of math-

2
ematics in charts and tabular matter as well.

Truthfulness is important : no photographs are altered

in any way. Neither cosmetic retouching nor painting out

3
trademarks is permitted. The only retouching which may be

performed is to sharpen the contrast of figure against back-

ground, for example; the basic integrity of the photograph is

undisturbed.

Picture purity extends to cropping, selection and

play: none is slanted to express an editorial opinion."'

Absence of yellow journalism is a diffenent concept:

from appropriate humorous treatment. It pertains to the

tasteful and relevant handling of serious news subjects. A

good example of such treatment is '.like Covington's concer

ization of emotional disturbance and stress, in figure 37.

Here, the distortion is done for a reason, as . r.e

textural treatment : both reflect the inner trauma of the

individual in a way that generates empathy in the re

The drawing is neither maudlin nor scandalous;

yet sensitive.

Precaution against litig . p.ough basically a

spinoff from the picture purity an s placing a

credit line below t: iwing for the source lata used I

charts--a kind of oictorial attribution.
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Other policies

Spec. policies on freelancing have been established;

they concern any art-related activ hat would represent a

conflict of interest with the newspapers.

imples o -dancing that would not be permitted

would be advertising illustration in the papers' circulation

area; news art for any other paper (except in cases such as the

ammad Ali cover, where the reproduction c cover painting

ano special section were printed in-house, shipped to other

oers, and then, inserted v. these papers' sigs a op

- as an Ltion factor) ; and doing

an illustration or design for clients of an ac ng agv

when prod^czs would be advertised in the papers.

Permitted freelancing includes an :oramis-

non-corarae urposes , and doing wor

any publication DOt Ln direct competition ers

,

6
such as magazine or book illustration.

3esides freelancing rest: policy prevents

S ise of large reversed-copy areas: white copy on a black

or colored background. This restr n, applying to bo

advertising and news art, gener B I reverse size to

two columns zhes

.

poli designed to prevent the h appear-

:rass coir.r appeal that re-

ses often cc:
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Quality of Art

To ensure the end product-- the illustration ir. the

newsDaper--will print as planned, the news artists employ

certain technical measures as they prepare a drawing.

Selecting and using materials, designing an accurate

layout, working cleanly, copyfitting properly, and communi-

cating with the engraving department all are part of satis -

Lng the technical standards of drawing for news art

.

Materials

In many news art illustrations, it is important to

keep a consistent line width in all parts of the

Moreover, the edges of the line must be clean, and corners

must be sharp.

En order to ensure these qualities, mechanical aizs

are often used. Border tape and rapidograph dl Lng tens

are usually preferred.

When doing a map or chart, the news artists almost

always depend on border tape, a strong, stable adhesive

graphic arts material. is use. a, one, two,

three, four, six, twelve, and larger point

consistency of line and clean appearance. Dash and

double-line pa' also be use

Rapidograph pen, in one-poi: used

doing skypiece art to maintain consistent

between sections of this graph top of page

one of the Cour
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In addition, the rapidograph is ofcen used for best

control in stippling, scribble drawings and cross-hatching.

On O' issignments, especially humorous and

cartoon handlings, pen and ink, brush and ink, or felt-tip

pen are used. :> of the a s, however, use pencil for

of their feature Lllui . ons : s Kendall, for his

renderings of people and animals, and Joy Gifford, who

employs Lt Ln most of her black-and-white work.

oporti :r.

.en a series of sigs, or standing heads, is being

created, spec natters of proportion may arise. I the

redesign -± Action tab section done in Mar .979, a

v series of such sigs was created u a shadow, or 3-

back of outline letters (see figure 50)

.

e letters, a typewriter-sty ie face in rube

lettering, were laid down and burnished, with individual

letters touching for the desired condensed effect. get

e shadow portion, reverses were made of each standing

head plus black-cn-white veloxes ] DM size. e two

were then spliced together.

N« Ln order to make zhe even line a: the top of

- ers . the contour was knifed to precisely the right

I size of the head- -about two points for the

cover flag. e procedure was repeated for all the

standing heads, but the conto u ne at the top was cut

nead, consistent
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over the entire assortment of standing heads. After the

contours wert :'ed, the excess top layer of reversed

velox print was peeled a-.. leaving a white background; the

id was then shot to the sizes needed.

Precise layouts

For all but the day's routine tasks, layouts are made

to develop the concept of the illustration, plan for cop

ng, and ^ulate the design elements of the compos

^n for maximum effec

en planning a map or chart. Chi it»' layouts

ovide a means of scaling correct distances, proportions

on a bar graph, and perspective on a three-dimensional piece,

C example. Design elements can be manipulated to allow

enough space for copy, and thought can be given to screened

(gray-toned) areas to emphasize variables or increase contrast

Working clear.
- .i i mm m m,

Doing clean work is expected here. regular-

les . any smudges are carefully touched up or complete!

removed by k: g out. All pencil used to develop nk

drawing is carefully erased. Excess wax, if any, is removed

m around the edges of materia pasteups.

Co: checked for s traightness . Airbrush work is

checked for over- likely to show up in

aper after being shot highlight halftone.

laps are used, are cut in neat rectangles

and tape ace across the top of the I n. ev
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are kept free of smudges and excess wax.

When cone or color areas are to be used, amberlith

is cut in pieces of sufficient size so that they alone f:

the flaps, in that the acetate backing material becomes the

flap; the tone areas are cut gently from the thin top layer

of adhesive-backed orange plastic.

The excess amberlith is then removed, leaving solid

areas where tone or color will appear. Since the flaps were

taped secure. r.e base drawing, the color and tone areas

are cut with precision—right on the line, for narrow-out line

areas, and extending just a bit over the edge, when a black

area is adjacent to it. The latter is done to give a "fudge

g
factor" during the plate registration process on the presses.

When several flaps are to be used, they are all ta;

at the top; seldom are any taped at the side, even choug

they may contain only a small tone area. There is too mu

risk that such flaps would be missed when shooting neg 2s

from each.

Label
j

Each flap is labele : Lilly on its cape

to its tone number or color. :.en a tone is desired, or.

three is specif ie a *Ic :me , equal to a 10 perce:

screen; a No . 2 tone, equal to a 30 percer. -i , or a

No. 3 tone, equal to a 60 percent l

equal to about an 85 percer. een, but co p

black with the Napp place process, and so is not used).

Colors are specified by number and color from the

• nk color boo'r to. 54, red r exampLe.



Separate flaps are made for each g: one value,

and for solid color and cone color; two-color drawings

often have six flaps. The black plate is traditionally used

as the base, but if another color will predominate in the

.ed drawing, it may be substituted as the base.

. tt ir.r

Heads and copy for maps and charts are set in sans-

se: . ' " • , usually a boldface Helvetica for heads, sec

C/lc, and medium or boldface Helvetica for lab' he

9
Lp, set in all caps. .en necessar ;•. condensed typefaces

may be used, but design and reproduction size are conscious

r.ned old these.

Copy blocks within a map or chart are set in Helvetic

downs tyle just as regular news copy, and follow AP style

ill particulars.

pc spec! 'ion and copyfitting La the responi

the photo desk, as is cut line wt j for news

photos. ~' Photo desk staff members work dire< r.ews

when any such copy is needed, setting heads and CO]

blocks on the Atex system. Tabular er is pref ormatted

,

complete u . :nes. on copy comes c e phototype-

se -

C is routed to news art, where the asteup is

mace .

p copy is generally pasted up on the map base Lt-

se'. ice rep roc-. e. :" the

ma? I smalle: iter e for example,

cor removed >py set to make the most of the . er
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area, and the map is shot to the new size. This is done for

maximum legibility, based on the new proportion of space to

copy.

'•Then any illustration containing copy is completed,

it is proofread by the copy desk, and all mathematical

computations and scaling are checked as well.

Communicat ion with the engraving department

"The best-laid plans . . . are nothing L£ they iotl't

work."

That's the belief of Claude Cookman, 7irr.es photo/

illustrations editor. It sums up the importance of communi-

cating with the production staff.

Everything news art sends back to production, whether

for pre. iry work or ready for publication, is clipped to

an engraving ticket (see figure 51) which specifies edition,

size and mode of finished shot, when needed, and other

essential Information.

Such a measure helps insure that all needed art is

shoe on schedule, shot to the correct percentage and given

the filter tre.i red.

In addition, on any story involving .g-toge:

of copy, graphics and arc, a tight layout called a

is prepared I ews art and given to the makeup ..or

so the page may be composed prop<

The " is so-r I not bt egree

of accuracy, but because it is drawn on one o papers'
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tissue-like page grid sheets. It is a complete pencilled

layout of the finished composition, with the art drawn in

clearly and to size (using the "lucy") . Headline and copy

blocks are pictured, and color areas are indicated.

Exact sizes of sig, if a section cover; headline,

story length, column width, and body copy point size and

leading are indicated. So are the section index, if any;

and jump and credit lines.

The plate on which the copy is to be pasted up is

specified also, for on an illustration containing several

flaps, the makeup man must know what color the copy is to

run so he can apply it to the proper flap.

The necessity of an accurate fiirr.sy is illustrated

by an incident that occurred in che preparation of the

adult illiteracy story which ran March 5, 1979.

The flimsy lacked precision, and when shot :o sice

and veloxed, the drawing and its color plate were coo large

to fit the allotted space.

The problem occurred because, a
- had

been sent back, news decided to use a six-colur

of the four-column chat had been planned.

Since che art and color id be-

size of the old layout, they had co be shoe

to complece che page.

Although this cau i no c phe and was qu.

remedied, Cookman's advice holds: wh< ire preparing a

drawing and layout for publication, you make certain a
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volved know what you are doing and are aware of any changes

chat are being made.

"You cell everybody!" he said.

Color Availability and Qua

Spot color

diguing, if perhaps pe is

regarding color availa': y at I ewspapers. 3ecause

the papt longstanding interest and inves oto-

.re, they have hold back volume spot color use

because of a concern such color would not be of comparab

I

quality, according to Len Pardue . 10a managing editor."

As a result, the newspapers have tight color 3-

r both advertising and news a: color

capac . ;rs plus black per sec four-color

spot color and color photographs (process color separations)

are still Ln the future.

oecause available color is used prominent I

as in the ece, Action page one, and other section page

one features, the papers appear to run more color than

ac* f do. y also be an effect of the colors use

lively greens, golds, and blues. pink tnd red used as

well. :nes (screened gradients of the same

color made on both one- and two-color art to create

more ^n; g. :me screens are added and overlapped

th cc I ;ne screens .m tonal range.

Spot color reproduction is good ir. cases ,

.idy or pale in others. So- Q color saturation
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is a common difficulty at some point— usually early--in :

run

.

In most of the samples of color illustration obtained,

color registration was fair to good. Poor registration was

most often noted in early editions, but improved in later

editions due to adjustments made during the run.

Rotogravure and Spectacolor

This is another world in terms of color availabili

for the news art department

.

Since Scene's cover and occasional Sunday magazine

covers are printed in the rotogravure plant, they provide

opportunities for the artists to do full-color Lllustrationa.

Generally, artists like Herman Wiederwohi , Mike

Covington and Joy Gifford are featured; they choose designer's

colors, watercolor or tempera as media. Each of these mec

iries fa. quickly--even designer's colors appl. . a

pallette knife--and can be reworked for some changes. 11

reproduce well with low reflectiveness when photographed

the studio.

As may be expected from a rotogravure plai ic

prints about 2.3 million Sunday magazines each week for

two metropolitan newspapers across .0

million issues in 1978), color registry and overall qu..

u L7
are superb.
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Side of News Arc

Certain casks are predictable in the

and '- dep.. nt. Come breaking news or tempi

e "nitty-gritty" remains a part of news a: the lot

the slot person s twice-a-week stint.

Since two slots are scheduled each day--in the mor-

g to handle ?i-ea art, and in the afternoon and .. rig to

Le art for the next morning's .re

actually two sets of hese rout- asks. Be-

ers' slots include locator maps and other illustrations

- breaking news, photo retouching, sizing and background

masking for other- than-routine photos for all departments,

pi j papers' own weather map.

m, the slot artist preparing art for the

• ro other tasks: reconposing and pre-

paring Doonesburv to fit available space, and drawing and

pa ~.e skypiece.

Each task, though

-.oortant to the appearance and visu ::r-

:ion conveved by the newspapers.

Locator ma
-

g news can bring an ceivable ass -

. at

to the slot artist. • r Locator mapi are his

lo- .n on page one, locator maps generally take the

act color - ackgr ntrast or to accent ton

feature. -.e slot artist will s, have

lake the car.eri-ready pastes
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The weather map

Both of the newspapers run their own United States

weather map, an idea created by Barry 3ingham Jr. Bingh

became dissatisfied with the workmanship and the coverage of

the AP map, and suggested news art do one for each paper

every day

.

The weather map is composed from latest available

wire service data, and shows cloud conditions, front movemer.z

and precipitation. It provides a more local angle thar.

AP map, as Louisville and other nearby major cities are

pictured

.

Compared to the AP weather map, the newspapers' map

has cleaner lines, is easier to understand and has a more

contemporary typographical appearance, as it uses a Helvetica

typeface compared with the AP ' s condensed face.

AP weather maps also suffer from sigs that are too

18
bold, clumsy symbols and oversize credit lines. 3ut beside

the papers' own weather map, the AP map is cue out, waxed and

mounted, ready to be shot in case something happens to t

formt

Photos

The slot person gets all routine photo wot re' ing

of backgrounds to improve contrast (done with an airbr.

ensure an even, gradual tone)
, ^ photos and dropping

backgrounds if needed by sports or news (spo: :oned

earlier, does its own cropping of routine photos).
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Doonesbi:

Every day, the Doonesbury comic is recomposed

for bee: and appearance since it runs in a visible

spc the Couri>*r-Jou a editorial page on Sunday, and

ed page during the rest of the week.

Vertical hairlir.es between panels are removed so

the strip may be closed up, and when a vertical or two-and-

it is dumrr. or the ne op-ed page,

the panels are arranged accordingl

The skypiecfl

the last duty of the afternoon/evening slot

artist, the skypiece is the feature banner at the top of

z,e one. e slot artist receives the topics frc

editor; the information arrives on a Jerr

m-desUned form titled, "HERE IS A ^RZT NtM FOR

ICE WITH LOTS OF ROCv BIG PLACE FOR THE DAT1

S form also contains information on whethe: 11 be a

two- or three-component skypiece, and whether color

av i . e

.

Gene: I art, the slot artist

adapts an old e J the piece. Or, as in a skypiece featur-

g Patty Hearst, he gets a librar Li photo, puts it on

the and traces a likeness, then develops i' 9 the

outline d Ig.

he drawings are : .s: makes tne

color c lp, using amber 1 is a D -.z r.ater. ll
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He uses color as a backdrop for the figure; seme slot: artists

run the color flush with the boxes of the skypiece; others

leave about four to six points of white space inside the

boxes for a crisper look.

Since news play changes with editions, the slot person

can expect to do two or more skypieces in rapid succession.

Page Design

Page design is a central function of the news art

department. It is Johnny Maupin's principal respons

.

aside from staff management, and a major responsibili :•

Ben Ramsey as well.

Maupin designs special section covers, upcoming

special layouts and series, plus sigs for these series. Ramsev

designs and lays out the Tines editorial and op-ed pages ea-

day, Sunday section page ones such as Accent, the book page,

and all spreads for the weekly Consumer Extra.

Ramsey also selects an editorial cartoon :

assortment including Oliphant, Wright, Conrad and

he does his page layouts with charcoal, which :e

19
. oed away if he decides to make changes.

While Maupin and Ramsey are completing s,

each of them is pi ig other aspects of che .-.

Mail] :ecides co whom he will give the 1 in;

Ramsey routes phocos and spec ar: :. I for Consume

or Accent to the slot it. By che cime Ran .es

his layout, much of :echnical work . I :en completed.
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Creative Assignments

• • a sensitive commodity here, and an important

on«. eative assignments like feature illustration, section

covers--and zarks , too.

Johnny Maupin schedules and does follow- through on

these, working with Jerrv Ryan when one of Ryan's designs is

being worked up.

Maupin makes creative assignments based on the current

work load, who's doing what, and the reali necessity of

matching the demands of the piece as closely as possible

ost capable of doing it

ree days a week, on the average, each news artist

puts the slot aside for more creative— or at least more

intricate— projects . is longer ^d permits the

development and preparation time such projects often need,

20
par Ln color.

It also permits all the artists to do some illustration

ost e week: some 'drawing for the Cou

and Times.
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CHAPTER VI

:SROOM DYNAMICS

Art Department Interface with Other Departments

In the day-to-day climate of the newspapers, certain

attitudes emerge when news and news art staff interact on a

project.

These perceptions, whether expressed about individuals

or departments, and whether as part of a prescheduled inter-

view or casual observation, reveal much about how news artists

and their department are regarded by their co-workers

.

News artists' perceptions of other news staff provide

another assessment of the working environment here, a: I
Ip

to construct a picture of the social setting of C wsroom.

The bulk of such interface is between news artists and rep*.

section editors and managing editors, who commun: dg

the creative process.

A second locus for inter .e

photo/ illustration editors and the graphics re,

rences in amount of n be

hoto editors or ^erhaps

due co the position for graphics editor jr.

third area is sports interaction with news a.

:

:ers in personal approach and verbal exchange from the



staff, and how rerences seem to be linked to

realicies of sports news coverage.

source of inpuc (although usually

rough indirect channels) is admini.^ _ve feedback from

•ictor of news adm. ration, from the executive edite

r .

list-editor interface

-eractions of artists and editors in on-the-

job I igs, C«I tentative conclusions may be drawn about

e ere essional status of news artists .e

tr.eir journalistic colleagues. Top management's

?e compared.

One approach is to observe the verbal cues editors

I when they initial ly conve ormation to the artists

n% sicries with which I would like to run a Do

editors suggest, request, or demand the-

Greg ion, Scene editor, says it depends on the

and Steve Durbin. he says. I
•:• an .

of evolving ideas covers fcr Action and Scene. ey

exchange much humorous banter, and .; appro.-.

do out and are embellished into the end product.

other sts. Johnson sa .e gets best

results by a more traditional editor's role--becoming

more of an arbiter

Johnson said he encourages artists such as Durbin,

-n, and H«n
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styles; he tells them the general theme, and they develop Lt

from there

.

In the regular news pages, however, news illustration

is largely generated at the daily news meetings: the Courier-

Journal's, at 10:30 A.M., and the Times', at 2:30 ?..v .~

As editors report their stories for the next day's

paper and for che coming week, the news budgets are compiled.

Stan Slusher, Courier-Journal assistant managing editor, and

Len Pardue, Times managing editor, are in charge of their

respective meetings. Jerry Ryan is a regular participant: .

che former; Claude Cookman attends che latter.

Either che news edicor or managing edicor brings

che quescion of whecher arc can be used wich a scory.

Courier- Journal cicy edicor, Bill Cox, reporcs on his decer-

. nations for skypiece stories at chese meecings, also.

"I know everyone is prepared," Slusher said,

chey've forgoccen Co cell phoco or arc, we can do so; we can

discuss problems. We cry co keep people briefed on more chan

3
we 'need' co know."

Ic is che news edicors' respons

.

arc decisions co Johnny Maupi: Edicors also bring phoco and

Layouc ma: reccly co 3en ? ne

of che pages he regularly designs On one occ .

Inskeep, ••?«?« Family edicor, broughc Ra:.

phocos of women wearin. "icace flowered hacs ; tfl vas

posed against a curtained backgrou

Inskeep wanced backgrounds dropped on all of che phot.
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Ramsey said tc would be Impossible Co mask backgrounds on all

four, as the masks could not be hand-cut around such fine

detail. The editor agreed, and Ramsey decided to mask the

two simpler photos, and to run the others backgrounds

intact.

neraliy, initial artist-editor encounters on devel-

oping stories are phrased as requests rather than demands.

.tors say Chi -^proached" or Iked ti an artist, or

:ke and I talked about" an idea. References M in

authoritarian tone, such as "I told him I wanted a d g."

or "I ordered a drawing," were not observed.

Even when needs arise that were not ited

earlier, editors request rather than demand ar:. Karol Menzie,

ice night business editor, rushed I

to news art one Thursday evening and asked Barman Wiederwohl

he could do an illustration the n t c Satu

morning. Menzie 's idea was to have a composite drawing from

two unrelated stories: on marketing "kosher" dog food, and

on a new fad :irn caps for intellectuals (they s .a'

or 'Tolkien' ead of 'John Deere').

'iederwohl agreed to do the ng , but in discussing

the stories I :eas •-. said he felt she should use

':ion for each stor • He stressed thai \e

10 stories, because o Doics, be kept separate--yet be

co*" e page by a l -le of execution. She

reed, and 'Jiederwohl drev Lght - ibble-

e. separ g them on the oage.
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This incident brings up another question of interaction:

whether editors are amenable to artists' suggestions on changing

their initial ideas. This and the Inskeep example Lr.zLza.ze the

are, and this is further confirmed by Paul Neely.

"Oh, absolutely. Jerry can tell you that. There are

times when he's come up with an idea and it's gotten translated

down there for the better," Neely said.

On a recent occasion, Mike Covington, Greg Johnson and

Dave McCinty (with whom Johnson shares editing responsibilities

for Action), provided another example. Johnson and McGinty had

a lead story on kite flying coming for the March 6, 1979, issue.

They discussed an idea using "a lot of different kites" for the

cover, Covington said.

But Covington had another idea: a single, large kite,

viewed from above, being flown by a small boy accompanied by a

dog. It was a simpler and more visually successful idea because

of the intricate color areas involved (red and green S]

with many tone flaps) , and it was the one that

Covington's ideas also made the tongue-in-cheek "'Selling

of Louisville" Scene cover a success (see figure 38) . Of e..

he says, "It's like -'11 go v • At

I want. Sometimes I'll do what they sav."

As editor Slusher -i not or. or

the words but . . . for the photos, maps, :s--w: .d

their own preferences.

This leads to another questi- how do artists a:

editors characterize their interactie
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Ic is not an "editor orders " process. :-equentl

as the abo unples show, ic is an "editor brings idea to

ist, who suggests modifications, which are usually used" pro-

cedure.

But do these interactions go beyond that--do they ever

ich a brainstorming approach before t starts?

de: • not. But in one case, editor and a down

nothing more than (sometimes) a news budget, and available

space--and together come some extremely effe

to use space: when Greg Johnson, Scene editor, and news

artists Steve Durbin and Mike Covington collaborate.

Johnson is one of the Individual* Johnny . earned

9
as "a QC ^ed of talent . . . verbally and visually gifted."

He is a journal is :--and a highly capable designer.

He calls his collaboration with the artists "a coramum

error Q whicr. thty can override his opinions. Such directions

are as valid as his ideas, he says. Johnson prefers to work

n and Covington because Scene's stvle fits the.

na' conedic approach, he says.

At times, Johnson prefers iederwohl's looser.

-art approach to sui' i.dual tabs; the holistic

mec b cover Lfl one example. He says he hasn't yet had a

subject Coi "ord's stvle. as her handling is too subdued

i n
for Scene's usu offbeat tone.

The Scene covers have roomed from Johnson's

"cotimu ive alsc ^lved photogr l Coers

,
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who is on assignment to the tab. Coers shoots the three-dimen-

sional cover subjects Steve Durbin creates, and contributes

his own ideas on how the covers should be composed for the

camera. Mike Covington often spontaneously offers suggestic

on these projects too, Johnson said.

According to Johnson, as Durbin 1

s skill developed in

these projects, so did Coers' studio skills. Perhaps they

reached their zenith the day of the gun control cover.

As Johnson recalls, gun control was the issue's featured

topic. Someone suggested how exciting it would look to have a

stop-action photo of a bullet coming straight at the camera.

Everyone agreed, so he and Coers built a bullet zrap

in the photo studio, and after much angling and puttering with

rrors, the "gunman" pulled the trigger--and Coers Bhot a

coverful of chilling impact.

These and other Scene projects, like Durbin' s genetics

engineering cover, can sometimes be a bit out of the oraina:

But that's why they get attention- -and get readers inside Cl

paper

.

Other editors work with the artist LCh as Jo:

oes. Artist Joy Gifford recalls 'Oueen of Go.

illustration for the Sunday Mag.. was a CODE e pro

that "just happened" among mag s* . rs and : ^
In addition, when an editor and are working

together on a major project such as a tab section cove .e

editor i ; more rou' work from the same assignme

to Maupin or Ramsey to have it passed to the slot a: . or I
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another artist, to avoid overburdening the first artis-

For example, on Action te cover, Greg Johnson

gav -al kite photos to Ramsey for this purpose; their

backgrounds were to be dropped, and Johnson said he felt

Covington needed all available time for the intricate cover

Artist-reporter interaction

Reporters and artists seem to have less occasion for

interact According to Lee Ebner, this is because editors

prerer to act as intermediaries to news art--but then cannot

avs ^ive adequate background to aid an artist in planning an

13
illustration, thus hindering the communications process.

3ut when do work together on a story,

to discuss ideas more as equals in the newsroom rathftX ^r.an

-duals in a situation in which one has the u. te

capab. --no matter how diplomatically sheathed--of being

able to sa "-o , I don't think that's the approach we'll use

For this is the editor's prerogative. And. while :

is not oftftt) exercised here, its existence is n ^r.ed

conversations with editors and artists alike.

The editor -rero native

•, special sections director, sums .is

of C wsro .e editor's u Lt« decision-making

power

:

k Johr 3uld agree that it is clear to everyone

around here that art is ter ^rtant to the paper, and

I man that—both in the design of the paper conter.
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in the photographs.

"And I think people are proud of that.

"Nevertheless, I think that both Johnny and Jerry--

and Jerry's very good at being a middleman on this--would say

that the news editor's decision is the primary one, and if 1

don't like something Johnny's department has done, I can throw

it out of the paper.

"And people on my staff--Accent editor, people like

that—when they have a real problem about something, will come

to me . . . and we'll hash i. out. Sometimes we'll make

adjustments; sometimes I'll say, 'well, let's let it go, and

we'll see what it looks like.'

"And sometimes I'll send it back. It doesn't happen

14
very often because the people around here aren't that bad.

Even artist Herman Wiederwohl, referred to by administrators

and editors as being the most versatile fine-art trat Dr

in the department, has not been immune zo add .1 veto.

"I've had a lot of layouts shot down," he says. rat,

you feel like you wasted your time." 3ut than, he Bays, cne

gets over it and submits another layout --one

chance of being accepted.

Wiederwohl says chat, vhi

editor •jecc finished l rom a quality standr

editors are more likely to do so from an information, or a^

Ipolnt ips the art does not express a I s

main concepts, or it portrays people or issues in a concrad

manner to the story's angle. Or . simply be inaccurace.
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a managing editor Len Pardue said in a rece:

colur.: "Illuscracions ha'. rposes: co help cell

a story by conveying interesting or necessa: "ormation, and

to add visual appeal to the pap*.

believe we're competing for readers' time, and the

co- n is tough, whether it is television or magazines.

That makes it all the more important for the paper to look

good. rdue said

.

News art and news: the inherent bond

Pardue' s belief, expressed in phrases like "to help"

and "to reinforces a viewpoint he had expressed earlier

whe ng about the relationship of art and photography to

He had indicated that, ultimately, news ai

serves news wriring.

s belief par .3 Neely'f and underscores what is

perhaps the core of reality for news art today: it is esst

attract, inform, delight and raise the consciousness of the

eader in a visually-oriented world.

3ut stories are its only stage.

r.em, news art has no explanation, no rationale.

In thil sense, news art is not fine art—at least most of the

time .

But the cover stands on its own. "ford

.cii . -.g of the hands 0: -.er and child stands alone,

too, as do other examples not shown here. ew

endence from the news ve: .at mcst news
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illustrations lack?

Both of their creators are fine art illustrators as

part of their own self-concepts. This may be a partial reason,

as is Neely's belief that probability is involved in many

successful cases of artist-editor interaction.

"You're not going to hit a perfect match every do

And that's another constraint--you have to do it every day.

1 ft

"3ut that s what this business is all about.'

Artist-graphics editor interface

Jerry Ryan, Courier-Journal graphics editor, speaks

19
assertively about his preferences in news artists.

He says he prefers artists who are strong designers;

he praises the younger artists--illus trators like Wiederwohl,

Covington, Gifford.

These are the artists he chooses for his more adven-

turous ideas

.

"Jerry throws out trial balloons and generates give-

and-take with the artists-- ideas evolve," Herman Wiederwohl s

The more mechanical and precise ideas-- ->r

maps, for example--Ryan says he "feeds" to the rest o:

art department. As one artist says, "If Jerry doesn' :>r

you, you don't get to do many illufl ons."~~

Ryan's selectivity of artists appe : :o origina:

the fact that he considers himself a graphics g

Derforms as a managing editor does, both d. i?r-

age" and determining whe esul: some

.
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ca> vhere and how t 1 be played on a pa^ He dece

es how and where available color will be used: self an

enormous power in a paper with limited color capaci'

Since the only arc chac gets into the Cou jl

Chat :ias his approva -an is successful in influen-

.g che assigning of arcwork co only chose arciscs he believes

are compecenc Co handle it. Generally, five of che artists

~.e bulk .an's assignments , and chus gee

-ally all of the cime Ryan devoces co workinr . che

is

.

To mosc of chese 1 1 Liu tracors , he is cordial and approach-

able, but :esttonally, he impresses as a bic remoce. He tends

Co "cell" racher Chan suggesc or as)-:. Sone artists indicate a

degree oi :stracion wich Ryan's for eadlong incerper-

sor La. 3ecause he roams abouc the building, 2, all

Co:* departments , one editor said artists can't find

-hen t •-••• need co ask a quescion en an ass. at he's mace.""

Iflttad, the artists have to talk to the editors, whose

ideas sc s. Thus, a- --nded

of Ryan's objeccives occurs.

BuC artists and edicors voice supporc for Ryan and his

ideas. in to operate without .co

23
a 'graphics czar." Greg Johnson said.

Art i -; t- ~ - - - ".-. ^-.o desk interface

of the responsiz .es of Claude Cookman ai

\dv beer, mentioned, buc the. oner of
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working with the news arrises is significant in the amount of

gatekeeping Cookman assumes. Since he is also in charge of

photo editing and outline writing for the • , Cookmar.

shares graphics decision-making with managing editor Len Pardue,

with Johnny Maupin, and with the artists themselves. Cookman

does not function as the sole "graphics gatekeeper."

Cookman says both he and Wilkinson are the "visual

lobby" for the Times; its art department liaison. He says this

is necessary because some of the paper's staffers do not full

appreciate the reader pull of good art or photos.

As part of his "visual lobby," when Cookman shows

developing art to Pardue, he subtly points out its strengths

and explains its execution. If Pardue feels a change should be

24
made, Cookman relays it to the art department.

Overall, Cookman and Wilkinson interface efficient]

and comfortably with the artists. Their style seer.s :o be

agreeable and efficient; information is exchanged e ', so

chat deadlines— always pressing for photo Staff--ere met out:

undue anxiet

• list- ' >•- irnal photo desk interface

Cheryl Magazine, :?urier ~hozo e :. Li an

outgoing, assertive young woman who appears .nd

25proud of L( But, in bl her de- ent has no sigr. int

interaction with news That role ha en assuir.< . :\e

graphics editor, with Magazine supervising photo selection,

poing, cutlines, and play, and communicating with photo
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administration on assignment matter

nteraction

e consensus among artists, editors, and management

alike is simple: sports editors are more brusque and sound more

demanding in their interactio: .ews art :s because of the

realities of ews specialty

Ly all sports-related items that news art handles

are of the ' variety- -photo retouching and background

masking. se photos, usually of cr .1 pla i games, come
26

right on deadline, Bob Clark said.

it stuff cones in so fast . . . about ten. elev-

•?lve o'clock re saying in effect.

j picture: you fix it up and let's get it e paper.'

"And that's sort of the end of it- .out a lot of

e-and-take or. how to use it bes*

So it's considered understandable. And d ~ot artist

simply get the photos turned around as fast as he car..

. tire interaction

Interaction occurs regularly between top manage

the news artists. Although Lt is usual J the form of

note px ng or critiquing an Illustration, Lt
_> t

feedback and appears, even when cr. . to be accepted.

3-. --re's a deeper side to a. ~ve evaluation

:: the news s. reveals . conversations, and it

deals e re,i tion on be :es that the news field

kg a tremendous an B: an age
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visually-oriented readers who demand more sophistication—and

color— from news art.

The change is tremendous because administrators, editors

and artists all say they see it as bringing more and better ar:

and lively imagination to the news pages.

It is traumatic because the field will continue to grow

beyond the abilities of many of today's news artists, as it has

for about the past decade.

The work has become increasingly demanding—not from a

deadline or volume standpoint, but from a creative one. Et ~as

become ever more sophisticated and varied in its preferred

styles

.

Artists like Herman '.v'iederwohl , who can work in sever

styles, who are versatile enough to change with the assignment

and keep developing still more modes of presentation over time,

are valued most of all. But also there is room, support and

recognition for the i e-art- trained artist like Joy

Gifford, who at firs' Little of the newspaper reproduction

process

.

Administrators like Bill Ellison recognize the b. |fl

many of the older artists feel when thev find the field expan-

ding and styles • painstakingly developed passing from favor.

Those whose approaches are not flexible enough to hanu

these changes get less c: work; in turn, they get more

the routine i --*ding their discontent, Ellison sa.

-. ago . . . people were hired ba

crop pictures. Crop and touch up pictures: th . sical.
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what a newspaper artist did, llison said.

:^.d, I think, if that's what you wanted, that's what

you got. nd a lot of our present artists are deficient in

some artistic ways because they never grew.

eld changed, but they didn't grc

"Or r hand, I think. Ln the last two or three

irs, we've begun to get some hotshots back there who see

~e broadly."

The reaction of the older artists to the younger ones,

3ob Clark savs, is like that of many copy desk veterans who

see Lgex ->eople promoted ahead of them. here's

a natural tendency to withdraw and say, 'they don't know what

jou: Lsn'fl all about-- I've been here twenty years!'

p management-- the publisher, exe r and

news adr :>n directcr--ail credit Join i'i

manap ^r raising the department's morale, output and

quality of work.

•y, and the editors, understand the feelings of the

older artists, but offer the hope that Maupin's scheduling and

awareness of his staff's needs will keep all of its members

reasonably si . creative opportunities.

1 a :• irs, they say, change--even though gained

retirements—will push news art an ever more visible role

in the news process.
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CHAPTER VII

THREE PROJECTS

Introduction

Three examples of actual projects are presented t

illustrate both the variety of work done within a giver, week

in the news art department, and the steps of execution that

each example entailed.

Each project presented here is quite different from

the rest. The first, a color tab cover, is representative of

a significant proportion of news art assignments: a light-

hearted cartoon approach with two colors. Done by Steve

Durbin, who characterized it as adventurous for the morning

paper, it is accompanied by photographs taken at intervals

in the flao-cutting process, and in conclusion, by a color

plate of the cover as it ran."

The second project, a school redis ing map done

by Bill Donovan, is an example of another frequent sut

of news art assignments. Run in black with a gi one flap,

is presented step by step, including the cc: ng process

supervised by Jim Wilkinson.

The final example, a design

Dasteup done by K< vohl he Su. e,

represents a third significant c< • nt o: ra-

231



cion: serious fine-arc handling. Photographs of che steps in

its execution are included, as is a reproduction of the page as

ran, after changes suggested by the editors were

. 3
made.

ee examples will, it is hoped, present an idea

of the range of projects the department handles in a represen-

tative two-day period. ich is a valid contribution of the

o created it; each contributes to the : ~.atior.

and graphic completeness of the newspaper for which it was made.

Home/MarketDlace Tab Cover

Stevt irbll) created this cover on March 13-14, 1979,

for publication of the Cjur ' Home/Marketplace section

.-ch 17, 1979; the section is the Saturday real estate feature

e cover carries two colors plus black; the colors are

a yellow-gold and a medium red.

e wee rior to Durbin's project, editor Phil Moeller

had discussed the - and color availabi. B, and they

had worked up the ellow combination- -daring for the

. i.

The .g, a takeoff from the lead story on a wal

oaoering exoert who oresents workshops on tec :e and var.

wallcovering available toda - ^rated the

tone but with an added humorous twis - Durb

.

egrated the copy into a wallpaper backdrop being pasted up

a cartoon character (see figure 52)

.

e sketch, Ln 5aii. took him about an hour. en
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_3
orae/Marketplace cover sk<



he . ahed .e made a photocopy and filled with

colored pencil, blocking out the color areas as they would

appear on his cover inal, printed form. s would then

be his guide in cutting flaps wh .ould become the spot color

plates used in the printing process.

On Wednesda 1979, starting a few minutes

noon, Durbin began the actual drawing. His account of

how he developed it adds flavor to the process and is a back-

ground for the step-by-step flap- : process, b follows.

Preoarir.^ the ira-.%

"Let's see, to be specific, nr e called me about

noon and said she was going to be down about one-- Durr.

"I had enough time, and I was kind of ready--after reac

ners--to draw," he said.

"You know, sometimes you have to sit back-- at least.

I have to sit back--and get ready. And then I ca CO it

and just rip
f>

it out to where it looks like

just get it done quick

3me c ou got it; some days vou don't. tthtX

you've got Lt or not, psych yourself for it. So I drev.

the ic raal inking was maybe half an hour," he said. As he

beg ng, Durbin said, he had an idea: to offset the

"Home ) give it an even more authentic appearance--like

wal it had been slight ;ned.

He also said he had a few minutes' d. ng
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the drawing started.

"I cut three pieces of board with my tracing under-

neath it on the light table because that first line across

there- -ray hand didn't want to slide. I don't know if it was

moisture or perspiration or just my nerves when I had I

really dive into it.

"But I messed up on that first line twice. And -hen

I switched to paper to cure it: I used an old photo paper

that we have around; it's a real slick stock. But it works

sometimes, and it allowed my hand to move smoother," Durbin said

He was using a drawing instrument he prefers for

handlings— a felt-tip pen with a medium-fine point.

"I always draw with a felt-tip because of rhe speed.

You have to be careful not to smear it, because Lt vill

but you don't have to wait for it Co dry," he said.

When he finished the drawing, Durbin sen:: ir to

ving for a velox print, shot the same size as his original.

He did this for several reasons: to get a ttftbll it

could be put through the waxer and pa3ted up on heav

with the strength to carr I several flaps inter.:,

to have a heavy, resiliant base drawing that wc .

smudges and wear and tear during the flap- roces

> use camera exposure to correct

his drawing might have contained due to th

which is not al as opaque to the camera as 'he e

Durbin th- at to 1

.
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.en I got back from lunch, I had my print; I pasted

:nt down (see figure 53). Strangely enough, the most time

olved in It is the flaps," Durbin said.

The sketch and drawing had taken him about I5 hou

up to that point, he said. Now it was time to he flaps.

Earlier, Durbin said, he had put the color mockup "up for grabs"

h Joh: . and 3en Ramsey in order to get their ideas.

They had suggested red jeans with a gray tone and a

red cap, Durbin sai 3ut, as he prepared to cut the first

flaD, Ramsev had another idea: to use white overalls for better

contrast and relief from the "busy" background. Durbin liked

iea, and decided to use it.

Cuttir.r the flaps

Durbin' s first step in making the flaps was to c

eral pieces of amber masking material. ese, ea;

about twelve inches wide by sixteen inches deep, would ne

selves. As he began the first flap, he ind

.oved about an inch e orange f. op layer, and taped

the clear plastic backing across the top of his drawing

sh adhesive tape.

As he worked, Durbin would sh each flap almost

completely before ng and preparing the next. To tape them

L dowr- and then cut eac e subjected

em to wear and engraving received

m.

he began s og the first ' s

color layout had evolved into solid and tone (screened) yei".
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3. The finished draw: OXr .:
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areas, solid and cone red areas and cone black: in all, five

flaps over his black base drawing.

Durbin said he planned co cue his flaps in pairs co aid

che engraving department; he planned co puc cone red nexc co red

and cone yellow nex: to vellow. He said ic would be more e:

cient co prepare page negacives for overburning if he produced

his flaps I sequence, as negacives for one color could chus

be shoe consecucively and overburned .uc del<=

The first Elagj solid vellow

Durbin began cuccing Che firsc flap: solid ye lie-

I color Dockup, he cue along the oucside edges of solid-

yel the ends of wa er rolls laying on the floor

ac che boccom a scene, the wallpaper stripes, and che

strides on the rocund little paper-hanger's ihlrt

"Down here where this roll is laying on the floor-

-

you knew, they're rolled the pattern inside. So 1 ought

co leave some patte it. because che only place you see :

on che edge of che roll," Durbin said.

He began Co cut the stripes ; he used an l :e

lo . 11 blade, and a sceel-edged wooden ruler--scand«v

equipment :^r flap-: -^.g; the No. 11 blade's sharp poi-

and tarerei profile give good precision and maneuverat

I

(see Wooden corporate a steel edge

"er noc only a raised cutting surface but in edge which a

1 cannot scar or become caughc in.
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Durbin said he had purposely planned the width of the

stripes to slightly overlap the edges of type in the columns.

"I wanted it to be : n so it wasn't inconsis-

tant with the block of type--the columns. So I have a little

bit of color going into each side. I never analyze it, but

things like that have to be thought of," he said.

Before preparing to cut the tone yellow flap, Durbin

described a le of spot color preparation. '.-There tone

vould overlap solid yellow, he did not I . iway.

This is because, Lfl the printing process, the solid color mere

absorbs the same-color tone laved over it. ere tone nee

another color or black, however, all excess overlap must be

removed for a clean, accurate result.

Now finished w. he stripes, Durbin looked else-

where in the drawing to incorporate more distribution of solid

ye lie-

lk I might that ladder solid, and run

a No. 1 tone gray over it. Yellow, to give you the .on of

wood. A lot of new wood you buy comes yellow from the .s
,

"

he said.

Durbin checked the flap and discovered he'd forgotten

to color one of the roll-ends. ere ' s a case where I'd better

do a little gra before Z go ar. er and forge

3ecause when vou start getting into a whole bunch c -:

gets complex," he sa. g, Durbir. taking a

IOI lece of peeled-off amberlith, laying it over the area to

be cut. rubbing it down to activate C sive bond, and
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cutting the patch in the desired shape.

At this point, Phil Moeller and Karol Menzie came in

to see the developing project (see figure 55). Moeller e:. ned

Durbin's approach to Menzie, who said she loved tt. "Oh, that's

beautiful," she said, adding that Moeller had been raving about

it for three days.

They measured the type area, and Moeller asked Durbin

if he needed any help with getting the standing head for the

section. Durbin declined, saying he already had a velox from

the backshop's volume inventor;-

Durbin cautioned them to be aware of some of the

backshop's inaccuracies when shooting such a compl lece . He

circled an area on the layout where, he said, they would have

make certain the pas ted-up copy did not overlap his drawing.

Still on the solid yellow flap, Durbin began to stripe

the shirt. He complained, as several of the artists had, ab*.

the adhesive backing on the current shipment of amber lith.

:i, I tell you, I think they put it on with epoxy," said.

"The real fun is striping shirts. I like ch^ :.d

striped shirts on cartoons; they reallv dress them -p,'' he

said. Durbin was using his knife directly on the tp to cut

the stripes.

"I think I'll make it a large ehl re again

be pretty loose; don't have to worry about being

said. "Oh, he's going to have a neat he added

le began co cut the pattern on the s '.
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Fig. 55. Courier-Journal business editors Karol
e and ^hil !*oeller confer with Durbin on cover.
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"This sleeve here, seeing so much of it, will be the

main one to give away the pattern. And if it looks like I'm

doing this fast, it's because I'm used to doing these checks,"

he said. Durbin said he started at the top of the sleeve

(the cuff) so he could match the pattern on the other sleeve

and come out even, just as a real shirt would. Then he re-

moved the excess amberlith (see figure 56)

.

"This guy, he bought this shirt at a J. C. Penney' 8,"

Durbin fantasized. "He went to [another store] because he

wasn't fond of the quality, so this is a J. C. Penney shir-

he said, laughing.

Durbin had completed the solid yellow flap (see ire

57). He taped the tone yellow flap in place, but then, break-

ing his usual pattern, decided to tape the solid red flap in

place next and finish it. He did this because he said he was

concerned about the sig, which he intended to run in red and

which, because it would be cut vertical nree places,

would interfere with the drawing underneath unless ully

mmed. says he also wants to :;h zhe shirt, which

will contain solid red plaid as well as its yellow checks.

The solid red flap

It is 4:00 P. Durbin has carried the portab . ^ht

table over to his board and begins ne to

the solid red flap. He began to cut the sig in vt il

lengths to offset with che wallpaper as he had p: i.

"There's subject raacter underneath it. It has Co
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register, so what I've done is I pasted it down . . . and I

can just barely see where my line was underneath so I can cut

away what isn't supposed to be there.

"See the way I offset [the slg]? Look at that! I like

the offset like that--it's craz- That's the fun part--the

on^ m par' he said, indicating the time the process took

(see figure 53)

.

Durbin began striping the s

"I'm itriping the shirt now, so see the yellow plaids

undemea' I have to do it carefully because the red stripe

not only prints in the yellow but in the white," Durbin said.

' ve used this before, this technique felt-tip.

And so far, the engravers haven't had any problems M

but I imagine they scream when they see it. 3ecause it isn't

as opaque as it should be," he said. fter I get it all

straight and it ts, though, it's really worth

Durbin checked back to make sure color mockup

and his flaps were a. :e. He realized he hadn't combined

many of his red and yellow areas to make orange; then, he

remembered he had intended to pu- . tone red on the ladder

over zhe yellow, to achieve a moderate orange hue.

"See, a lot of times, I try to plan these o 1 :

advance. 3ut this one is so wild, with so - shapes

color and eve just kind cf building as 1

go along," Durbin said.

He had completed the solid red flap, shown gure 59
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Pig. 59. The completed solid red flap
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The tone red flap

The tone red flap was to be a narrow one, a vertical

covering only the cartoon figure, as it was to include only

the cartoon's face and hands, and the ladder, as shown in

figure 60. Durbin cut and checked it quickly. The tone red

and solid red flaps, cut in sequence, are shown combined

figure 61.

The tone gray flap

Only the tone gray flap remained. 3ecause this was

a small flap, and the cover had begun to be bulky at the

edge, Durbin decided to break with convention and tape the

flap along the right margin (see figure 62)

.

The figure's hair and shoes were the only gray areas

in the drawing. Durbin decided a No . 2 gray tone would get

the areas dark enough to have the contrast he wanted.

The tone vellow flap : completion

Durbin quickly laid in the tone yellow background,

as the screened vellow would be back of the solii vellowJ

stripes. Both solid and screened yellow flaps are showv

figure 63. lie commented on his earlier decision to remove

the yellow from the hinges and the end rods of the jn

the ladder, calling them "a • reli .11 that color."

This completed ellow £lap--and the camera-

ready cover. Durbin checked back through all the flap.-;

making certain he had cut them just as planned, and had noc

forgotten to remove any cut amberlith areas left on a flap,
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Completed solid red and tone red flaps
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Pig. 62. Completed tone gray flap
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as shown in figure ( He found all in order.

"Okay, I'd better mark this top flap and we can lay

down--you can watch it go zoom!" Durbin said as he flipped

the flaps back down on the drawing one by one, like animation

overlays (see figure 65)

.

All told, the cover, from idea to camera-ready art,

had taken Durbin four hours to prepare. ,;ure 66 shows the

co- i all flaps laid dow-

is not fast enough for me," Durbin said. "But

it has to do, because this is as fast as I'm working tod..

3ut for a cover, that's pretty good."

-

-LT.er.t ?f color

Just before sending the camera-ready cover to engraving,

rbin checked the Ad-Pro color book and put the color numbers,

506 vellow and No. 54 red, on his tone flaps and engraving

:ket

.

Moeller had earlier gotten ' s approval on

• color choices jh Durbin had selected urn con-

each other, yet allowing copy to be ea

when ove ^d.

ned color cover, as e paper, is

•^roducec Ln

Schoc ID: .a

On March 14, 1979, Bill Donovan prepared a map showing

e reorganization of school district* Ln Zlark Ccur.- h iiana,

immec across ^hio River from Louisville. Done
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TTTsl*

65. Durbin prepares to flip the finished flaps
back on the drawing.
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S3ME

. 66. Tht fin:
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in black and tone gray on white, the map ran in the March 15,

1979 Times.

Using a county map distributed by the Clark Cc .

State Bank as a source, plus the story and a rough :h

supplied by the Indiana editor, Donovan taped a grid she-

over the map. It would become the new map base.

Its large size permitted easier working during the

initial drawing stage, and better clarity after shooting do*

to size.

Using a pencil and straightedge, Donovan blocked o\.

the major roads and physical features of the new map (see

figure 68) . As these were designed more to orient the reader

than to overwhelm him with detail, only the essential ical

features of the region were included.

After drawing the rivers , Donovan looked over the

locations of the schools in the redis tr Let Lng plar.

Wilkinson has spee'ed type for the school and place names,

and while Donovan is waiting for him to bring it in, he puts

in the roads with border tape, cutting it to cc: t (see

.;ure 69) .

By the time he has p.ed, Donovan has re :

e on the names and streets, and has pas hem up.

applying ruboff symbols to in

ilkinson brought in ->py bloc

he and Donovan decided a larger po

.

. «
i -J for b«Ct«r

use of space and readabilir on r»
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terminal to order it.

In figure 70, Donovan is comparing the new map with

source nap to make sure all districts are copied accurately

Then, he tapes down a tone gray flap; ndicate borders

for the new school districts.

t border tape, Donovan outlines the new

districts. the paper, the tape will appear as a

gray screen along the district borders (see figure 71).

son returned with the new copy block, and

a larger, more accurate head as well. Donovan lays the tone

flap back and pastes up the new copy, shown I ;ure 72.

ished map, shown in figure 73, has taken about

including research, sketching, drawing, pasteup, and

fla

Sunday ";.:a:ir,e Design and Illustration

Hi ederwohl prepared a design, layout and art for

a Sunday magazine feature on reverse discrimination charges

regarding minority employment in industr The assignment,

done March 13, 1979, and published March 25, 1979, was a black

and :e drawing with no flaps in its original ; because

of changes made later, the drawing carried a tone-gray flap

whe shed.

:;ce the remise was that a recent reverse

on suit had created a dilemma for employers

'ting to c federal equal oppor *s

,

adervohl decided to shape his design and rg around that
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theme. Building on the central concept of a dilemma, or

two-sided issue, he split a hard hat in half at the top of

his initial design. He portrayed half in black and white,

and reversed the other half to white on black.

He further emphasized the split by separating the

halves of the helmet and aligning them so that the separation

continued straight down through the column gutter. This tied

the idea, design, and art together-- the total design concept

V/iederwohl described in his biography in Chapter III. -s

design is shown in figure 74.

Now came the research: find a hard hat in the depart-

ment's library. A thorough search produced no satis fac"

conventional photos of hard hats, but a -story

on Middle East oil production provided photos of very ...usual

hard hats indeed: engraved aluminum hats worn by : lid

workers. The hats had apparently been engraved by local

en, and showed complex, swirling designs.

Intrigued, Wiederwohl decided their pa: nd

contours would be perfect for his drawing. • a SClppli

approach to bring out the swir ft, he

drew his hard hat.

Then, he inked around Chi

the reverse velox. He sized pace on h:

layout, determined it: would need to be shot Co 70 p- ^f

his original's size, and labeled the drawing according^ He

carefully indicated he wanted both a 70 pe egular and a
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rwohl's original design
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70 percent reverse velox. Wiederwohl then trimmed the drawing,

filled out an engraving ticket, shown in figure 75, and brought

it back to that department.

In about thirty minutes, he had his veloxes (see figure

76) and the headline as well. He had reproportioned the letter

spacing in a previously-ordered head, and then had had it

enlarged for a better fit, as shown in figure 77.

Figure 73 shows the layout, ready for the finished ar:.

Head, kicker, credit, and type are clean and follow modular

design.

Wiederwohl completed his drawing as he had planned, div

ding the reverse and recomposing the halves to achieve the effect

he had sought to accomplish. About three hours had elapsed

since he began.

Ironically--and this provides an excellent example of

editor's prerogative- - the Sunday Magazine staff feared many

readers would not recognize the drawing, but be only confused

by the swirling, atypical hard hat and be thrown off the track

of the story, rather than merely intrigued by an unusual dc-

element, as Wiederwohl had intended.

So they decided to ask him to redo the illustration.

Wiederwohl accepted this with equanimi:

Magazine was the most traditional and cons e of ail t

newspapers' sections.

ederwohl's revision, as it appeared in l nc

on March 25, 1979, is presented in figure 79.
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AMERICA'S
NEW DILEMMA

Wfi.it rjoes so. pJ-
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•^ The Louisville Courier- Journal . 17 March 1979.

2The Louisville Times . 15 March 1979.

^The Louisville Courier- Journal . 25 March 1979, Sunday
Magazine, p. 29.
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CHAPTER VIII

PROBLEMS, FEEDBACK, SOLUTIONS

A mistake caught in time isn't a mistake I,

Sen Ram 8

Observing and recording the day- no-day events of the

news art department provides information not only on planned

events but on unplanned ones

.

Discovering how errors occur, the kinds of errors

made, and how they are caught, may give insight into staf :

-

management interaction, working conditions, and stress levels.

Perhaps even more significant are the human dynamics

aspects of error: assumption of responsibility, blame-placing,

guilt-handling and manipulation, and conflict and its resol .
-

tion.

This brief discussion of errors and their effects is

certainly not intended to be definitive. 3u - lease .

an account of error dynamics between news art and othu

departments at the Louisville

News Art : Copy Errors

In the period from March 3-16, 1979, more than a

hundred pieces of artwork, including m large projec: ere

produced by the news art department. laced errors
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occurred in d material; of these, one was caught before

publication.

o errors ran V/ednesday ch 7, 1979,

2
the They occurred in the same map. One

is made when the letters in che map key were pasted up

'G" missing and an "H" in its place. When it ran,

the ombudsman, John Herchenroeder , called it to Ben Ramsey's

ention.

Tvamsey showed it to the artist, who offered an explan-

. on of being on deadline. Ramsey's handling of the situation

seemed understated, more like an offhand passing on of infor-

mation.

No condemnation was involved; no blame seemed placed

or assumed. .e copy desk was held responsible for catching

. b errors ; the correction was made in time for the next

edition proceeded to run correctl

wever , the second error, also in the map, remained

uncorrected. It showed the presently-named Martin Luther King

3oulevard as "alnut Street, its former name. ~s was commented

on at the day's editorial writers' meeting.

Apparently an out-of-date base map had been consulted

for the street nar.es. Again, no blame was placed in news a:

as the ^.ap had gone through the copy editor.

Or. -sday, March 3, 1979, a map showing proposed

annexation 'led an incomplete name for one of the sites."

read "Hurstbourne" instead of .rstbourne-Oxxnoor .

" This
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was caught by an editor, however, and changed by the news art

department's slot artist before it ran.

As 3en Ramsey says, "A mistake caught in time isn't a

mistake at all .

"

The last news art copy error occurred March 14, 1979,

on an Alaska locator map on page one, run in color. ' ten

the drawing was made, map and type apparently were recomposed

from an older base map, and the "Fairbanks" label was placed on

the "Anchorage" location.

The incident evoked a mildly sheepish response from

the artist, but again, surprise was expressed that the copy

desk did not catch the error.

To sum up, copy errors from news art do not seem to

engender blame directed toward the news artisr. While he is

informed of the error, this seems intended only as a feedback

method to avoid making the error again.

•/s artists, while they admit the error, general

mention the copy desk as to blame for missing it. The news

artists do not seem to exhibit substantial guilt, not

management manipulate them because of the error.

Mews Arc > Co

.

The fifth error was of a different nature, is a

color error rather than a copy error: a grap': ne

color flap thac was to have been shoe as a g: :ead.

It ran March 11, 1979, in the .

8

In fact, the error was not made bv news a: red



so

en the night editor responsible for the page inadvertantly

told the artisc on ducy co label che flap co run as cone red

inscead of as cone gray (anocher graphic above che fold on che

page had carried red) .

The graphics edicor, who had earlier specified che

gray cone for che chare ac che boccom of che page, felt I

nighc edicor had overscepped resDonsibilicies by requescing

q
che

A conflicc ensued, wich each edicor feeling his

auconomy and responsibilicy had been quescioned. Feelings

10
ran high.

would be presumpcuous Co assume positions s . . if

chese have a built-in pocencial for c Let, bur when responsi-

bilicies overlap--?erhaps leaving a "gray area Lfl becween--

oppor' ~es for conflicc can occur.

would be interesting to further explore the emerging

position of graphics editor or newsroom designer, and potential

areas of conflict for such individuals with those in traditional

positions of newsroom responsibi.
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CHAPTER VIII

^-Observation and tabulation of artwork produced
from 3 March 1979 to 16 March 1979.

^"Eastern Downtown Site is Best for U of L Arena,
Study Says," The Louisville Courier- Journal , 7 March 1979,
sec. A, p. Ai

.

-'Ben Ramsey, conversation of 7 \arch 1979.

Ibid., and observation of 7 March 1979.

Barry Bingham Jr., comment at Courier- Journal and
Times Editorial Writers' Meeting, 8 March 1979; and obser-
vation of 3 March 1979.

^"Annexation: What It Will Cost Property Owners,"
The Louisville Times . 8 March 1979, sec. A, p. 12.

"Observation of Len Pardue and Claude Cookman , 8 Marc
1979.

^"Marooned Family Survives Month on Ccy Alaskan
Island," The Louisville Courier- Journal , 15 March 1979,
sec . A, p . 1

.

°"Baldwin-United Finds Divers ey to Success,"
The Louisville Courier- Journal . 11 March 1979, sec. E, p. 1.

a
"enzie and Herman Wiederwohl, conversa::

of 15 March 1979.

i0According to Menzie, the graphics edi
expressed himself in an unprofessional manner, Llliply ;he
had impeded the artist's schedule by making the reque.-



CHAPTER *

R3 ST.' :s

.... j« can be - :>o.

intriguing finding emerged from obsc : news

ac Ehs and rims*, .iie it has been alluded

Co :~evious chapters, Lt will now be discussed in detail,

•ire seen to be three : distinct -roups of news

ts at the newspapers. Interviewing, observation a:

1
^ener reracrion have tended to support this V

e groups seem to be primarily age-related and to be

divided as follows: (1) younger artists, aged six twen-

as , (2) mid-group artists, aged in their d forties,

and (3) older artists, aged in their as.

. .-iduals in each of these groups tend t . ow

cer consistencies in backgrounds, training and education,

present abilities, career attitudes and future s. Se

consi^ as se- I also OCCUX ber*f: roups.

plus possible S3 itions ant: itions £ he

tmen£ , are objects of discussion.
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The Younger Artists

Three individuals compos this group. All said they

had been encouraged when they were children to pursue ar:

interests, especially by teachers who gave attention and art

In most cases, this was augmented by their peers."

All majored in art at sizeable universities; all

received B.F.A. degrees; one is now pursuing his M.F.A.

Two of these artists are fine-arc oriented; the third

is more commercially-oriented. All have been ir. the iepartment

two years.

ne see the newspapers as their permanent employer;

ro of the three, however, say they intend to remain in a

career allied in some way with illustration for publication.

The third, although he mentions university tea. is unde-

cided. At this stage of their careers, they ail perceive many

future possibilities. They do not perceive of :r.cr.selves as

"news artists" in terms of their creative identity, but

artists or artists/designers.

Ac present, enjoy their positions a: the rs

and feel they are making a real contribution to tl

feel few creative restraints, but I
- some m

with the noise and distraction they encounter, and with

deadline pressure.

are e about

management and editors. On a person.

co the illustrators of che raid-group, b\. "id few rea -raonal'

icies wich che resc.
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The Mid-Group

The mid-group of news artists is the largest rith

four iduals between the ages of 30 and 50.

One holds an art degree; the others have college- level

art training ranging from I semester hours to two years.

oy were children, they were encouraged by parents and

teachers

.

st left school prematurely to come .e

newspapers in response to being offered a job for which they

previous id applied. average tenure a- papers is

teen vears , - a range "rom seven to th ree years.

-.11 .iee the newspapers as their permanent emp lover,

one hopes to initiate a shorter work week. Lfl order to allow

- :ir.e-.: s. The :thers see themselves

,

for the most part, as news ill -tors.

Overall, artists is group feel they make a

cant contribution to the newspapers. Most of : Ml their

abilities are aDpreciated, and that their worV le

compone: -ers.

Since the- tier a day when st- r const: > on

ere imposed bv management, feel creat reer

v. era to see'K

ind media on news art assig

se ar . ; accept the decisions

;. However, they are some i ass> ters

iling g: ta and are usually successful
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decision-making

.

On the whole, they are the most versatile of the three

groups; individuals can handle many styles and are si ful

designers. They are seldom bothered by distraction or deadline

pressure; they seem to relate best to their contemporaries,

both in the news art department and in other news depar*. its.

The Older Artists

Three artists are in the older group; all are ir. their

4
fifties. Although most had college-level ar: training, none

completed a degree.

Although one artist: began in another department at

the newspapers, all became newspaper employees here

the renties. Their average tenure is twe ears,

with a range of from twenty-five to thirt; ears.

All of these artists intend to remain at the papers

until retiremer.- Two have other pursuits they hope to assume

at this time.

sts often feel their cor.tr:

papers go unnoticed by co-workers an.: public :ilike. Tht

fee their assignments are mostly routine. In s:

adjustments in the distribution of creative v

assignments, a artists feel they are sti.

the :are. This belief seems t -e a I

definable mess o:

However, for at least one ar' ^up, some

personal fat tion se»- o have come from creating the
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p maps and "zarks" valued by the papers today. Th . >t

handles a var ;ch assignments; they are visible and a

source of reinforcement from co-workers and management.^

Another of the found fulfillment through freelancing

and teaching an art course."

The older news a: .ere hired in a day when news

s fare was picture cropping, reto Lg, and perhaps drawing

ap or two. As teenagers, they were interested in cartooning,

ana . ling the department, retained pi I handling

ccessful assignments.

ev tend to voice a concern (as does the oldest mid-

grouo member) that t le is passe. have

B oppor' • to do serious illustration, and do so diligently,

bu - decide no*- I Individual

_ces .

it older artists tend to feel that the younger artists

have in easier time in their careers, they tend to feel the

latter group is reluctant to do routine work and wants only to

have hit La, creative assignments. As dc )£ tl

s. the older individuals seem to be te people,

concerned most'- 'ami lies, and making most social

contacts e papers.

thout exception, tha older ts express the

tion of wc dependably and stea It tl obs

re Then, they look for vesting more cf their

teres' hope irlll be emotionally and
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financially rewarding.

The Groups : Other Views

Co-workers and management perceive these groups in nei

art as well. Many compare the older artists to copy desk staff

who, as Greg Johnson said, tend to stay and become veterans vith

a Lou Grant-ish cynicism. 3ut Johnson said the difference from

9younger artists is one of approach as well as age.

"Younger artists are a lot more trained; it used to be

a casual thing to get into the art department," he sai

Johnson said he had observed that younger artists don't see news

art as an end in itself, but rather as a step to a fine-art or

advertising agency or design career.

As such, Johnson said, younger artists set themselves

apart from the others

.

"The younger ones feel they're on another plane

ability-- they don't have to pay their dues," he said. This

attitude engenders resentment among older staff members, he said

But Johnson said he felt the art ability of the young-

group was extreme
I portant to the newspapers-- from bo'

appearance and circulation standpoints. The younger ts

'

•les have more visual appeal to younger readers

values with these readers, and these are reflec

illustrations

.

The resulting illusr ns produce an Lroni(

news art that sometimes lj too sophisticated for eaders

'erprec, Johnson
I
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"Ic gives us a benefit chat's really above our level

at ti he said.

Johnson and other editors and management believe that

the emergence of a younger department will have

positive effects on what the news art department produces, and

on its creative climate.

.ny, like Bill Ellison, compared the younger news

artists to today's young reporters in their work

and assertiveness . 3oth the young reporters and artists are

patient routine tasks; they want to do what they feel

are more • assignments.

"Our reporters resent having to do cops-and-robbers

stuff and obits, and things like that 1 1 1 as much as an artist

resents Qg to put flaps on things, as an asse pe

of .;.

"So they probably are less interested ir. tho

3-^t really aren't any different from reporters, I

know that--or editors, for that matter," Ellison said. He sa

he believed the reason was that the younger people had s.

been raised in good econc .es and had not ex need

the sgle of Depression-era individuals t i a job.

Anot laracteris tic of younger artists and reporters

assertiveness, Ellison sai

"I th: . ng back on old stereotype

of Iti being ter -.ental because e people,

but s 2, outspoken.
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"I chink, first of all, their vision is much greater.

In other words, they tend to take an interest in the total

newspaper. And not simply just the graphics, but how the graph-

work with the words and with the pictures.

"And then, I think they tend to speak out about it when

they think you're doing bad things. They may not always have

entree to the map at the top, but they'll sure voice their opin-

ions as much as the next reporter or copy editor will."

Ellison said the artists' opinions were openly received.

"It's like with everything else: a good artist is respected and

his opinions are listened to.

"I can remember my experience on the night copy desk

If Herman (Wiederwohl) came out and said, 'Hey, I think that

page one layout isn't working,' even though he had nothing to

do with creating it, or with creating any art on the page or

anything like that, I'd sure as heck listen to him."

So, in contrast to the feelings of some older arciscs

that they have no influence on decision-making at the papers

,

the younger staff members— perhaps training an- il

graphics awareness in their favor- -are entering into tine moi

total newsroom involvement chat Johnr. d.

i younger anc .-group arrises

and enthusiastic about contrib:- tO--th<

visual concept. Herman 'Viederwohl des,

idenr md effectiveness this wa

•-•
' re a mirror rather than a prime mover he

time ... But we can be a mover coo." d perhapa here is

i arc '

s re .



FOOTNOTES

. TER :

This belief was mentioned specifically in interviews
:h 3ob Clark, Paul Neely, and 3: jonve-

sation> I Greg Johnson and J -.upin over the period of
the field visit.

th the younger artists ment hough
such as, "I was regarded as the artist," and i shapec

nfluence of teachers, especially one particular teachc
stent memory of this group.

This group of artists spans the department's
?nal d," when Maurice -.an was director. ij seem
be the most vers as a group, blendi:. acceptance of

routine tasks with the ab : create serious illustration,
good page de< nnovative 3-D approaches.

*Tl ally, this group would contain artists .eir
sixties a. L, or u: ml LI re All entered the
department when it was under Louis except for one artist
who began in advertising.

D3ill Donovan, conversation 1979; a

observation of interaction between Donovan and Johnnv Ma
March L9

°Lee Ebner, conversation of 3 March 1979.

'Clarence Friend, conversation of 13 979

.

Q
°3oth of these pursuit oive self-

have a different character from the news art field, being
related to independent ret •

'Interview with Greg Johnson, 1979.

10 Ibid.

:: Interview with Bill Ellison, .rch 1979.

L*Jofc rsonal letter. 9 July 1979.

29C



CHAPTER X

CHANGE: SHORT-TERM; LONG-TERM

Introduction

The news art department, like the newspapers of which

it is a part, is experiencing change. Day by day, the papers

are being shaped in response to change— both from within and

without

.

As it has in the past, change will continue to af re-

news art. Key areas in which change seems most likely to

occur in the next few years are those of facilities, staff,

and budgeting.

Other changes are indicated in a few years as well;

these include added color capacity, the pos.s o reo:

ganizing the news art department into sep_: s raffs

the introduction of electronic pagination

By about 1985, as results are meas budg'

reorg nizations presently under way, ost-e

of going offset will be known and a dec:

2regarding a conversion--a $30 million doll ^r na

But the central t of pi

seems 1: to cake the news; orevc

gasoline-carrier crunch. is electronic del "he

291
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3
newspapers via home minicomputer terminal.

ad Barry Bingham says news arr will be there too.

Short-term Change

l 1 it ies

In abou* ember 1979, news De moving to

larger quarters: more than 1400 square feet of space along

south 3 lie .e building. Tu6 area, now occupied by

sports, will increase the -oor area about 1. 68.

As part of a reorganization of fourth floor space,

sports will move to an area adjacent to the Couritr-

newsroom, which I >naerl; opened to production fac. js on

e och- ie .

.tensive remodeling will be done, inc ^ offices

- iwo sports ts, as that department was divided into

separate en 1 June, 1979.

For news art, the move will mean a psychological as

well as ansion.

The ' as Mike Covington calls it, will change

into a wide rectang. better natural lighting, especi .

-iter.

11 have terr . ridews t 8 Der

parade!" said Bill Ellison, Laughing.

Each artisc have a cubicle, proba :*-

glass s, to blend priva openness.' The

department opposite the elevator reception

area r'ro-'. the ^room. sychological be-, ^o

,
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g
Bob Clark said.

"I think that art, more and more, will feel as though

it's part of the news operation, and that the news operation

will, more and more, feel that art is an important part of

what it's doing, in the way of layouts and planning and artis:-

desk relationships

.

"I think it's very important. There's no question

about it. You just can't say, 'hey, we ought to have a draw

to go with this, so let's go tell Johnny we one. ' ::d

Johnny tells an artist they 'want' one. And, 'well, what do

they want?' 'Well, - don't know exactly; go talk to the::

You know. That's probably the way it works a lot of times

now, but it really shouldn't."

Perhaps, as Clark said, the move will have an :t on

the low frequency of reporter-artii t interaction noted.

Bill Ellison believes that bringing the art d< Bfctnt

more into the mainstream of the newsroom, thus reducing isola-

tion, may keep younger news artists froo develop: .e bittfl

a
ness of some of their ol~ junterparts

.

[ think that part I connected n

the : people feel like talent and ideas r.d\-e gon

unsolicited from talented people.

Cn torn i of the u

Because the newspaper bu u know.

Th

.

and out so quick. a person gees locked

to any one particular point c able that



he's going to become bitter because eventually it's going to

change. J unless you adjust to it, you're going to

remain hi: Ellison said.

Sta

The next 11 see some retirements in news

art. 3esides creating vacancies in the depar se

Lll pose other questions.

Today older artists handle many assignments such

as maps, "zarks," and cartoon subjects. Proportionally, tht

handle fever of the more serious illustrations and section

covers than do the mid- and younger groups.

the vacancies are all filled with hotshot young

illustrators, who will do the routine wor.

Lison advanced an approach that would be ana.

-

ogous to a practice in use here and in other newsrooms for

years: to hire "art clerks" much as news clerks are hired now.

"There's a certain amount of .Rework that h^s to

be done in any art department, just as there is on a copy

or on a rt Lug staff. And we bt vise in zhe re

to maybe seek out two differe- oes of people," llison sai

5 to do cert. s cf vol '.e

newsroc- do obits, to do crime shorts, ro do any number

;s . ad to hire people who are

competent do, bu*: •• are not overl Lous .

Anc - don't become rated over repe n.

goes toward a nucleus of
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extremely creative people, then you might be wise to hire some

other people who go into a job with their eyes open, know!

that basically what they're going to be doing is the weather

map, and the things like that . . . and to free other people

to do more ambitious kinds of things."

Ellison said that although he wasn't familiar with the

hiring market for such individuals, if they were available,

"it might make things a lot easier down the road."

"I think our reporting staff would be a little less

hotshot than it is, if they had to take a certain amount of

obits every day, or if they had to pull their tour of du -

at the cop shop.

"Now, a lot of people argue that it's too bad they're

missing out on that sort of thing because they're missing out

on a great part of their training, but I'm not sure that's

true," Ellison said.

"I'm just . . . wondering if we won't reach a point .

of looking for people specif ically--hiring them for

drudgework. It's not really fair to say, ' drudgewor

although I'm sure that's what a Herman '•Jiederwohi would

consider it.

"It's necessary because getting out

paper, but he really doesn't enj much, and he \:

to have ... to spend his time on bigger, more ambitious

' Ellison said.
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Artists and management ambitions

As John: jpin and others have said, young illustrators

joining the department are likely to be couspicuously talent*.-

in drawing and design. But can they, like reporters, aspire to

mana»- t positions? If the designer-in- the-newsroom concept

works, would it mean an eventual merging of the designer/editor

roles in newsroom managemer. According to Bill Ellison, the

chance is remote, but may be possible in years to come.

ey can be well-paid, and they can be w. lought-c

and they can do all the other things that the great reporter

does . . . but they've got to be willing to push themselves

anagement type of area, what they want to

pursue. 3ecause it's not going to come get them," Ellison said.

"I think that we're beginning to get different types

of individuals as artists. And maybe in a few years they night

be pu. thems elves -nore into the general news operation."

3udget

i

g

The newspapers are in a campaign to raise profits I

12 percent over the next .ree years, in order to save monc

for building and equipping an ofrset plant.""

Seme of the savings are being generated through sta

s. In 1978 and 1979. een staff were news,

13
sp - idmlni :>n and editorial departments.

Other I, not hrough employee 11 occur

Bu I committee to research and suggest these cuts

(of 90 is head) re: nded that news art a
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photo departments be left intact.

"We felt it would be counterproductive to be cutting

out graDhics people at a time when we were trying :o save

money to go to offset. Because graphics are not just important

to offset--you can do so much more with graphics with offset

l 4
than you can with letterpress," Ellison said.'

"Now, I don't think that maybe a cut or two isn't

inevitable in photo and art . . . but I think there is . . .a

recognition of the fact chat we probably ought to go easy on

art in particular."

Ellison said upcoming retirements might mean that no

"active" cuts were in the future for art; only that staff size

might be held to perhaps nine of the ten slots now Ln -he

department

.

Color capability

Options in expanding color capabi. --short of a

complete offset conversion—get a lot of Bar: 's

attention these days."

When asked about his plans, Bingham answerer.

"How long do you have?"

"That's a really serious problem, beca . tn

looking at the possibility of buying offset

would permit us to print some color, not color or.

but some color in the newspaper.

nd the price would be about $30 million dollars ich

is so staggering that even '

) love I ~ng money, am a
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am a little bit worried about ham said.

Another possibility includes using more spectacolor in

the dail I ~.s . used to use it maybe a couple of times

a month in the newspapers ... we could put a gravure color

picture out front in the newspapers, and I'll tell you, they'll

just knock your eyes o They're really beau L color

reproductions," he said.

Putting more color decks on the existing le ress

presses is a viable option as well, 3ingham said.

"I think, for a good deal less than $30 million dollars,

we could put some more color decks on those presses and run

the same kind of color the Lexington He.- . run.

"Now that doesn't make me proud; I don' int to jump

up and down and applaud, but I have been in places where you

had two vending machines, one with a newspaper with a color

.re out front and the other one without— and I'll tell you,

the color picture sells."

e added color decks would increase color capaci

to four colors plus black, 3ingham said.

ad not only that, ve would then have the oppc

of pu • at least spot color out front every day," he said.

So 16 news irt deoarfrr.ent
- - —

re color availability would mean more color art. The

possibi re aggressive art use is related to another

matter being considered here: s | news art into separate

departments, one for each and each having a news art
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director. The idea has been discussed many times , 3ingham

. , 16
said.

"I think the managing editors are inheres red in art,

but that's 'somebody else's department producing it for you.'

You don't have the same feeling about that as you would have

if that's your department and you're responsible for eve.

section of your newspaper. And you would really, I Chink, pu

harder to get more ar: in the newspaper that wa he said.

3ingham added he believed the artists would identif

with their respective papers, as well as being linked to them

in the public's thought.

Pagination

In about five years, pagination will become a reali

at the newspapers. According to Paul Meely, who was copy desk

chief of the Courier during the initial electronic newsroom

conversion and, as such, was immersed in the new technology and

staff training, mosc news employees feel positive about I

advent of the new capabi.

;aid the hardware and software for the pa^

system will not involve the direct integration o: I,

but will necessitate splicing them into the pages — a s

more -consuming but far more cost-c nethod.

In contras: to the rch and development hand

the newspapers took w: n-

version, Meely sa .e papers will probabi;

vendo eloped pagination system that had
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Installed and debugged ac other newspapers. Because of th:

unhurried approac said, the papers and t. employees

were not caught up in the kind of emotionality that accompanied

the initial conversion.

"I ' push for pagination will just come

he said, "when somebody sits down and draws the charts on

return-on- inve.- t and figures out when the line crosses

Long-term ^hange

Electronic deliver--— -

"I :oing to get of Id blue yonder

spee: .-:-• 3ingham said.

ill, he began to outline the newpapers ' ultimate

18
•

e most important thing is how many copies of

whatever we're distributing are we going to distribute and

how are we ?oing to do it," he said.

"We buy 470,000 gallons [of gasoline] for the year for

our circulation fleet, and if it gets to a dollar, that's a

lot mora expensive than seventy cents, if you're buying .at

bulk. So I'm really worried about the distribution of the

news p ape .ture.

i the solution that I see is vha :all the

electronic delivery of the newspaper. " he sa.

Three such s -,ingham said: CEEFAX a: I

ORACLE and I 8J r system in Japan. All lJ9tm

used air or cable tras- :>n to re I :
• newspaper stories into
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the home via the television screen, he said.

"I-Jow, obviously, just words and numbers are not suffi-

cient. The newspaper's full of art. I mean, whether it's

advertising art or photographs or graphics . Even the nameplate

is actually a work of art."

3ingham said that because of this, one of his goals

was to make certain the public received as much benefit from

art as from words.

"There's a lot of art that people are going to miss if

all we do is say, 'this is a story by Bob Johnson' and you ger

column after column of type on your television sec The arcis:

association with the new way of delivering a newspaper is going

to be terribly important."

Bingham said he was concerned because the United Scares

has done virtually noching in this area co date.

"Already in England, the 3BC is punting this maCt

over che air, and they have cheir own compucer-g. i grar

where chey do a map of England wich all as

in renc color

j ompucer- gene raced,

you're looking ac airline schedules, you set- | piccure of

an airplane coming inD airport, done computer .

They're thead of us."

The reasons for overseas push inco eleccror.

delivery are gasoline and newspr I :oscs J.

3 Ingham said, costs abouc $1.75 a gallon, ir.ii aevepx

well above current U.S. levels. vspapers have b< nco
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the electronic delivery mode as a result: , he said, and he

forsees the same effect here. He said he plans a timely respo:

at I would like to see these newspapers doing is

getting as far out front as we can afford to ge .e sa: I

"That's what I" ng forward to, and that's going

to .e quantum leap."

And as I say, you ca: ^ut out letters and

numbers. You've got to use graphics .is

to make Lt ittractive to the person who's going to subscribe,"

;ham said.

Comparing electronic graphics to today's news art is

-:e comparing ..; to animation, Bingham said.

"Just two entirely different sciences. Or arts. I

think that tod. ie graphics and the art that we're doing :

the newspaper will be changed just that dramatically when we

go into an elec — ale version," he said.

e opportunities, he said, were massive.

expensive memory that you can now buy for

a computer--! mean, you can go down to Radio Shack and buy a

computer now- -which , again somebody told you that twer.*-

years ago, you'd have thouc were smoking pot:

For the price of a television set, Singham said,

in: ce would be massive along with graphics

ava

.

tha

I

could

be Cr ed between 5 ,
giving :ais a wider

"11 an one newspaper could possib

:e .
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Computer graphics were another possibility for the

newspaper system, Bingham said: "Maybe even someday down to

the point of getting our own map of the city of Louisville

or whatever you want. There will be great opportunities

expand what is now published on a daily basis, because you'll

be able to publish and store information people may only war.:

once a year," he said.

"But it'll be so cheap to store, you can just Btore it

and when they want it, there it'll be."

3ingham said he is also motivated by conservation.

He said he and the newspapers are personally responsible for

"devastating forests every year." Bingham, a conservation!)

said he'd rather see a tree growing than lying on the ground

or going through a paper mill.

Other, more important uses, Bingham said, are needed

for wood.

"If you're going to build a house today, you've got to

have two-by-fours. And there are not very many replacements

two-bv- fours . It there's some way that we can get out o:

wood industry so that we are not paying this fantastic price

for something which sits on your desk for maybe a few ho-.

and then goes . . . ."he said, motioning throwing r

into a wastebasket.

::d then, it becomes a disposal problem.

we write an editorial about litter on tl ^r about a

landfill which is not properly used, I know doggone we ac
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ere are newspapers chere . And chac they're just as improper

:he old beer ca I whiskey bottles," Bingham said.

Instead, his preference would be, he said, to put

the money now invested in newsprint into staffing and the

ernal quality of the product after such an electronic system

was developed.

Some of the disbelief people feel about having an ele

tronic newspaper, Bingham said, is that each generation has

learned to acqu ferer. .g,

then over the radio, and finally, on the screen

'"
• mother says you can't acquire .ess

you're holding something in vour hand. I just don't agree •

that," Bingham said.

-.ghara is planning for transmission over color terminals

ntout capabil. • >n :emand. - terminals would be

able to copy desired, and thus be of special

use ss to those with poor >n.

3ingham said he and Da :eJean were working on

technology, and were discussing two approaches: going to see

iya already in operation, and investigating whether t'm

own research resources could put together the kind of electron

d.
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CHAPTER XI

CONCLUSIONS AND REC DATIONS FOR I

Conclusions

ws art at the Louisville a

is Light-years from what it was barely fifteen years ago, with

regard to -ement. s: ig, and nature and quality of wor

rill continue th change along these lines, with

.mover increasing as older artists retire and younger

is ts , designers enter the department , most with 3.F.A.

degrees and mar.- h at least some graduate training.

These younger staff members will, while not accumula-

3 as much tenure as today's mid-level artist group, rm

long enough to make a creative c cr.rribution to

the newspapers

.

As newspaper artists, these younger staffers will have

a high degree of versa"

I

rend to retain outside

e-ar: involvement besides their commercial art career.

.ese • go on to publi ^stration,

adver -.iver :r fir.e art careers;

11 consider the newspapers a valuable learning experience,

but not career home.

•^unge: LI cc" to be assertive

regard section of Lndivtd It

306
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as do current young and mid-group r.ev art staff members. If

such news artists are competent in their professional role,

they will experience success in influencing decision-making on

assignments; they will feel a part of the newsroom instead of

the "service department" atmosphere that exists at many news-

papers today and did at these papers at one time. News artists

are coming into their own here, both in visibility and earnings.

Complexity and sophistication are now the norm in more

creative art assignments, and the proportion of such assignments

to routine duties is increasing. To provide for staff strength

in both areas, yet avoid present bitterness the older 3r::s:s

feel when expected zo perform at a creative level for which

they were not prepared upon employment, a new concept in arc

department staffing may be initiated in Che future: the "ar:

assistant" or "art clerk," analogous to the "news clerk" now

employed in many newsrooms.

As color capability increases, more oppor _ies will

develop for color art, spurring the involvement of younger

staff members. At che same time, a shorter work week illow

mid-level staffers 10 pursue their own art in-erest le

remaining creac. resh enough co stay

throughout cheir careers.

Mews art, though mindful of possible ( .

straincs in the ne: /ears lbouc :o en;oy a .cal

boose with its forthcomi- ve co new qu *. ided priva^

each artist will experience planned cubicle arrangemt
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.e department mav provide less interpersonal stress

between age groups, while the physical relationship of the

depar to the newsroom should make for easier communication

between ar i and news staf

A significant proportion of the gains the department

has experienced in the past decade, particularly since 1976,

has been due to improved management. Since the present news

assumed his position, gains in the scope and

qua of work, evenness of assignment load, rela -

ships, and overall « and identity of the news art

department: have been conspicuous.

It seems likely that this management change was a

critical factor in creating the climate and performance level

of today's department. en more significa: erhaps , is the

publisher's awareness of the role of news art and his involve-

me- staff feedback, ail related to the of ten-referred- to

qu - ^fessionaiism among the newspaper staffs.

n oppr is provided to observe hoi I graphics

ec. erf aces with news art and editing staff. Lfl tlngu]

positic individuals around the country who fill im-

probably cannot be generalized. It is a visible position, with

substantial power, and the potential for conf 1 i c t-generation

ws editor- "ionai decision-making roles. As

emerging kind of special any areas of its jurisdiction are

undoubt mdefined as yet; its emergence and probable varia-

on (depending on the manage Lte at each newspaper)

promises to be a fas
J
process--one that will be rewarding

to observe.
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Recommendations for Further Study

As 3arry 3ingham said, "How long do you have?"

This initial case study has helped to identify certain

lines along which future research in news art /news staff

interface may be patterned.

Initially, comparable case studies of similar-size

newspapers around the country would provide valuable infor-

mation on topics such as :

1. Art department histories, and whether comparable

2. Whether art staffs appear to form comparable age-

or training-related groups

3. Salary guidelines and advancement opportunities

4. Differences and similarities in art staff/news

staff interaction

5. Whether the "art assistant" concept is beir.^ us<

elsewhere, and if so, whether it is proving satisfactc

6. Whether the art slot system or comparable ^e:'r.

is used to distribute work load among art 8ta

7

.

To what extent present management has :

staff conditions, provided facilities or training 'atpon

to staff requests

In addition, it is hoped that additional studies DU

done at intervals at the Louisville :ju»^.»- -<*•

to follow the effects of the changes planned, o rer
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couch wich the news arc deparcmenc as it experiences changes

of t c s own

.

Especially incerescing would be co follow che devel-

opoenc of che role of graphics editor at chese and ocher

newspapers, and also Co observe che concepc of che "designer

e newsroom" as evelops in ocher newspapers and

perhaps here as well.

addition, a survey of news arc -ng levels across

red States needs to be done to noc only bring Trayes

'

daca up Co dace buc Co clar . evels of news art staffing as

dis from editorial cartoonist and general staff artist

emplc-~.er.t . ~s survey, repeated peri-- at, fcr ranee

,

a sample of all newspapers of more than ten chousand circulacion,

would provide an idea of growch paccerr.s ir. news art staffing,

and help indicate whether they would tl C increasing impor-

tance of news art in marketing che product of the newspape-

All of these seem to be inviting areas for s
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ABSTRACT

NEWS ART AT THE

LOUISVILLE COURIER- JOURNAL AND TIMES

Newspaper graphics is an area of growing interest

among newspaper professionals today, with newspaper design

associations and national conferences devoted to the pur

of a more visually attractive and readable page.

Associated with this is a general surge in newspaper

illustration, both fine-art and graphically oriented

provide what managers see as the visual and informational

content readers demand—especially in competitive .on

markets

.

However, few structured inquiries have yet beer,

conducted into how news art and graphics ei plemented on a

day to day basis. Although art sea have been s ..

veyed, little is known about the staffs themselves, it how

they interface with news s: and how change has jd

and will continue to affect roll

an initial step, the present case s'

formed ac the Louisville, Kentuc *•

,

newspapers which have a morning and a oon corabi:.< u-

ion of 370,003.



e study, consisting of personal observation from

March 3-17, 1979, included interviewing and assembling bio-

graphical material of the newi news art director

and graphics ed: interviewing management and editors at

all levels who had si^ ant contact with news art as

part of their professional responsibilities, and obtaining

samples of each artists' work plus a running accumulation of

published artwork during the period of the itud

case conducted as participant-as-observer

thodology, was designed to outline possible hypotheses and

ections for future research in this area. D addition

to interviewing and collecting technical and published material,

observation of staff interaction patterns, management methods,

feedback on mce, gene- 3b satisfaction, and self-

concept regarding career, formed a significant component of

Information obtained.

Specific.: it was discovered that the news ar'

irtment at these newspapers has evolved from a trad:

Btoucher rcle to a diversified, fine-art capabi

us in?, Lnnovatlvc - Lc approaches; and that most of zhe

evolution can be traced to management changes since 1966.

long- rt emplc :S shortened to

a turnover often at two-year intervals ; older and younger

news ar -mbers differ dramatically : ig,

ad versa::!:'



Resultant interpersonal conflicts have been ease .

by instituting a "slot system," or revolving schedule,

Derraitting all artists to share routine work even st,

feelings of discrimination in the assignment of more creative

tasks persist heightened by the reality that some old

artists cannot perform at the level considered by management

to be the norm today.

Possible solutions to these difficulties, augmented

in part by staff changes resulting through recireir.er.i , are

discussed. The role and staff interaction of the graphics

editor, a new position, is identified and discussed, along

with possible conflict with newsroom staff occ . .g more

traditional roles.

Staff and facility changes, budgeting cuts, and

technological innovation are discussed as they relare to ne

art and che newspapers in general. Suggestions are offered for

follow-up observation at these newspapers and -hose of compar-

able size.

Color reproductions and extensive black and e

coverage of representative art projects produced by . cs

in che department are included; chree projects are pres«.

in a scep-by-scep photographic record,

is study will, ^ped, provide wilua:

ion and directions foi I inqv.



hoped chat it will lend visibility and understanding of the

individuals and challenges involved in producing, as one of

the news artists called it, "qua: on the dead run."


